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Swedish Seamen who 
Deserted in U.S. Ports 
1841-1858 
Nils William Olsson 
During the nineteenth century a number of Swedish immigrant arrivals 
in America by-passed the official channels and were therefore not listed in 
the passenger manifests of U.S. ports, nor in the exit lists or police records 
in Sweden. These are the not inconsiderable number of Swedish seamen 
who jumped ship in American ports, many of them to stay on permanently . 
These deserters constituted a fairly large portion of the merchant marine 
crews which manned the many Swedish vessels, which crossed the Atlantic, 
carrying Swedish iron, hemp, tar and lumber products to America in ex-
change for tobacco, rice, cotton and other desirable American exports. 1 
Obviously these abscondings put a great strain on the ship's master, who 
usually together with the Swedish consul in the port in question, had to 
locate the errant crew members before the vessel's departure or failing in 
this, had to attempt to procure new seamen. The pressure placed on the 
captain in these situations, to replace deserting crews, abetted in tum the 
desire of the seamen to "take a walk", knowing that they could always sign 
on board the next Swedish vessel to call at the port. 
The motives for deserting a vessel were many and can easily be under-
stood. After a long and arduous voyage, often in inclement weather, aboard 
a cramped ship, it must have been very tempting to to ashore in such exotic 
ports to Scandinavians, as New York, New Orleans, Charleston and Savan-
nah. American merchantmen usually paid higher wages than the Swedes and 
Swedish sailors therefore were often disposed to shift their allegiance from a 
Swedish to an American master. The personal relationship between a master 
and a crew member could often influence the sailor to leave the ship in the 
next port, hoping thereby to sign on another vessel, where the captain might 
be more amenable. 
News of the gold finds in California had begun to trickle back to Sweden 
and must have constituted an irresistible urge for sailors to slip away from 
their ships in order to seek their fortunes in this new Eldorado. The abund-
ance of cheap and verdant land in the American West must also have been a 
powerful magnet to lure many a sailor to exchange the perilous work on the 
high seas for a safer and perhaps a more profitable career as an American 
landowner. Whatever the motives, the net result was that flocks of Swedish 
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seamen refused to continue the voyage home from American ports, taking 
instead a holiday ashore, which sometimes stretched into permanent set-
tling. 
Not all deserters remained in the U.S. Many returned to Sweden , only 
to come back on a new voyage , then to abscond for the second time, this 
time probably for good. Others , on the other hand , remained in the U.S. a 
few months or a few years and then returned to their native land to enter new 
professions or as seasoned sailors to continue as sea captains. 
Thanks to the excellent records kept by the Swedish seamen hiring halls 
(sjomanshus), it is possible today to trace the movements of Swedish sea-
men, going back more than 200 years. The sjomanshus were governmental 
institutions , organized for ships' masters as well as merchant marine crews 
dating back to 1748. Four years later, in 1752, these sjomanshus were given 
a royal charter, established to control the activities of Swedish merchant 
shipping, ship owners, ships ' masters as well as ships ' crews. The rules 
governing these institutions were up-dated from time to time to reflect the 
changing times. The main purposes of these sjomanshus were to gather and 
disseminate information concerning all merchant shipping of Swedish reg-
istry , measuring more than 20 tons, to keep a record of all Swedish mer-
chantmen sailing under the Swedish flag and to render financial assistance to 
sailors in time of need as well as to provide for the widows and minor 
children of sailors who perished at sea or who died in the service. Eventually 
sjomanshus were established in nearly fifty Swedish cities , ranging from 
Haparanda in the north to Ystad in the south. Every Swedish sailor and 
ship's master had to register in the sjomanshus in his district. There he was 
given his seaman's passport (sjofartsbok) , in which masters could log the 
voyages in which the seamen participated, their dates of service, their 
accomplishments and their deportment. Infractions of rules and punish-
ments meted out were also made a part of the record. The book was in-
spected by the ombudsman in charge of the sjomanshus , before the seaman 
could sign anew on board the next vessel. 
Every sjomanshus had its own board of directors, made up of five per-
sons - two representing the ship owners, one the masters, one the second 
officers and one representing the seamen. The sjomanshus were under the 
supervision of the Royal Swedish Board of Trade (Kommerskollegium), 
which also appointed a sixth member, an ombudsman, who was independent 
of the board , but who was in charge of the administrative details of the hiring 
hall . It was he who made up the crew lists or ships ' rosters, signed on the 
seaman and paid them off. He also served as referee in minor altercations 
between masters and crew members. 
It is these crew lists which interest us the most, for these are the docu-
ments which can provide a great deal of information concerning the indi-
vidual sailor and his peregrinations. These ships' rosters are to be found in 
the provincial archives in Sweden, serving the same district where the 






The document analyzed in this particular essay stems from the sjomans-
hus in Stockholm, now on deposit in the Stockholm City Archives (Stock-
holms stadsarkiv), where it bears the signum Dlh:l (1841- 1859). Although 
the original document is marked with the dates 1841- 1859, the actual list 
ends with the year 1858. It provides information concerning each sailor who 
absconded, his name, his age, his marital status, birth place (the first name 
listed) and his domicile (where it is entered, it follows the birth place). The 
date of his registering at the sjomanshus is given, the name of the master 
with whom he sailed, the port in which he deserted and the date of that 
desertion . Occasionally the list also includes supplementary information re-
garding the sailor's subsequent return to Sweden. All of these facts are very 
important to the genealogist and have been included in the printed version 
below, i.e. with the exception of the captain's name, which has been elimin-
ated since this information does not add significantly to the data presented. 
Where additional information has been found in the extant literature 
concerning the sailor, this information has been placed in notes at the end of 
the article. It should be noted that there are a few duplications, where the 
sailor has, as mentioned earlier, returned to Sweden, only to desert the 
vessel again on his return to the U.S. 
The list includes all desertions on a world-wide basis and contains a total 
of994 names for the period 1841- 1858, but only for those seamen registered 
in the Stockholm sjomanshus. Of this number a total of 437 seamen 
absconded in U.S . ports, for a total of 44% of the whole. 
The average age of each deserter was 23.8 years and on the basis of a 
breakdown of the ages for the various categories of these sailors, we find 
that approximately half of the deserters were between the ages of 20 and 26. 
Below is a listing by age and the numbers in each age bracket: 
Age Number Age Number 
14 3 29 19 
15 3 30 12 
16 18 31 7 
17 18 32 7 
18 28 33 6 
19 23 34 3 
20 35 35 1 
21 34 36 1 
22 39 37 3 
23 40 38 2 
24 34 39 8 
25 22 40 2 
26 32 45 1 
27 21 46 
28 13 48 
Total 437 
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A.ntagning8-Be·vl8. 
lnnehafvaren hiiraf Jt/7;,,,A~. ~~ .. """~,-~~ hvilken ilr 
Liln, fudd / '5 ..Y n . ;j ,,..,,. 7JC 7', 07, ~1 af /) ~•,. / ' ,'1'/4';) 
hr till sjOfarts idkende b 1t antagcn viYaelle SjOmanshus~och i dess Rt11la Rntecknad, 
och, Jemlikt Kongl. Forordningen ef den 7 Februari 1835, iir dct ho11om obetaget alt 
~der d4 tider som ban ej idker sjofart, hvilken tid icke fllr ofverskridn tviinne ar, ge-
nom arbete hos andra soka sin bergning, Burande 11.ir Ofrigt dette bevis filrl!te~, om su 
pafordru, hvarje gang han fllrhyrea eller afmoustra~. 
Gelle Sjomanshus-Kontor den 1sf/' 
Discharge paper for Wilhelm Lindstrom from the sjomanshus in Giivle. 
~) ,,,_, " /5 
CERTI Fl CATE OF DISCHARGE 
Discharge paper for Wilhelm Lindstrom in Liverpool, England. Note how Lindstrom's name has 




tor . . -~~~ ~~: .... . hvilken s&110m 
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.. .✓.ff.'7i/?. . .. .. pa. . resa fran... ..... .. . H«.~ · ··-: :· ...... , ... ~ill.;i7~A 7 ·. ,? ~ . . ' . . .JI , . ' ., , . 
. . ~ . ~ ... derunder fartyget je~il.•~lleva'rit I .. ~~.-, . .. 
. ~~~ .... . och m: b~ manad8hy.ra af ,P-7·- ...  
.. ~ .. ~~······ ··········· .. ··· · :\I ............ .. ... . ,,· .. ..... .......... .. 
''" oro,,,, ooh ,kiek i ::::; K.,.k~ ; . . . .... .. 
!, ,orn,;ga •U follgOra ,i, , ... ,. tj,.,e; z;;,,..,,1~,2j}5 : 
lo Dflll ooh ,imghe< ,;:,;, ~:~~:.;L.:: :: 
. .... . . ·· · ·· · · ··•··········· · · ···.•· · ·· • · ·· · ···· · ··· · · · · · ··· · · •• ··· • ·· ; . 1l .- ··· ' · ·· ··· ··· · · 
-1:u· Va.ksamhet och pa.passlighet: . . ..... U.~~·-- · .~ ......... · 
a)· s0111 rorgil.ngare samt pa vakt ) ...... ~ . 
ocb utkik, i sjo, pa redd, i ha.nm ).... .. C .. ' . . ... ,.... ,,.,.. ... ... . . ... 
b) 80ITI va.ktchef .. , ... 
. .. , ........... .......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ... .. .. ... . .. . . , ... . 
hvilket hiirigenon, till bevis meddelllb G~ de~ 3/---~.,,.~ .. ..H)"_f'~ ... :> 
Be,ty,k,•, ,L ...... !:~-!:":::.~- ~:.;£.~ 
OBS. Befiilhafvu.i·e hii.nvisas till de a a.ndra. .,idan gjoi'de anmlirkningar ooh tilligg till 
tiirtyrlligande Hf fiirestacnde. punkter. 
Document issued for Wilhelm Lindstrom, a Swedish sailor, at the sjomanshus in Gavle. 
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A breakdown of the employment categories of the sailors involved , from 
mate to cabin boy, shows the following statistics: 
·Deck hands 151 
Able-bodied seamen 102 
Ordinary seamen 59 
Cooks 52 
Ships' carpenters 31 
Gunners 18 





The list given below attempts to document all of the Swedish deserters 
who sailed on ships registered in Stockholm during the period mentioned. In 
order to conserve space the various categories of duties aboard the vessel 
have been abbreviated as follows: 
Swedish English Abbreviation 
Batsman Boatswain B 
Jungman Deck hand DH 
Kajutvakt Cabin boy CB 
Kock Cook C 
Konstapel Gunner G 
Lattmatros Ordinary seaman OS 
Matros Able-bodied seaman AB 
Prentis Apprentice A 
Styrman Mate M 
Timmerman Ship's carpenter SC 
There were 35 seamen who were married, representing 8% of the total 
number. These have been identified by the addition of a cross ( + ), inserted 
just before the name itself. 
Date of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sa ilor Date 
Regisrrarion and R esidence jumped ship 
1841 
July I Bergstrom. C.F. OS 16 Stockholm New York Aug. 19 1843 
Silfverswiird. W.F.W. ' DH 17 Munso Parish (Stock.) 
1842 
May 12 Hamberg, J.C . G 28 Visby Aug. 10 1842 
Norrby, Matthias ·' AB 25 Gotland 
Harlund , G.A . AB 31 Stockholm 
Friberg, L.P. OS 23 Stockholm/Visby 
Lyberg, J.F. DH 19 Stockholm/Visby 
April 28 Larsson, Lorents CB 21 Varberg Philadelphia Sept. 1842 
July 18 Hultman, C.P.O. M 22 Ljungby Parish (Kron.) New York Aug. 9 1843 
Lindstrom. 0. SC 37 Oland 




















Dare of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sailor Dme 
Registration and Residence jumped ship 
Jonsson. L. OS 23 Skanor 
Pettersson. Olof DH 18 Helsingborg 
30 Eklund. C.J. SC 22 Stockholm New Orleans Feb. 1843 
Hammarstrand, F.W. DH 26 Viistervik 
Aug. 16 Norstedt, Ad . Fr. OS 22 Oland April 13 1843 
Andersson , LG. OS 21 Lulea 
Sept. 21 Jonsson . J.P. AB 24 Bastad New York Jan . 2 1843 
Ewald. N.P. OS 21 Bastad 
Herwahn. Yngwar A 14 Stockholm 
23 Andersson, J. SC 30 Viiddo Parish (Stock.)/ Jan. 21 " 
Roslagen 
Lindgren , Olof AB 34 Visby 
Amark , J .C.4 CB 15 Stockholm 
Oct. 26 Lilljedahl, Sv . AB 21 Bastad April 1843 
Engstrom , N. OS 23 Oland 
Pettersson, And. C 22 Oland 
27 Cam(p)bell , J.R .5 M 21 Stockholm Feb. 26 1843 
Ljungqvist. N. G 19 Stockholm 28 
Aronsson , Olof SC 32 Gotland 26 
Svensson, N. AB 32 Bastad March 21 " 
Soderman, E. OS 20 Bastad Feb. 26 " 
Johnsson , P. OS 20 Bastad March 21 " 
Bolund, F.A .W. DH 19 Stockholm 4 
Lindstrom , G. DH 19 Stockholm 21 
Bjorkgren, C.G. A 18 Viistervik 
Nilsson , N. AB 22 Skelleftea 
Nov. 5 Skragge. C.J . AB 23 Stockholm May 1843 
Strom. Johan AB 23 Roslagen 
Andersson , Sv. DH 22 Ostergotland 
1843 
Jan. 5 Larsson, M. SC 24 Bastad March 1844 
+ Lundberg, J. AB 31 Malmo 
Andersson, And. AB 24 Goteborg 
Oman. Nils OS 20 Hiimosand 
Soneson , G. DH 22 Viken Parish 
Sellberg, Fr. DH 22 Lulea 
Lundstrom. P.G. C 23 Kalmar 
Apr. 18 Olsson, Edv. CB 15 Stockholm July 7 1843 
July II Berg. M. G 25 Goteborg New Orleans Feb. 1844 
July 25 Kemner. N.G. OS 22 Goteborg New York Oct. 28 1843 
Kalle, A.V. DH 18 Stockholm 
Aug. 25 Wigert, A.6 DH 21 Orebro May 20 1844 
Sandblom, A.H.7 DH 16 Stockholm 
Carlsson , Gustaf DH 21 Karlshamn 
" 29 Greilund , Gust. Ad. AB 28 Viistervik Nov. 19 1843 
Granqvist , S.P. AB 39 Kalmar 
Knutsson , W. AB 23 Karlshamn 
Hulthin , B. DH 21 Torekov 
Lofstedt. G.S . DH 20 Stockholm 13 
Sept. 26 +Wallen. Carl Oscar SC 28 Uppland Oahu. Hawaii 1844 
Sandstrom, F. DH 18 Skelleftea Oregon Aug. 1845 
Kiellerstedt. C.M . DH 20 Viisterbotten liin 
Oct. 24 Sundberg, J.P. OS 23 Uddevalla New York April 1844 
25 Delin, N. 8 M 22 Helsingborg April 12 " 
Hasselberg. Jens SC 38 Norway 1844 
Pettersson , P. AB 27 Kalmar liin 
Nordberg, P.O. AB 23 Sundsvall 
Bergstedt, C.G . AB 32 Karlshamn 
+ Andersson, A.J. AB 27 Viistervik 
Sjogren, C.J . AB 26 Karlskrona 
Nilsson , N . OS 20 The Island of Ven 
Krook, Otto W. DH 19 Viistervik 
Ohrling, J.E . OS 29 Pitea 
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Date of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sailor Date 
Registration and Residence jumped ship 
Soderstrom. C.F. DH 18 Mariefred 
Landegren. ·01or• DH 26 Viirmland 
Carlsson. Petter OS 23 Oland 
Djurberg, N. 10 CB 15 Stockholm 
Nov. 24 Strombeck . Johan AB 30 Halland Dec. 1843 
Lundgren, C. AB 26 Stockholm 
A1fvidson. N. DH 21 Skane 
Andersson. C.E. DH 23 Kalmar liin 
1844 
May 22 Hiirstedt . G.T. DH 18 Helsingborg Oct. 24 1844 
Leveau . J.P . G 21 Helsingborg 
Olsson, P. SC 27 Stockholm 
Moller. A. OS 23 Kullen 
June 5 Comet, H.P. G 22 Landskrona 15 
Mellberg, A. OS 21 Karlshamn 
Pehrson. J . DH 18 Kullen 
Montelius , Reinhold CB 17 Stockholm 
18 Gronlund. Jonas SC 39 Fi nland/Stockholm Nov . 7 " 
+ Paulsson, Olof AB 39 Karlshamn 
+ Nilsson. Valdemar AB 39 Karlshamn 
Olsson, E. DH 22 Skanor 
Jonsson. Magn. DH 21 Helsingborg 
Hansson. Nils C 22 Karlshamn 
July 5 Blomster. A.W. AB 22 Stockholm Sept. 29 " 
16 Ohlin. J. AB 25 Stockholm Oct. 19 " 
Bajard. Albert DH 20 Stockholm 4 
Enggren. M.A. C 23 Halland 19 
" 24 Sandberg, J. SC 31 Norrbotten liin 1845 
Lundbeck. J. AB 24 Kalmar 
Backstrom. J. DH 23 Oland 
Pettersson, J. DH 24 Kullen 
Andersson, E.M. DH 25 Kalmar 
25 Jonsson. Johan AB 29 Karlshamn Nov. 1844 
+ Norstrom, Joh. AB 39 Stockholm 
Westermark. Ant. AB 29 Norrbotten liin 
Borjesson . Petter AB 25 Karlshamn 
Hockert. V. DH 18 Jonkoping 
Zander, W. 11 DH 19 Linkoping 
Olsson. Joh. C 19 Karlshamn 
July 26 Nebauck. J .O. AB 28 Karlskrona Oct. 23 1844 
Jacobsson. P.Z. DH 21 Valida Parish (Hall.) 10 
Kindahl. A.J . C 26 Norrkoping 23 
Sept. 6 Wickman. Is . AB 32 Halland Feb. 13 1845 
Sillen. H .E. 12 DH 20 Uppsala/Fi lipstad 
" 17 Wennblad, Joh. AB 25 Stockholm New Orleans Apr. 19 1845 
Bolin, F.W. OS 22 Stockholm 
Oct. 19 Pettersson , A. OS 26 Malmo New York July 3. 1845 
Johanson . C. OS 21 Bergkvara Parish (Kron.) 
Sundsten. J .0 . OS 27 Sundsvall 
Hesselin, J. DH 29 Gotland 
Andersson, J. DH 29 Oland 
Pihlqvist, J.G. C 21 Oland 
Nov. 28 Johansson , A. OS 25 Dalaro May 12 
Norling, C.C. DH 17 Stockholm 
Fischer. O.R. C 20 Stockholm 
Jansson , Petter DH 29 Kronoberg /ii11/Stockholm 19 
Oberg, J.W. CB 17 Stockholm 20 
1845 
Apr. 26 +Pettersson . P. OS 25 Karlshamn/Stockholm Aug. 26 
+Olsson, D. DH 18 Oland 
28 Thorslund, Gudm. DH 21 Oland Aug. II " 
Juringius, Carl 13 C 17 Viisterhaninge Parish 
(Stock.) 
May 10 Jonsson , A. OS 24 Ystad 1845 
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Date of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sailor Date 
Registration and Residence jumped ship 
Lampa, M.L.J.C. DH 16 Varmland Ian 
Sjoberg, J. DH 19 Stockholm 
Hagberg, Pehr Adolf C 22 Stockholm Aug. 26 
Norrby. J.P. 14 AB 25 Gotland 
Torner, A.F. DH 20 Stockholm 
Hoglund , C .P." DH 31 Gotland 
Kallstrom, 0. DH 29 Gotland 
Sabelfelt , C. A.ke 16 DH 16 Stockholm 
Nilsson, B. C 22 Blekinge 
July 11 Nordin , Joh . SC 31 Nordingra Parish (Vn.) New Orleans March 29 1847 
Mansson , C.A. 17 DH 20 Onsala Parish (Got.) 
Carlbeck, C.W. DH 17 Stockholm 
Borjeson, Carl C 33 Traslov Parish (Hall.) 
16 Branstrom, E.J .18 SC 27 Lulea New York Sept. 1845 
Boman , P. AB 38 Kalmar 
Bostrom, C. AB 28 Gotland 
Pettersson, L. AB 27 Gotland 
Falk, J.P. 19 AB 20 Gotland 
Aug. 30 Helander, C. W. 20 G 24 Stockholm May 14 " 
Klintberg , L. 21 OS 27 Visby 
Sept. 9 Insulin, W.E. 22 G 30 Stockholm Dec . 1845 
+ Pettersson, Nils AB 26 Stockholm 
Andersson, P. AB 25 Viken Parish 
Molin , J.A. 23 OS 23 Karlshamn 
Lenander, C.E. DH 20 Stockholm 
Wennerstrom, J .E. DH 26 Vaxholm 
Martensson, J .E. DH 18 Stockholm 
Windrufva, J . DH 16 Vaxholm 
Oct. 13 Holmqvist. N. SC 20 Skelleftea Jan . 11 1846 
Steffansson, Jon DH 25 Bastad 
Westerberg, C.L. 04 DH 19 Stockholm 
Bergstrom , J.P. C 18 Gotland 
Friberg, R.L.J. CB 17 Stockholm 
Nov . 3 +Wisselqvist, J.G . AB 32 Kalmar April 1846 
+Carlsson, J.O . AB 29 Stockholm 
Carlwagen, A.F. 25 DH 22 Stockholm 
Hellstrom, Joh . DH 21 Trelleborg 
Pettersson, Jiins C 24 Bastad 
Dec. 3 Nilsson , N . OS 30 Oland April 12 
Nilsson, Pet. DH 17 Kullen 
Lonnvall , C.F. DH 19 Kristianstad 
Jonsson, N .M . C 23 Oland 
1846 
June 29 Oqvist, N.G . SC 28 Lulea Oct. 9 
Sjoholm, L.J. AB 25 Oland 
Christianson, T. AB 24 Kristiansund, Norway 
July 13 Romare , P.26 DH 18 Torekov July 4 1847 
30 Borgstrom, P. G 26 Trelleborg/Stockholm Nov. 9 1846 
Jonsson , Sven DH 18 Skane 
+Soderstrom, A.F. C 26 Karlskrona/Stockholm 
Aug. 3 A.man, Joh . AB 27 Oregrund Baltimore Dec . 30 1846 
Westerberg, J . Th_'7 AB 25 Stockholm 
Lindberg, G.L. CB 16 Goteborg 
Sept. 2 Fahlsten, C.E. 28 G 22 Visby New York Dec. 1846 
+Jansson, L. AB 30 Goteborg/Stockholm 
Jacobsson , L. AB 27 Gotland 
Ekstrom, Jacob DH 24 Gotland 
Andersson , C.G . C 30 Karlskrona 
Cronholm, C. DH 25 Vaddo Parish (Stock.) Jan. 1847 
Pettersson, J . DH 24 Oland 
Oct. 22 Wiberg, E . SC 26 Ostergotland/Stockholm July 12 1847 
Klintberg, N.F. OS 26 Gotland 
Carlsson, A. DH 23 Soderkoping 
Forsstrom, G.W. DH 24 Stockholm 
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Date of Name Rank Age Place of Birth Port where sailor Dale 
Registration and Residence jumped ship 
Berndtsson. A. DH 20 Varberg 
Jansson, J.F. DH 18 Stockholm 
Hansson. S. AB 24 Kullen 
Andersson. J. C 22 Ostergotland/Oland 
1847 
Apr. 26 +Carlsson. C.G. SC 32 Kalmar July 29 
Berg, And. AB 34 Norrkoping 
Olsson. C. AB 45 Goteborg 
Sjogren . N. OS 26 Oland/Stockholm 
Ostergren. J. U. DH 22 Karls krona 
Astrom, Hans C 37 Sundsvall 
Nordell. J.F. CB 14 Osthammar/Stockholm 
" 30 Johansson. G. G 26 Oregrund Oct. 2 
Andersson. L. C 28 Karlshamn 
May 19 Dahlqvist. C.G. C 19 Varberg Philadelphia March 23 1848 
June 18 Jansson , Svante C 25 Smaland/Stockholm Sept. 20 1847 
Moller. N .P. 29 OS 21 Kullen 
Clason. N. DH 23 Oland 
July I Briant. M.L. G 26 Gotland 28 
+ Engstrom. Fr. 10 SC 40 Gotland 
Carlsson. Olof AB 23 Karlskrona 
Backman. And. AB 26 Uddevalla/Stockholm 
Been. Walfrid OS 22 Helsingborg 
Lindstahl , Ferd. DH 19 Stockholm 
Retzius . A .W. 31 DH 17 Stockholm 
+Jonsson. Petter C 23 Solvesborg 
" 24 +Soderberg, C. AB 26 Stockholm Nov. 17 " 
Stahlhammar, B.H. 32 DH 16 Karlskrona/Karlshamn 
Aug. 14 Pettersson, Sven DH 23 Helsingborg 26 
Johnsson. Sven DH 24 Roslagen Dec. 10 " 
" 18 Welin. Joh. Olsson AB 30 Viken Parish Jan. 26 1848 
Behrling, J .H. AB 46 Skanor/Stockholm 
Kruslock . Fr. OS 26 Vaxholm 
Lindqvist. Carl DH 18 Domsten, Allerum Parish 
Sabelfeldt, Ake" DH 18 
(Malm.) 
Stockholm 
' Hellstrom, J.L. DH 19 Stockholm i 
I Zetterstrom. G.T.J. DH 16 Stockholm I 
+ Dahlstrom. Johan C 36 Oland I 
" 26 Palmgren. J. G 27 Karlshamn 17 " I 
Sjogren, 0. AB 26 Ostergotland/Norrkoping \ Wetterlund. J.N. OS 22 Gotland 
Oden, J.P. DH 18 Varmdo Parish (Stock.)/ l Stockholm Sjoblom. Joh. C 28 Varmdo Parish 
Aug. 27 Blom, Casp. Leon. G 25 Stockholm Dec . 16 1847 I l 
Nilsson. J. AB 26 Malmohus /iin/Stockholm I i Osterberg, P. AB 24 Roslagen I Hansson. J .A. DH 18 Bastad I 
Mattsson, Dan. Johan C 29 Warsaw. Poland/Stockholm I 
I 31 Backlund , And. SC 25 Vastervik Boston Nov. 5 1847 
.I Andersson, Emanuel AB 22 Karlshamn 
+Strandberg, N. AB 29 Vasternorrland liin 
Wisslander. 0. AB 27 Gotland 
Olsson. Christian DH 27 Norrkoping 
Pettersson. P. L. DH 20 Kalmar 
Jonsson , C. DH 21 Kalmar liin 
Achsell, C.W. C 21 Monsteras Parish (Kalm.) 
Sept. 15 Dahlberg, Olof SC 39 Hogsjo Parish (Vn.) New York March 4 1847 
Ekegren. Sv. Adolf OS 26 Goteborg 
Forsberg, P.G . DH 21 N.orrkoping 
Thelander, C.J. DH 24 Oland 
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Grave , J.H. DH 24 Dalarne/Stockholm 
+ Wessberg, J.A . C 34 Norrkoping/Stockholm 
" 30 Lagerstrom, 0.H. G 23 Stockholm Philadelphia 1848 
Clemensson. G. OS 23 Vastra Karup Parish 
(Krist. ) 
Askengren , Hugo 34 DH 20 Orebro Ian 
Loggin. V.J. C 23 Gotland 
Sack, C.P.35 CB 17 Sodermanland 
Oct. 16 Morin , J.G. AB 26 Soderhamn New York Feb. 19 1848 
Sundgren, Hakan AB 24 Soderhamn 
Lundberg, LP. DH 24 Oland 
Kullman , J.F. DH 16 Stockholm 
Jacobsson , L.P. DH 20 Gotland 
Ekblom, F. C 20 Sodertalje/Stockholm 
Nov . 8 Renman, Joh. AB 28 Lulea March 17 " 
Hultin , A. AB 29 Kullen 
Roselius , O.T. 36 OS 22 Ga.vie 
Rodin , J. OS 35 Goteborg/Stockholm 
Hector. A.F. DH 18 Kristianstad/Stockholm 
Ekenstedt , C.A. 37 DH 19 Skelleftea 
Reutermark , C.J . 38 DH 40 Vastmanland /iin 
Hallberg, Carl Fr. C 26 Hoganas 
1848 
July 4 +Goransson, Lars SC 39 Gotland/Stockholm Nov. 1848 
Westberg. Jacob AB 23 Gotland/Stockholm 
Beckstrom, J.P. AB 23 Oland 
Halander, Anders OS 24 Gotland 
Stenholm, Jae. DH 26 Faro Parish (Got!. ) 
Nilsson. Anders DH 24 Oland 
Heljeson, Nils DH 16 Brunnby Parish (Malm.) 
Sjogren , N.J. DH 20 Oland 
" 8 Pettersson, G.W. G 20 Stockholm/Norrkoping Feb. 22 1849 
Pettersson, Carl AB 27 Gotland 
Andersson, J.P. AB 26 Kungsbacka 
Kjellman , J.P. OS 24 Hoganas 
Vogt, Frans Bernh . C 29 Stockholm 
Malmgren, J.P. DH 23 Norrkoping 
Kjellman, Anders DH 20 Hoganas 
Olsson. Fredrik CB 18 Norrkoping 
July 31 +Dahlin , J .A. AB 29 Stockholm San Francisco Oct. 23 I 849 
Strombeck, Thure OS 19 Roslagen/Stockholm Oct. 29 " 
Carlsson , J.E. OS 21 Karlshamn 
Olsson, Johan C 28 Kalmar 
Andersson , Joh. Ludv. DH 21 Stockholm New York February 1851 
Berggren, C. Axel L. DH 16 Stockholm 
Ramstedt, J.G. DH 16 Strangnas 
Sept. 12 Johansson, Anders DH 22 Uddevalla April 15 1849 
Oct. 10 + Andersson , Nils SC 31 Oland July 21 
Hansson, E.M. AB 23 Vastra Karup Parish 
(Krist.) 
Jonsson , Petter OS 24 Vastra Karup 
Ekroth , S.P. OS 21 Hov Parish (Krist.) 




April 27 Pettersson, Sven B 24 Landskrona/Stockholm July 13 
Svensson, Carl AB 27 Kalmar/Stockholm 9 
Johnsson, Johannes DH 24 Brunnby Parish (Malm .) 6 
Lorentz, Axel Theodor DH 16 Stockholm June 17 1850 
Borgstrom, Sigfrid DH 20 Stockholm July 9 1849 
Meijer, Fr. Bernhard CB 16 Stockholm 13 
Jonsson, Sven C 22 Vastra Karup Parish 9 
May 5 +Wessman, F.W. AB 29 Stockholm April 10 1850 
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July 6 + Stenberg, Goran Olsson AB 37 Vallstena Parish (Gotl.) Sept. 24 1849 
Martell, Jacob AB 33 Eskelhem Parish (Gotl.) II 
Westman, Joh. OS 26 Harnosand 
Jernholm. Gust. Leonard DH 19 Stockholm 5 
Sjoblad. C.G. DH 17 Norrsunda Parish (Stock.) Oct. II 
Akeson. Gothe C 26 Solvesborg Sept. 5 
Bengtsson, Anders DH 21 Arildslage. Brunnby 1849 
Parish (Malm .) 
Sundstrom. C. Edv. DH 18 Nykoping 
Astrom. C.Jac. DH 16 Stockholm 
+ Wahlstrom, C. Aug. C 23 Djurhamn . Djuro Parish 
(Stock.)/Stockholm 
Lindahl. G. SC 33 Aland. Finland/Stockholm Feb. 28 1850 
Pettersson. Bengt AB 30 Arildslage 
Nilsson. J. AB 25 Angelholm 
Astrom. A.F. OS 24 Landsort. Toro Parish 
(Stock.) 
Bengtsson. And . DH 21 Arildslage 
Sundstrom. C.E. DH 17 Nykoping 
Astrom, C.J. DH 16 Stockholm 
Wahlstrom, C.A. C 23 Djurhamn/Stockholm 
" 14 Olsson. Olof AB 28 Koping Parish (Kalm .) Savannah Dec. IO 1849 
Lindberg, L. AB 25 Stockholm 
Pettersson . P. AB 24 Solvesborg 
Gustafsson. A. AB 23 Segerstad Parish 
Aug. 27 Carlsson. Henrik DH 22 Hoby Parish (Blek.) New York June 20 1851 
Fristrom. Joh. Erik C 18 Sater 
Oct. 13 + Lundgren. J .P. AB 33 Oland Sept. 7 1850 
Pettersson. Olof AB 26 Ra. Raus Parish (Malm.) 
Lindberg, Carl Fred. C 19 Lulei\ 
Dec. 5 Dahlstrom. A.G. G 25 Dalaro Parish (Stock .) Charleston June 15 1850 
Ekberg, C.G. SC 21 Stockholm 
Osterberg, Marten AB 22 Tingstade Parish (Gotl.) 
Rodin, Gustaf AB 23 Morlanda Parish (Kalm.) 
Krook , Gust. Georg DH 19 Stockholm 
Nilsson, Erik Gustaf C 27 Kastlosa Parish (Kalm.) 
1850 
June 25 Johnsson, Elias AB 28 Goteborg New York April 21 1851 
I Ostrom. Fred. B 32 Lulea 14 j Durrue. P. Jonsson OS 26 Haparanda 
Johnsson . Niclas OS 24 Boda Parish (Kalm .)/ I Stockholm l Boman, P. Edv . OS 22 Hoganas Mansson. Johan DH 20 Morrum Parish (Blek.) I 
27 Bjorkgren. A. OS 20 Eksjo June I 1851 I 
Bjorkander. 0. OS 22 Visby l Asplund. Olof OS 26 Norrkoping l Soderlund, J. OS 24 Havero Parish (Stock.) I Roos. W.A . DH 22 Ekero Parish (Stock.)/ I Stockholm 
Pettersson , Johan DH 26 Jonstorp Parish (Malm.) { Lange. C.G. Chr. DH 21 Stockholm Sandin, Pehr G. C 30 Ost ham mar 
Westman , C.A.U. DH 17 Stockholm Baltimore Oct. IO 1851 
J Bergstrom. Aug. Th. DH 16 Kattilstad Parish (Og.) June 29 Thunqvist , P. M. Nilsson SC 27 Tuna Parish/Stockholm Charleston Oct. 20 1850 Stjernberg, C.A. AB 19 Karlskrona 
t 
Andersson, N.P. DH 19 Solvesborg 
+Lundahl. C.P. DH 29 Vasterhejde Parish 
(Gotl.)/Visby 
Andersson. Gustaf C 23 Fors hem Parish (Skar.) 
_Sept. 16 Andersson. J. OS 24 Viken Parish New Orleans June I 1851 
Eriksson. C.E. DH 18 Goteborg May 23 " 
Haggqvist, N.J .39 DH 18 Savar Parish (Vbn.) June I 
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Johnsson, Olaus C 22 Stenasa Parish (Kalm. ) May 23 
,, 
28 + Lindeblad, N. SC 39 Ahus/Stockholm · New York Aug. 12 
Christiansson 
Siitterholm, J.N. OS 20 Stockholm 
Hoijer, Fr. Wilhelm DH 22 Dalaro Parish 
Wahlqvist , Pehr Aug. DH 27 Stockholm 
Skanberg, Joh. Robert DH 21 Stockholm 
Amundson , J.P. C 17 Gryt Parish 
Roos , Bo C.H-n 40 CB 16 Stockholm/Norrtalje 
1851 
Apr. 17 Lundin, Olof SC 27 Levide Parish 
(Gotl.)/Stockholm 
Rappe , M.C.F. OS 22 Visby 
Jacobsson , J. DH 21 Gerum Parish (Gotl.) 
Holmberg, Carl Victor DH 20 Kristianopel 
Elmstrom, Johan DH 20 Visby 
Sandberg, Dan . Nilsson C 21 Kalla Parish (Kalm.) 
Smittberg, P. AB 33 Rone Parish (Gotl.) 
May 31 Wennerberg, S. Fr. OS 19 Torekov Charleston, SC Dec. 7 
Sjogren, Gustaf DH 23 Boda Parish (Kalm. ) 
Sundstrom, B. OS 25 Mjiillby Parish (Blek.) 
June 14 Nilsson , J .L. DH 20 Karlshamn New York Sept. 25 1851 
Pahlsson, Sven DH 20 Viisby Parish (Malm. ) 
Lennqvist , G.L. C 18 Stockholm 
,, 26 Andersson, A. Fr. G 23 Goteborg/Stockholm Savannah Oct. 9 
Jacobsson, Fr. Niclas DH 23 Goteborg Sept. 21 
Ahlqv ist, David DH 22 Faro Parish (Gotl.) 
Hellman, C.E. AB 28 Stockholm Baltimore 
,, 2 1852 
Ulinder, J .P. SC 23 Hamosand Charleston Jan. 13 1851 
Sundstrom, Fredr. Reinh. AB 26 Bygdea Parish (Vbn.) 
July 29 + Wikstrom, Fredrik AB 48 Lulea/Stockholm New Orleans Nov. 24, 1851 
+ Ljung, John Nilsson AB 31 Sjosas Parish (Kron.)/ 
Stockholm 
Ryman, C.J .H. AB 27 Dalaro Parish 3 
Johnsson , Jonas AB 29 Skelleftea 
Ehlers , J . Edv. Eggert DH 18 Eskilstuna/Stockholm Oct. 30 
Hammarstrom, A. Lars DH 19 Rute Parish (Gotl.) 
Friberg, Frans Aug. DH 18 Gardhem Parish (Alvs.) 
Andersson, Anders C 29 Ramdala Parish (Blek.)/ 
Stockholm 
Aug. 4 Lind, Richard AB 25 Sandhamn New York Jan. 16 1852 
Gahnberg, C. N. DH 20 Endre Parish (Gotl.) 
Svensson, T.E. C 18 Karlshamn 
14 + Edstrom, N. Persson SC 30 Edestad Parish (Blek. )/ Charleston Oct. 20 185 I 
Stockholm 
Pettersson, Nils AB 30 Ashem Parish (') 
Loven, Sven Victor OS 20 Hagby Parish 
Pettersson , Otto DH 22 Kalmar 
Wahlgren , Olof C 21 Giivle 
Aug. 15 Nilsson , C.O. SC 24 6verlulea New York Jan. 8 1853 




May 3 Johnsson , Sven C 19 Vastra Karup Charleston June 30 1853 
Sept. 27 Andersson, Emanuel AB 22 Tolo Parish (Kalm.) San Francisco Apr. IO 1855 
Norberg, Sven Fredr. AB 23 Goteborg 
Hansson, C.C. AB 20 Goteborg 
Andersson , C. Aug. C 21 Goteborg 
Bratt , G.W.4 1 DH 17 Jonkoping 
1854 
Aug. 25 + Forsberg, J.O. SC 27 Forslosa (?)/Essingen, New York January I 855 
Stockholm 
Nov. 14 Hamstrom, J.G. DH 24 Radmanso Parish (Stock. ) Boston March 26 I 855 
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Jaderholm, Claes Johan CB 14 Malmkiiping 
Sandelin , J.A. OS 29 Stockholm 
1855 
Aug. 14 Jansso n. C. Aug. AB 24 Vastervik New Orleans Nov. 17 1856 
Nilsson , Jons DH 22 Karlshamn 
Magnusson, Fredr. DH 20 Karlshamn 
Olsson, C.P. C 21 Vastervik 
1856 
Sept. 23 +Westerlund. S.F. G 29 Viistervik New York Dec. 16 1856 
+ Josephsson, Zach. SC 33 Hjorted Parish (Kalm.)/ 
Vastervik 
Dahlqvist, A.G. OS 23 Vastervik 
Johansson, Nils Osc. DH 30 Ukna Parish (Kalm.)/ 
Viistervik 
Bjiirck, Arvid Herman DH 17 Mo Parish 
Engstrom. Henrie Fredr. CB 17 Stockholm 
1 As an example of the heavy Swedish tran satlantic traffic it should be mentioned that from 
Goteborg alone during the first half of the 19th century the following Swedish vessels arrived 

















- U.S. Consular Reports from Goteborg to the Dept. of State , 1844-1850, National Ar-
chives, Washington. DC. 
2 He is probably identical with Fredrik Vilhelm Victor Silfverswiird, b. in Stockholm May 12. 
1824, s. of Carl Adolf Silfversward, a customs inspector, and Anna Elisabeth Brandel. He 
went to sea in 1840 and had not been heard from since 1855. - Gustaf Elgenstierna, Den 
introducerade svenska adelns iittartavlor, I-IX (Stockholm 1925-1936), VII, p. 258. 3 He is probably identical with Mattias Norby , b. in Gotland March 27 , 1817, s. of Mattias 
Norby, sea captain, and Ingrid Margareta Engedahl. - C.J. Hallgren , Gotliindska sliikter (Visby 1926), p. 387. 
4 He is possibly identical with John Amark , a commercial student from Stockholm, 17 years 
old. who received a passport in Stockholm Oct . 24, 1849 for a journey to New York , not to 
exceed three years. - 6versti'tthi'tllareiimbetets passjournal for 1849 (Passport Journal for 
the City of Stockholm. 1849), Stockholm City Archives. 
5 Julius Reinhold Campbell, b. in 1821 , s. of David Campbell, captain in the Royal Swedish 
Sodermanland Regiment, and Sophia Catharina Lindgren. He became a sailor. He is prob-
ably also identical with John Campbell, a native of Sweden, who declared his intention of 
becoming a U.S. citizen in New Orleans Dec. 7, 1844. - J . Lagerholm, Sodermanlands-
Niirkes nation (Stockholm 1933), p. 293; U.S . District Court of New Orleans Declarations, 
Vol. F (1838-1847), U.S. Court House, New Orleans. 
6 John Arthur Wigert, b. in Stockholm Aug. 23, 1828, s. of Severin Wigert, a wholesale mer-
chant , and Hedda Catharina Hjortsberg. He emigr. to America , settling in New York , where 
he became a merchant. He m. twice - the first time Alice Robinson, d. in 1860 and the 
second time Mary Fletcher of Philadelphia, b. in 1832. - L.M.V. Ornberg, Svenska iittarta/ 
I-XIV (Stockholm and Vadstena 1884-1908), Ill, p. 244; Sliiklen Wigert 1624-1923 (Gote-
borg 1923) , p. 14. 
7 Perhaps he is identical with a rigger named Augustus Sandbloom, who in 1850-1851 was 
residing at 396 Water St., New York City . - Daggett, New York City Directo,y for 









M In Oct. 1844 Del in returned to Sweden as a mate aboard the Swedish ship Prinsessan Josefina. 
He continued on board the same ship until July 6, 1846, when he was paid off in Stockholm. 
He might be identical with Nikolaus Dahlin or as he called himself later. Nicholas Delin, 
who was the first white man to settle on land which later became a part of the city of 
Tacoma, WA. Delin came to the State of Washington by way of New York and California in 
1849 and settled in Tumwater, where he and two other men built a sawmill in 1852. Later he 
settled in Seattle , thereafter in Olympia, WA and finally in Portland, OR, where he d. in 
1882. - Svante Lofgren , "The Early Swedish Settlements of Washington", in The Amer-
ican Swedish Historical Museum Yearbook 1946 (Philadelphia 1946), p. 27. 
9 A Swedish jeweler, age 34, by the name of 0. T. Landgren was living in New York City Aug. 
7, 1850. - 7 U.S. Census, NY, Vol. XLVII, 767. 
10 He probably is identical with Nils August Djurberg , b. in Stockholm in 1828, s. of Fredrik 
Oscar Djurberg, a baker, and Agnes Sophia Djurberg . As a former sea captain he was living 
in Stockholm in 1891 with his wife, Emma Christina Charlotta Wahlback, b. in 1838. -
Ornberg, Svenska iittartal , VII , p. 159. 
11 Henrik Wilhelm Zander, b. in Linkoping in 1826, s. of Jonas Henrik Zander, dyer. He was 
residing in Sonora, CA May 9, 1858 , when he was listed as a miner. - Axel Setterdahl, 
Ostgota nation i Lund 1668- 1913 (Linkoping 1913), p. 294 . 
12 Hjalmar Esaias Sillen , b. in Uppsala May 14, 1824, s. of Nils Jacob Sillen, professor, and 
Johanna Gustava Sillen. He became a sea captain and d. in Stockholm Dec. 6, 1882. -
Anders Edestam, Karlstads stifts herdaminne, I- V + Index (Karlstad 1965- 1976). lll, p. 25. 
13 Carl Adam Juringius was the s. of Carl Adam Juringius , Sr. , lieutenant and innkeeper in 
Nykoping, with one of his two wives - Fredrika Markward or Anna Charlotta Pettersson. 
He emigr. to America. - Ornberg, Svenska iittartal, VI , p. 211. 
14 Johan Petter Norby, b. in Gotland March 5, 1819, s. of Petter Christian Norby , sea captain , 
and Maria Elisabeth Hoffman. - Hallgren , Gotliindska sliikter, p. 387. 
15 Johan Petterson writing from San Francisco in Got/ands /ans tidning March 26 , 1852, men-
tions two former residents of Visby - Hoglund and Ronhqvist, residing in California, who 
wished to be remembered to their relatives in Gotland. - Information courtesy Dr. Erik 
Wiken, Stockholm. 
16 Carl Ake Leipzig Sabelfelt , b. in Stockholm Jan. 31, 1829, s. of Adolf Sabelfelt, a major , and 
Anna Magdalena Rydeberg. He went to sea in 1841, but later moved to California. He must 
have returned to Sweden soon after his first desertion, inasmuch as he jumped ship again in 
New York Jan. 26, 1848. - Elgenstierna, Svenska adelns iittartavlor, VI. p. 660. 
17 He is probably identical with Carl August Magnusson, b. in Lundby Parish, 23 years old, who 
signed on board the Swedish schooner Aegir in Goteborg and then deserted in Baltimore 
May 11, 1849. - Goteborg Sjomanshus avmdnstringsrulla 1849 in Landsarkivet, Goteborg. 
18 He is probably identical with Erik Johan Brannstrom, a sailor from Lulea, who received a 
passport in Stockholm July 19, 1848 for travel to America and arr. in New York Sept. 29, 
1848 aboard the ship Henry Nesmith. - Nils William Olsson, Swedish Passenger Arrivals in 
New York 1820-1850 (Stockholm and Chicago 1967) (SPANY) , pp. 152- 153 . 
19 Johan Petter Falck, b. in Gotland in 1825, s. Magnus Petter Falck, sea captain, and Christina 
Elisabeth Stenstrom. He moved to Stockholm in 1847 and was never heard from again. -
Emil Nyberg, Gotliindsk sliiktbok (Visby 1937), p. 190. 
2° C. W. Helander, a native of Sweden , declared his intention of becoming a U.S. citizen in the 
Fourth District Court of California May 16, 1855 and received his U.S. citizenship in the 
Circuit Court of the Northern District of California Sept. 6, 1859. - Certificates of 
Citizenship of the Circuit Court of the U.S . for the Northern District of California , Vol. IV , 
Sept. 1857- 0 ct. , 1860, Federal Records Center, San Bruno, CA. 
21 Either the registration date or the arrival date in New York is an error. It would not be 
possible that he could have arrived in New York prior to his registration date in Stockholm. 
22 Victor Emanuel Insulin received a passport in Stockholm Sept. 23, 1848 for himself and his 
wife, Anna Charlotta Boberg, for travel to New York for a period no longer than six months. 
- Overstathallareiimbetets passjournal for 1848, Stockholm City Archives. 
23 Perhaps he is identical with L. A. Mollin , seaman, who received a passport in Karlskrona 
July 13, 1841 for travel to New York in order to seek employment. - Blekinge Landskans/i 
passjournal (1841- 1848), Landsarkivet, Lund; information courtesy Dr. Erik Wiken, Stock-
holm. 
24 Carl Ludvig Westerberg, b. in Katarina Parish, Stockholm Sept. 4, 1826, s. Jan Westerberg, 
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stevedore (jiirnbiirare), and Christina Catharina Wennberg (Winberg). He received a pass-
port in Stockholm July 6, 1848, at which time he produced his seaman's passport. He arr. in 
New York Sept. 29, 1848 aboard the ship Henry Nesmith. He and his brother Johan Theodor 
Westerberg (see note 27 below) appeared before the Swedish Norwegian vice consul in 
Baltimore, Frederick B. Graf, in February of 1855, in order to affix their signatures to a 
document involving their mother's last will and testament. Carl Ludvig returned to Sweden 
in 1856 and admitted to the clergyman in Katarina Parish that he was the father of his dau. 
Sophia Mathilda, b . in America Aug. 4, 1850. He subsequently m. in Stockholm and d. there 
in 1876. - Olsson, SPANY, pp. 152, 153, 273; information courtesy Dr. Erik Wiken. 
Stockholm. 
25 Anders Fredrik Calwagen, not Carlwagen, b. 1823 . s. of Fredrik Magnus Calwagen. notary 
public in Stockholm. and Lovisa Grondahl. When an estate inventory was held in Stockholm 
after the death of the father in 1855, Anders Fredrik was listed as having d. in 1854. - Ernst 
Grape , "Slakten Grape" , privately owned manuscript. 
26 Paul (Paulus) Romare , b. in Torekov Parish (Krist.) Nov . 20, 1828 , s. of Paulus Romare , sea 
captain, and Petronella Lovisa Ludvigsson. He became a sailor. departed for America, but 
deserted in New York and then signed on board various American merchantmen , travelling 
to Cuba, Mexico and the West Indies. In 1850 he settled in Coopersville. SC as an interpre-
ter for a Swedish countryman, who operated an iron works (probably Carl Wilhelm 
Hammarskjold . who in 1850 had settled in Coopersville, Union County, SC) . In 1854 Ro-
mare returned to Sweden , procured the official exit permit from his home parish and re-
turned to South Carolina, where he secured a position as clerk in a bank in Chester. During 
the Civil War he saw service in the Confederate Army. After the war he moved to Atlanta, 
GA, where he joined the Atlanta National Bank. Here he stayed for the remainder of his life, 
working his way upward from a clerk to the vice presidency . Hem. Lucy Fisher in Camden, 
SC in 1863. He d. in Atlanta Feb. 8, 1904. -Priirieb/omman (Rock Island , IL 1905), p. 203; 
Nels Hokanson , Swedish Immigrants in Lincoln 's Time (New York 1942), p . 30: information 
courtesy Sten Bergendahl , Landsarkivet, Lund: Memoirs of Georgia (Atlanta, GA), pp. 
917-918; Lucian Lamar Knight , A Standard History of Georgia and Georgians (Chicago 
1917), Vol. VI , pp. 3072-3075: Nils William Olsson , Swedish Passenger Arrivals in U.S. 
Ports /820-1850 (except New York), pp. 82-83. 
27 Johan Theodor Westerberg , brother of Carl Ludvig Westerberg, (see note 24 above). b. in the 
Katarina Parish in Stockholm May 20, 1821. He returned to Sweden, where he received a 
passport in Stockholm July 6, 1848 for travel to New York for himself and his wife. Anna 
Christina Hogstrom. b. in the Finnish Parish in Stockholm Sept. 30, 1818, dau. Mathias 
Hogstrom, mate , and Eva Catharina Mark. They both arr. in New York Sept. 29. 1848 
aboard the ship Henry Nesmith. - Olsson, SPANY, pp . 152-153; information courtesy Dr. 
Erik Wiken, Stockholm. 
28 Carl Johan Eric Fahlsten. b. presumably in Bro Parish (Gotl.) in 1823. He eventually reached 
San Francisco , CA, where he assumed the name of Edwards and became a charter member 
of the Scandinavian Society of San Francisco. For a fuller treatment of Fahlsten . see Nils 
William Olsson, "Emigrants from Gotland to America 1819-1890" , in Swedish American 
Genealogist, Vol. II, pp. 104, 108. 
29 Perhaps he is identical with Peter Miller. 24 years old. b . in Landskrona, Sweden. who 
enlisted in the U.S. Army in New York June 16, 1851 as a recruit. He deserted June 21. 1851, 
was apprehended July 7 the same year and finally separated from the service at Carlisle 
Barracks, PA Aug. 5, 1851 for disability . - Register of Enlis1men1s in 1he U.S. Army 
1798-/914, Vol. 49, p. 163, National Archives, Washington, DC. 30 Perhaps he is identical with Fredrik Engstrom, mate from Norrlanda Parish (Gott.), who 
emigr. to America in 1852 . - Personregis1er iii/ Suuisliska Centralbyrans i S1ockho/m forteckningar over emigranter 185/-1860. 
31 Anders Wilhelm Retzius , b. in Stockholm Dec. 27, 1829, s. Anders Adolf Retzius, professor , 
and Wendela Sophia Westerberg. He became an architect and d . in Columbus. OH Feb. 5, 
1850. -A. Hilarion Wistrand , A. J . Bruzelius and Carl Edling, Sveriges liikare-historia. Ny fo/jd, I-II (Stockholm 1873, 1876), II , 632; Ornberg, Svenska iittarta/ , III , p. 266. 32 Baltzar Henrik Stalhammar, b. in Karlskrona Nov. 7, 1830, s. Lorentz Henrik Stalhammar, 
lieutenant commander in the Royal Swedish Navy, and Christina Charlotta Stenstrom. He 
passed his examination as a first mate in 1851 and as captain in 1853 . For a time he worked as 








Augerum Parish (Elek.) Jan. 21, 1902. - Elgenstierna, Svenska adelns iittartavlor, VIII, p. 
14a. 
33 See note 16 above. 
34 Carl Hugo Askengren, b. in Svennevad Parish (Ore.) Oct. 22, 1826, s. Johan Gustaf Asken-
gren (Askergren, Axelgren), clergyman in Hardemo and Svennevad parishes, and Fredrika 
Gustava Widberg. He enrolled as a student at the University of Uppsala June I I, 1845 . 
Eventually he passed his examination as a sea captain and later was the first teacher at the 
School of Navigation in Stavanger, Norway, where hem. and settled down. - Lagerholm, 
Sodermanland-Niirkes nation, p. 435. 
35 Carl Philip Gustaf Sack, b. at Prosti:ikna, Barva Parish (Sod .) Feb. 15, 1830, s . of Carl Philip 
Sack, estate owner, and Jacquette Wilhelmina Bennet. After a stint in the Swedish merchant 
marine, he emigr. to Australia , where he worked as a goldminer and farmer. He ultimately 
returned to Sweden and d. in Strangnas March 15, 1894. - Elgenstierna, Svenska adelns 
iittartavlor, VI, p. 760a. 
36 OlofTheodor Roselius, b. in Uppsala, he began his seaman's career as a cabin boy aboard the 
ship Ulrica from Gavle June 7, 1838. He deserted in New York in March 1840 and was not 
on board when the crew was paid off in Goteborg May 15, 1840. - Goteborg Sjomanshus 
avmonstringsrulla 1840, Landsarkivet, Goteborg. 
37 Christian August Ekenstedt , b . in Lulea Feb. 17, 1828, s. Jons Ekenstedt, physician, and B. 
Catharina Ahlman. He emigr. to America. - Wistrand, Bruzelius and Edling, Sveriges 
liikare-historia, I , p. 196. 
38 Carl Johan Reutermark, b . in Kungsara Parish (Vast.) in 1807, s. of Jonas Reutermark. 
clergyman, and Anna Christina Hedenstrom. He studied at the University of Uppsala, 
became a clergyman in I 830 and served as assistant pastor in several parishes including the 
last one - Linde. In 1847 he was dismissed from his clerical duties. He emigr. to America 
and is supposed to have been killed in action serving with the U.S. Army in the War with 
Mexico. - P. A. Ljungberg, Vesteras stifts herdaminne, Ny foljd, I- II (Orebro 1880), I, p. 
60. 
39 Nils Johan Haggqvist, b. in Pitea March 6, 1832, s. Fredrik Haggqvist , clergyman, and 
Catharina Sophia Holmbergsson. - Leonard Bygden, Hernosands stifts herdaminne, I- IV 
(Uppsala, 1923, 1926), IV, p. Ill. 
40 Bo Carl Herman Roos af Hjelmsiiter, b. in Stockholm Sept. 30, 1834, s. of Bo Christian Roos 
of Hjelmsater, wholesale merchant, and Maria Laurentia Appelberg. He passed his ex-
amination as a sea captain . He perished in the bay outside ofNorrtalje, Sweden Jan. 13, 1860 
during an attempt to rescue another person from drowning. - Elgenstierna, Svenska adelns 
iillartavlor, VI , p. 399a. 
41 Gustaf Fredrik Wilhelm Bratt, b. 1836, s . of Johan Fredrik Bratt, mine supervisor, and 
Elisabeth Charlotta Sjogren . He became a sea captain, m. Alma Evelina Strombiick in 1869 
and d . in 1875. - Helmer Bratt, Nagra anteckningar om sliikten Bratt Jran Bra11fors 
(Linkoping 1953) , p. 147 . 
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Who Was Ernst 
Wilhelm Holmstedt? 
Erik Wiken* 
The three groupings on the opposite page demonstrate with a great deal 
of certainty that we are here dealing with same identical person. 
Who was he? It has not been possible to locate Ernst Wilhelm Holm-
stedt in Stockholm prior to June 19 1843 , when he procured a passport for 
travel to Rostock in Germany. 
Until November of 1842 there resided in the city of Stockholm a boy, 
Ernst Wilhelm, born illegitimately in Katarina Parish of that city on Oct. 31 
1828 to a servant girl named Marta Kihlberg, 44 years old. The boy was 
placed in Allmiinna Barnhuset (The General Orphange of Stockholm) , after 
which he was placed in homes of foster parents. From 1829 until 1836 he 
lived with a widow named Brita Maria Hjertsell, whose family name he 
assumed, when he was placed in the school of Frimurarbarnhuset (Orphan-
age of the Freemasons) on July 11 1836. He stayed there until May 18 1842, 
when he became apprenticed to Frans Beck, a Stockholm manufacturer of 
briefcases. In the census of Klara Parish , dated November 1842, the name of 
Ernst Wilhelm Hjertsell appears for the last time. 1 
Thus Ernst Wilhelm Hjertsell disappears without leaving a trace, while 
Ernst Wilhelm Holmstedt steps upon the scene, without any previous his-
tory, the day he received his passport. It is probable that the youth sometime 
between November 1842 and June 19 1843 had been placed with another 
foster family , unknown whom or where, and from them probably appropri-
ated the name of Holmstedt. 
Elgenstierna's register of the Swedish peerage does not list anyone by 
the name of Ernst Wilhelm Nordenskiold. 2 If Kullgren is correct in his 
statement that an admiral Nordenskiold was the father of Ernst Wilhelm, he 
must be the son of Otto Gustaf Nordenskiold (1780-1861) , who became an 
admiral in the Royal Swedish Navy in 1826. It is true that he was absent from 
Sweden during 1828-1829, when he led a Swedish naval squadron to the 
Mediterranean, but proof exists that he visited Stockholm, before departing 
from Karlskrona, at the beginning of 1828, when the actual conception must 
have taken place. It is interesting that Kullgren mentions that Ernest 
Wilhelm had visited relatives in Rostock in Germany in his youth. An uncle 
Erik Wiken, % Knudtzon, Maltesholmsvagen 163. 162 37 Vallingby. Sweden, is a frequent 














Born in Stockholm ca. 1826. Clerk . 
Enlisted Dec. IO 1847 in the U.S. 
Army for the War with Mexico; dis-
charged Aug. 15 1848; re-enlisted Nov. 22 
1848; deserted Feb. 9 1850; apprehended 
March 29 1850. Resided in the Columbia 
Barracks, Clerk County, Oregon Territory 
Nov. 15 1850. Deserted May 24 1851. 
SOURCES: 
Nils William Olsson, "Swedish Enlistments in 
the U.S. Army Before I 851 " in The Swedish 
Pioneer Historical Quarterly, Vol. I, No. 3, pp. 
3- 13; Vol. I, No. 4, pp. 17-38 ; 7th U.S . Census , 
Oregon, Vol. I , p. 86. 
Ernst Wilhelm Holmstedt 
Born in Stockholm. 
At age 14 he received passport June 
19 1843 in Stockholm for travel to Ros-
tock , Germany to attend commercial 
school. 
At age 18 he received passport in 
Stockholm Sept. 11 1846 for travel to New 
York. He arrived in New York Dec. 9 
1846. Participated in the War with Mexi-
co. Regimental clerk with U.S . Light In-
fantry Regiment to Oregon Territory . 
SOURCES: 
6verstathc1llareiimbetets pas.1jo11maler (Pass-
port Journals for Stockholm) , 1843, 1846, 
Stadsarkivet, Stockholm; Nils William Olsson, 
Swedish Passenger Arrivals in New York 
/820-/850 , p. 127, n. 83 ; Nels Hokanson, Swed-
ish lmmigrnnts in Lincoln's Time, p. 109 ; Post 
och lnrikes Tidningar (Stockholm) , Sept. 29 , 
1862. 
Ernest Wilhelm Nordenskio /d 
Born in Stockholm ca. 1826, son of a 
Swedish admiral named Nordenskiold. In 
his youth he resided in Germany with rela-
tives. Participated in the War with Mexi-
co; company clerk and later military 
policeman during nine months the U.S . 
Army was stationed in Mexico; deserted 
but was apprehended. Ordered to Oregon 
Territory with his company; deserted in 
185 I. 
SOURCES: 
Alvar Kullgren, Dag/Jok, m.111. /850-1855 (Di-
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of Otto Gustaf Nordenskiold, Carl Fredrik Nordenskiold (1766-1828) had 
resided in Rostock, and a son of his, i.e. cousin of Otto Gustaf, Emanuel 
Edvard Nordenskiold (1808-1880) was a merchant there .3 And it was to 
Rostock that Ernest Wilhelm Holmstedt was destined when he received his 
passport June 19 1843. 
Kullgren, 'Nho met Ernest Wilhelm Nordenskiold in California in Octo-
ber 1855, describes at length how Ernest Wilhelm after deserting from the 
army , under great difficulties had made his way to California, where he tried 
his luck at a great many jobs - as waiter , musician , store clerk , knife 
sharpener, actor , etc . Kullgren also mentions the interesting fact that Ernest 
Wilhelm kept a diary . 
The next time we meet Ernest Wilhelm Holmstedt is Aug. 25, 1856, when 
he sent a letter from Brooklyn to the Swedish Norwegian Consulate in New 
Yark, asking if any letters for "Ernest Wilhelmi" or himself had been re-
ceived at the consulate. 4 
Concerning Holmstedt's later adventures in America, we know that he 
participated in the Civil War , where he rose to the rank of lieutenant colonel 
in the 41st New York Regiment, later to become colonel of the 74th U.S. 
Colored Infantry. 5 
He died in New Orleans Oct. 10, 1867. An obituary signed Bgn (perhaps 
Carl Leonard Berggren, the well-known New York Swede) relates the fol-
lowing: 
"Last winter he, i.e. Holmstedt, moved from New York to New Orleans , in order to join a manufacturing firm there. He had just 
'gotten started ' as he termed it in a letter recently, when death inter-
vened and unexpectedly ended his career. Last winter he lost his 
wife, with whom he had a two year-old daughter , who is now being 
cared for by relatives . H(olmstedt) had recently announced his en-
gagement to a young lady of French extraction, and would have cele-brated his nuptials this month. It is said that she arrived in New Orleans the same day he died , ready to move into the home he had prepared for her" .6 
1 Mantalsuppgift for Klara f orsamling (Census returns for Klara Parish) , 1843 . Stadsarkivet , Stockholm. 
2 Gustaf Elgenstierna, Den introdu cerade s venska adelns iittartavlor, I-IX (Stockholm 1925-1936), V, pp. 473-491. 
3 Agathon Hammarskjold, A.tterna Nordenskjold (Stockholm 1902). pp. 26--27 . 4 Beskickningens i Forenta Staterna arkiv, 1850-talet (The Archives of the Swedish Norwegian Mission in Washington , DC for the 1850s); Genera/konsulatets diarium 1855-/858 (The Journals 
of the Swedish Norwegian Consulate General in New York 1855-1858), pp . 420, 424, 436 , 488, Riksarkivet, Stockholm. 
5 Ella Lonn , Foreigners in the Union Army and Navy (Baton Rouge. LA 1951). pp . 241-242 . Post- och inrikes tidningar for Sept. 29, 1862 contains a condensed account of a le tter from Holmstedt, dated Washington , DC July 19 , 1862. Upsala-Posten for Jan. 7. 1865 contains a 
news item concerning Holmstedt and the 74th Regiment on Ship Island, MS in the Gulf of Mexico , takeil' from an American newspaper. 
6 Skandinavisk Post (New York) , Oct . 31 , 1867. 
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Gustaf Mellberg- Froill 
Swedish Academician 
to American Farmer 
Stieg-Erland Dagman* 
On a farm named Gullskog in Habo Parish in the Swedish county of 
Skaraborg, a boy was born Feb. 23, 1812, who at his baptism received the 
name of Gustaf. His father was a farmer, later an innkeeper, named Sven 
Gustafsson, who was married to Maria Andersdotter. 
Maria had inherited the Gullskog farm from her father, Anders Anders-
son in Langhult, about whom the parish records had this to say after his 
death - "A wealthy and successful man from Langhult" . His widow had a 
by-name in the parish - "Rikamora i Langhult" ("Wealthy Mom in Lang-
hult") . 
The paternal grandparents were Gustaf Svensson in Branninge in the 
same parish, an innkeeper and a respected member of the assizes, and his 
wife, Catharina Larsdotter. This latter farm was the place where Gustaf was 
to grow up. When he was two years old, his parents sold Gullskog and 
moved to a much bigger farm, named Eskhult, which was owned by his 
paternal grandfather, Gustaf Svensson. 
The family remained in Eskhult for seven years, during which time there 
were three additions to the family. Gustaf now had three brothers - Anders 
Petter, Sven and Carl Johan . During this time his paternal grandparents also 
died. 
In 1821 the family moved to the inn in Branninge, which had been leased 
out for three years after the grandfather's death in 1818. Branninge Inn really 
consisted of three farms, Mellomgarden, Ostergarden and Molekullen, 
altogether comprising a unit for tax purposes of almost 1 ½ Swedish manta!. 
For Swedish conditions this was indeed a large farm complex . The village of 
Branninge consisted not only of the inn complex, but also several other 
farms, with a combined population of about 70 persons. The inn itself was 
the place ofresidence of no less than 19 persons. In addition to the innkeeper 
*Stieg-Erland Dagman, Box 106, 566 01 Habo, Sweden, is the great grandson of Gustaf Mell-
berg's brother. He is actively pursuing Gustaf Mellberg's family history in the U .S. Any 
leads as to where descendants may be found should be communicated to him at the above 
address . 
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and his family , there were also a number of servants , maids and hired men. 
Another ten persons also worked on the farm and in the inn, but lived 
elsewhere in surrounding cottages and crofts. 
This was the milieu in which Gustaf spent the years of his youth and 
later, during his long academic career, also his vacations . 
In 1826 when Gustaf was fourteen years old, he began attending public 
school in the city of fonkoping, a city located at the southern tip of the large 
body of water known as Lake Vattern, approximately ten miles from Bran-
ninge. The name of the school was Jonkdpings Hdgre Liirdomsskola (fon-
koping's Higher Institute of Education) . The school was an outgrowth of the 
old Brahe School, founded by Pehr Brahe on the island of Visingso in Lake 
Vattern during the 17th century. 
It is not clear why Gustaf was allowed to study. None of his siblings 
were given the opportunity to acquire advanced schooling. Perhaps his being 
the eldest son may have had something to do with it. As he entered the 
fonkoping School he also changed his name from the patronymic of Svens-
son to the family name of Mellberg. Gustaf's studies in fonkoping took five 
years, during which time he had courses in Hebrew, Greek and Latin, but he 
was only a fair student. 
When Gustaf came home for his summer vacation, after his second year 
in Jonkoping, his family was dealt a severe blow when his father died , only 
37 years old. Now Gustaf's mother had .to shoulder the entire responsibility 
for running the vast farm , the innkeeping business and the rearing of many 
children , which now amounted to a half dozen - five boys and a girl named 
Gustava. Gustaf was the oldest and Johannes , now four years old, the 
youngest. Later during the year Gustaf ' s only sister, little Gustava, died . 
Gustaf, himself, was laid low by a case of measles. All of these unfortunate 
events affected his studies, and during the next two semesters his grades 
suffered as a consequence. 
Finally on June I, 1831, it was time for Gustaf's graduation from the 
school in Jonkoping. It was a solemn occasion and the chairman of the 
school board, the eminent Swedish bishop as well as Sweden's poet laure-
ate, Esaias Tegner, gave the valedictory speech. In poetic form Tegner told 
the boys: 
"Farewell, young larks during life's short spring, 
You two-legged flowers on the distant heaths, 
May Heaven foster you through its dew, 
And the Sun through its life-giving rays". 
After a summer's vacation at Bri:inninge, Gustaf continued his studies in 
the fall at Skara Gymnasium, the high school in the neighboring city of 
Skara. Here he was to spend four more years in an institution filled with 
much history and many traditions. 
At the end of September of 1835, it was time for Gustaf to move again, 







to enter the Royal Academy in Lund, a preparatory school for entrance into 
the University of Lund. Here he began the study of theology, for he had in 
mind to become a clergyman. He took his university entrance examinations 
in 1838. During the last term he also added philosophical lectures to his 
curriculum. 
During his time in Lund he roomed at three different locations. At first 
he was housed in the home of a shoemaker, named Ronberg, located aptly 
enough on Skomakaregatan (Shoemaker Street). The second place was the 
home of an innkeeper named Wahlgren on Stora Kungsgatan (Grand King 
Street) and finally he boarded with a merchant named Isberg on Paradis-
gatan (Paradise Street). 
Life for a student in Lund in those days was a very trying experience, 
which is vividly brought out in a letter, which Gustaf wrote home to Bran-
ninge in March of 1836, where he says that it was so cold in his room , that he 
could not continue writing, since his fingers were stiff from the cold. He 
added that no firewood had arrived in the city, so that it had been impossible 
to use the fireplace ever since his return to Lund from the Christmas holi-
days at home. 
After finishing four years of university studies at Lund, Gustaf took ajob 
as a teacher in a school operated by the Weapons Factory in Huskvarna, a 
neighboring city of Jonkoping. Here he stayed a year, but in the spring of 
1840 he decided to continue his education at the University of Uppsala. 
In order to finance his studies there, he decided to sell off some of his 
paternal inheritance, shares in the inn and in 6stergarden to his stepfather 
Johannes and his mother Maria. She had remarried in 1832. The sale of his 
inheritance brought in the sum of almost 900 Riksdaler, the equivalent of 
$225.00, which was enough to finance his studies for two years. 
In Uppsala Gustaf became acquainted with Gustaf Unonius and Thure 
Kumlien, both of whom were to figure prominently in his life later in Ameri-
ca. One of his fellow students was Gunnar Wennerberg, later to become 
Governor of Kronoberg County, a well-known composer of church music, 
as well as the father of the very popular and famous student song cycle , 
Gluntarna. 
Gustaf Mellberg passed his examinations for his degree of filosofie kan-
didat, the equivalent of an A.B. degree, and then decided to go for a mas-
ter's degree, but soon gave up the plan, probably because of the costs 
involved. 
In the fall of 1842 we find Gustaf in Stockholm, where he resided at 
Bollhusgrand 1, a neighbor of the Royal Palace in the Old City. In Stockholm 
he continued his career as a teacher until the spring of 1843. He still thought 
about becoming a clergyman. In the household examination roll for the 
parish of St. Nikolai, where he was domiciled, he has entered that he was a 
Sacri Ministrii Candidatus, i.e. a candidate for the Holy Orders. But 
Sweden had an overabundance of clergymen at this time, and he knew that it 
would be difficult to find employment, once he had taken the necessary 
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examinations. In addition Gustaf had found during his advanced studies in 
Uppsala, that he had questioned the dogmas of the Church of Sweden, 
which bothered his conscience . 
It is also probable that Gustaf was disappointed with the economic 
results of his many years of study and that this disappointment may well 
have triggered his idea to emigrate. 
Gustaf U nonius had left for America a few years earlier and his optimis-
tic letters home to Sweden, printed in several Swedish newspapers, may 
also have sharpened Gustaf's resolve to pursue his fortunes in the new land 
in the West. 
He contacted his fellow student, Thure Kumlien and the latter's in-
tended wife, Christina Wallberg, as well as Christina's oldest sister, Sophia, 
and together they decided to emigrate . 
Space was booked on Captain Johannes Nissen's brig Svea , which now 
for the first time was to carry a large number of passengers to the New 
World. Svea was in reality a freighter and had been used for transporting bar 
iron to the U.S. Now it was remodeled to accommodate passengers. The 
price for the passage was 180 Riksdaler or about $45.00 per person. 
The four friends, Gustaf, Thure , Christina and Sophia, now formed 
plans to leave Sweden. Thure succeded in borrowing some money for the 
journey from a relative and Gustaf, in turn, borrowed from Thure . This 
information we learn from notations made on the inside covers of a diary, 
which Thure later kept during his first years in America. 
After having received their passports for the journey during the last days 
of May of 1843 , the party left for Goteborg via stage coach, arriving at 
Blom' s Hotel on Sodra Hamngatan (South Harbor Street) in Goteborg on 
June 10. The trip from Stockholm to Goteborg had cost them the equivalent 
of $8.00. 
On June 14 the Svea was ready for departure with its 62 passengers and 
1,000 leeches(?). After two days of waiting, because of unfavorable winds, 
the vessel finally was ready to depart and at 9 o'clock in the morning of June 
16 the Svea left the Masthugg quay for a journey which was to take two 
months. Gustaf now viewed his native land for the last time . 
From the letters and diary notes, written by several of the passengers, it 
is apparent that the journey went fairly well , except for one major storm , 
which hampered the progress of the brig . A greater problem was the calm 
that betook them from time to time and caused them to be delayed so long, 
that the supplies of fresh water ran out. Passengers had to hang linen cloths 
out on deck in the very humid weather, and then wring them out to procure 
water to quench their thirst. 
Time hung heavily on their hands and in order not to become bored they 
organized dances and games on deck. When the captain celebrated his name 
day - his name was Johannes, which is celebrated in Sweden on June 24 , a 
dedicatory poem was written and read in his honor. 

















formalities the passengers were allowed to go ashore and take possession of 
their new land. 
Already on board the Svea, a group had been organized, which decided 
to stay together on the way westward. In addition to Gustaf, Thure, Christ-
ina and Sophia, the party consisted of Abraham Reuterskiold from Hossna 
Parish in Alvsborg County and his family (eight persons) Johan Olof Lied-
berg from fonkoping, James Benneworth and his wife Alice, Carl Gustaf 
Hammarquist and Sven Bjorkander. 
The group had decided that the goal of their journey was to be the area 
around Lake Koshkonong in southern Wisconsin. It is probable that Gustaf 
U nonius, who had settled at Pine Lake, a day's journey from Koshkonong, 
had furnished them with a map of that area. 
After spending a day or so in New York , the party continued via steam-
boat up the Hudson River to the city of Albany. From Albany the group took 
the train to Buffalo and while waiting there for a ship to take them across the 
Great Lakes, they availed themselves of the opportunity of viewing Niagara 
Falls. In Buffalo they also beheld Indians for the first time. 
The ship took them through Lakes Erie, Huron and Michigan and on to 
the city of Milwaukee, which at that time consisted of barely a dozen build-
ings or so . 
When the party arrived in Milwaukee on Aug . 28, the women and chil-
dren were lodged with an English family, while the men began their three 
day trek westward in order to look for suitable land. 
Gustaf chose his first piece of land, consisting of 40 acres, near the old 
Winnebago Indian village called White (:row, east of what is today Bus-
seyville, located in Sumner Township of Jefferson County . Here he built 
himself a small cabin. Later he bought an additional 80 acres, on which land 
he had a house built, which was ready by 1846, a house which is still 
standing, now part of a larger house, owned by a family named Krucken-
berg. 
Thanks to a diary which Gustaf kept from the month of May in 1846 until 
June, 1849, and which is on deposit in The State Historical Society of Wis-
consin in Madison, one can follow Gustaf's daily toil in clearing and working 
his land. 
Also in Thure Kumlien's diary one can read of the difficult life which the 
pioneers in Wisconsin had in breaking the virgin sod. 
Of th~ group which had kept company from New York to Wisconsin, 
Bjorkander and Hammarquist stayed on in Pine Lake, but later moved and 
were reunited with the group at Lake Koshkonong. From the beginning one 
lived mostly on fishing and hunting, since the forest and the lake teemed with 
game and fish. The colony expanded quickly and soon there was a sawmill as 
well as a couple of general stores to serve the settlers. 
On June 7, 1846 Gustaf, now 34 years old, married Juliette Devoe, 27 
years old, whose family had arrived in Wisconsin from the neighboring state 
of Michigan in 1841 and had settled directly across from Gustaf's newly 
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constructed house, on the other side of the Old Indian and Army Trail, today 
known as Wisconsin State Route 106. The wedding was performed by Gus-
taf Unonius in the home of the Reuterskiold family. 
The following year their first child was born , a daughter named Amelia. 
Three other children followed - Gustavia, born 1850, a son Edward in 1855 
and finally a daughter Henrietta, who died very young. 
Once in a while Gustaf found use for his theological training. He con-
ducted funerals and baptisms , when no other minister was available. In 
October of 1845 he buried Augusta Kumlien, the daughter of his good friends 
Thure and Christina Kumlien . Thure writes in his diary: "Mellberg con-
ducted the funeral according to the ritual of the Church of Sweden'' . Gustaf 
had also baptized Augusta eighteen months earlier. In 1847 he buried one of 
his travelling companions on the journey from Sweden , Abraham Reuter-
skiold, who was interred in the Busseyville Cemetery . 
Gustaf's contacts with the family in Sweden were largely sporadic. He 
wrote a letter to his mother in 1847, but then the connections were broken 
until a quarter of a century later, when suddenly in 1872 he wrote a letter to 
his brother Sven, in which he asked: "When did our poor mother die"? The 
mother had died already in Branninge in 185 I. 
A nephew, Axel Mellberg, who emigrated to America in I 867, also was 
in contact with Gustaf. A number of letters, written to a brother, a nephew 
and a cousin in Sweden between the years of 1872 and 1877 are still extant. 
Gradually the farm began to pay off. Gustaf grew a lot of tobacco and he 
began to become involved in community politics. Thus , when Sumner 
Township was organized in 1858, he became the first town clerk. He held 
this position for eight years until 1867. In 1875 he was again elected to the 
same position and kept the job until 1891 - for a total of 25 years. 
He was also secretary of the school district for 18 years , town supervisor 
for one year and assessor for one year. He was also enrolling officer during 
the Civil War and in 1875 as well as in 1880 he served as census enumerator 
for the State of Wisconsin and the Federal Government. 
Thanks to the two diaries he kept we have a pretty good idea of how 
pioneer life was conducted in Wisconsin. It was marked by hard work, 
mutual assistance, borrowing of necessities when needed, help in time of 
illness, but also relaxed social occasions in each other's homes, where 
among other things intellectual discussions and declamations of literary 
works were greatly appreciated - as a counterweight to the drudgery in the 
fields. 
How did it go for the academician , who skipped from Sweden, in order 
to become a farmer in America? Did he amass a fortune? A quote in a letter 
to his brother Sven in 1872 gives us the answer: "Here I have worked and 
sweated for thirty years . Thanks be to God, my health has been good , and 
courage and hope have never failed me. I am not wealthy, since I have never 
striven to acquire riches, but I am well provided for and I am hopeful that 





















Gustaf's and Juliette ' s three children grew up on the farm, and as time 
went on and after a few years of study, Edward married Sarah Jane 
Andrews, and then took over the family farm. Gusta via became a seamstress 
and was married in 1899, at the age of 49 to John Whittet, 68 years old, who a 
year earlier had become a widower. Amelia married in 1872, at the age of 25, 
Casimir Reuterskiold, who was 39 years old, and became the latter's second 
wife. Casimir was ten years old, when the family had arrived in New York 
aboard the Svea. 
In his old age, after Gustaf had handed over the farm to his son, he spent 
much of his declining years performing services for the community as well as 
devoting much time to intellectual pursuits. He helped the neighbors with 
clerical work, drafted legal documents for them, wrote letters, settled 
estates and kept accounts . His ability to converse and to read seven lan-
guages never failed to astound his neighbors. 
In 1891, Gustaf, Juliette and their daughter Gustavia moved into the 
neighboring city of Ft. Atkinson, where they purchased a home on Adams 
Street. Here Gustaf ended his days on Dec. 19, I 892, at the age of 80. A long 
life, filled with academic studies, adventures , hard work and disappoint-
ments, but also moments of happiness and contentment had ended. The 
obituary in the Jefferson County Union ends with these words: "Too much 
cannot be said in his favor as a friend and neighbor". 
His wife Juliette survived him by twelve years and she died in Ft. 
Atkinson Jan. 12, 1905. Both are buried in the Busseyville Cemetery. The 
closing words in Gustaf Mellberg' s diary for June l, I 849 might well serve as 
the necrology for him and Juliette: "At rest after a long period of hard toil". 
The descendants of Gustaf and Juliette Mellberg are the following: 
I. Edward and Sarah Jane Mellberg sold their family farm after a few 
years and moved to Montana. Both of them died in Bozeman in that state , 
Edward in 191 l and Sarah Jane in 1940. They had no children. 
2. Gustavia Whittet died in Ft. Atkinson in 1925 . Her husband, John 
Whittet, had died already in 1912. They had no children. 
3. Amelia Reuterskiold died in Busseyville in 1888. Her husband, Casi-
mir (Charles) Reuterskiold died in Janesville, WI in 1923 as the result of an 
automobile accident. They had six children, of whom three reached matur-
ity: 
a. Jennie Reuterskiold married Adolph Lund. It is not known if they had 
any chil{iren. 
b. Marion Reuterskiold was married to Frances Ashworth. They had a 
son, Francis Ashworth, born in Milwaukee in 1912. 
c . Maud Reuterskiold was married to Herman Stark. They had at least 
one child, Marion Stark, who married a person named Battle. 
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B. Jan.18 1731 in Lilla 
Glll hul t 
D. July 31 1780 in Gillan 
M. Dec.26 1755 
i 
Ann ika LARSDOTTER i 
B. Aug . 11 1723 in Abbarp , 
Habo Parish 





B. Sept.23 1704 in Lilla 
Glllhu lt 
D. Aug. 10 1780 in Li lla 
Glllhult 
M . June 13 1725 
Kerstin BJORNSDOTTER 
B. March 24 1705 in Sjogarp 
Habo Parish 




Born in Oct. 1 694 in Eket, 
Habo Parish 
Died Jan . 7 1756 in Eket 
Kerstin ANDERSDOTTER 
i 
I And e rs PEHRSSON ! Farmer I Born in 17 34 in Gubb -
hulan I 
Died Feb. 3 1774 in Gubb-
' hu l an I I Married Feb .3 176 2 I 
Maria BENGTSDOTTER 
Born Oct.24 1736 in Sve ns -
hult,Habo Parish 




B. Oct.19 1684 






B. April 30 1682 
Elsa LARSDOTTER 





D. Feb.2 1723 
Ramberg ERICSDOTTER 
B. 





Gunilla TORK ELS DOTTER 
B. April 6 16 79 







B. Apr.14 1689 
D. Jan . 4 1772 
Ingeborg SVENSDOTTER 
B. March 25 1695 
D. Feb.16 1776 
Be ngt ANDERSSON 
Farmer 
B. Jul y 23 1707 
D. June 9 1780 
Maria ERICSDOTTER 
B. 1699 
































Born in Gullskog,Habo Parish (Skar.) , Sweden Feb.23 1 812 
Born in Al legany County , NY May 7 1 81~ 
------
-
Ma rried June 7 1846 
Juliette DEVOE 
...... 
Emma Gustavia MELLBERG Edward HELLBERG 
Di e~d .in For t Atkinson ,WI Dec.19 1 892 
Died in Fort Atkinson ,WI Jan.12 1905 
~ 
li e nri e tta MELLBERG 
Born April 9 1847 in Busseyville Born ~in Busseyville Born i n 1855 in Bu sseyvil l c Born in Busseyville 
Died Dec.12 1888 in Dusseyville Died July 24 1925 in Ft . Atkin- Died Oct.30 l!i31 in Bozeman ,MT Di e d Jan.23 1857 in Busseyvil 
Married in 1872 to son,WI t-1arricd 
Casimir REUTERSKI0LD Married Se pt.22 1899 Sarah Jane ANDRE\•JS 
Born Oct.13 1833 in H6ssna, John WHITTET Born in 18 54 
(Skar.) ,Swe den Born Nov.24 1831 Di e d July 11 1 940 in Bozeman,MT 
Died March 11 1Y23 in Ja nes- Di e d Nov.4 1912 in Ft.Atkin son 
vi lle ,NI 
I I I 
I 
l I 
Frances A. REUTER- Jennie REUTERSKI0LD Marion REUTERSKI0LD Mabel REU'l'ERSKI0LD Carl REUTERSKIOLD Maud REU1'ERSKIOLD 
SKIOLD Born 1875 Bor n May 17 1876 Bor n in 1879 Born in Feb. 1883 Born in 1883 
Born 1873 Died 195 2 Died Oct.13 1914 Died in 1880 Died Marc h 20 1883 Died in 195 7 
Died 1893 Marr ied Marrie d Marri ed 
Adolph LUND Francis ASHWORTH Herman STARK 
Born 1867 Born Born 
Died 1953 Di ed Died 
I 
Francis ASHWORTH Marion J.STARK 
Born in 1912 in Born in 1913 














Nils William Olsson 
Next to the satisfaction of discovering the place in Sweden, where one's 
roots are to be found , is the ability to pinpoint the exact farmstead, croft or 
village on a Swedish topographical map . These maps, which have been in 
existence for a long time , constitute a valuable asset when it comes to 
presenting one's family history in a concrete setting. By providing a map 
segment, which shows at a glance, where the farm or village lay, it is possi-
ble to add much to the story . One can even illustrate life in the ancestral 
parish by pointing out the roads and paths the ancestor trod through the 
woods or the countryside on the way to the school , village or church. Here 
are streams and rivers, lakes and hills, natural monuments, railroads and 
towns, of prime importance to the original dweller in the place. Known for 
years as Generalstabens kartor (General Staff maps), because of their mili-
tary provenance, they are now referred to as topographical maps or detalj-
kartor (detailed maps) . 
Before going on to speak of the civilian nature of these topographical 
maps, it might be helpful to trace the origin of these highly useful items of 
cartography. The original purpose of these maps was of course military, the 
object being to produce and provide highly detailed maps for every part of 
Sweden, so that military staffs could properly prepare for the defense of 
their country . The responsibility for this project lay with Generalstaben 
(The Swedish General Staff), a top echelon of military officers, whose his-
tory goes back to the days of King Gustavus Adolphus in the early days of 
the 17th century. The purpose of the General Staff was to provide up-to-the 
minute information on many aspects of Swedish military preparedness -
such as communications , military statistics, military history and the impor-
tant field of topography . It was the latter section which was given the re-
sponsibility for setting up a special department, which had as its chief pur-
pose to map every segment of Swedish territory. 
These maps, as they were produced , became known as general staff 
maps. They had their genesis ca. 1810 and during the years 1810-1847 they 
were issued by Svenska militi:irkartverket (The Swedish Military Map Agen-
cy). From 1857 to 1874 the maps were known as Topografiska corpsen karta 
ofver Sverige (The Maps of the Topographical Corps of Sweden). Later this 
agency became known as Rike ts allmi:inna kartverk (The General Map Agen-
cy of Sweden) , the name it has kept to the present time. 


















Swedish Topographical Maps 
were for the northern province of Vasterbotten and the southern province of 
Skane (presumably because these areas were in the closest proximity of 
foreign soil). These maps were produced in a scale of I :20,000. When it was 
discovered that this scale would consume too much time at a prohibitive 
cost, it was decided to use the scale l: 100,000. 
In the beginning all of the work was done in secret by officers of the 
Topographical Corps of the Royal Swedish Army. At this time the engrav-
ings were still done by hand on copper plates . By 1844 the scale was raised 
to I :50,000 and the maps were produced by means of heliography, a type of 
photo engraving. By 1857 it was decided to add an important detail - the 
inclusion of the altitude of the terrain. This was also the year in which the 
maps went public, and no longer restricted to the military. By 1877 the maps 
were produced by lithography and the contract for producing them went 
from the military to the civilian sector, a practice which has been adhered to 
to the present day. While the maps are still produced by the General Map 
Agency of Sweden, they are today published by Liber Publishing Co. of 
Stockholm. These detailed maps, for years restricted solely to the military, 
are today very popular in Sweden and can be purchased in almost every 
bookstore, not only in the cities, but also in the countryside. They are of 
inestimable value to sportsmen, hunters, sailing and yachting fans, Girl 
Scouts and Boy Scouts, hikers and of course genealogists. 
In the United States they have been available for a long time. One of the 
first Americans to realize the value of these topographical maps for the study 
of one's roots , was the late Thorsten Hanson of Chicago , at one time district 
manager for the Swedish American Line. He procured an entire edition of 
these detailed maps and as a public service offered anyone, sending him a 
query and a self-addressed envelope , to furnish free information on the 
farmstead or the village, where his correspondent had his or her ancestral 
beginnings. Mr. Hanson called his pet project Garden diirhemma (The farm 
back home). At his death, the entire collection of these valuable maps was 
bequeathed to Augustana College in Rock Island, IL. When the Swenson 
Swedish Immigration Research Center was opened at the college a couple of 
years ago, the college graciously offered the entire collection to the center, 
where it may be consulted by students and researchers. 
Those who are interested in acquiring these detailed maps in the United 
States may purchase them from the Anderson Book Store in Lindsborg, KS, 
which is the official agency in this country for the Liber Publishing Co. of 
Stockholm. Mr. Charles Anderson, (husband of Gladys Anderson, prop-
rietor of Anderson Bookstore) offers to provide information on a desired 
location with no charge for research, if a self-addressed stamped envelope is 
furnished and will inform his correspondent if the place name can be found 
and if so, on which map segment it can be located. It should be remembered 
that many old crofts and cottages have disappeared because of emigration , 
movement to urban areas, and the resulting dimunition of the Swedish rural 
population. 
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In order to clarify the service which Mr. Anderson offers, it should be 
emphasized that unless the searcher knows the exact location of his or her 
ancestral place , it is of no use to forward an inquiry. There is no index for the 
maps at the present time, and if the exact location is not known, the resulting 
labor with a magnifying glass could consume much time. But if the location 
is known, the most expeditious way to learn on which map the locality may 
be found is to furnish Mr. Anderson with the following information: 
a. The name of the croft , farm , village, etc. 
b. The name of the parish. 
c. The liin or county in which the parish is located. (It should be empha-
sized that in some cases there are three or four parishes in Sweden 
with the same name, and it is quite important to know the liin. where 
the parish is situated). 
Correspondents are informed not to send any money until the place 
name has been located on one of the topographical maps. Once this has been 
done, Mr. Anderson will inform the searcher and tell him or her that the map 
has been found. The cost of the maps varies, depending upon if one desires 
the map folded or in piano, i.e. flat. to be shipped in a tube. Anderson 
Bookstore can only furnish the type that becomes available to them. Prices 
for each map are currently - flat sheets, $7.95, plus $2.00 shipping and 
handling; folded , $9.50 , plus $.75 postage and oversize are $12.50 plus ship-
ping and handling. 
A description of the maps may be in order. Except for the more sparsely 
settled regions of northern Sweden , bordering on Norway and Finland, the 
maps are in the scale of I :50,000 or about ¾ mile to the inch. In northern 
Sweden where the scale is 1: 100,000, allow I½ miles to the inch. The maps 
generally measure 20 x 20 inches and cover 16 x 16 miles. The 1: 100.000 
scale maps cover twice as much area. In about 25 coastal areas, where only a 
small portion of the land mass is mapped, this portion is often added to the 
contiguous regular map , which makes it an oversize map 20 x 30 inches, 
priced accordingly . 
There are approximately 300 maps for the southern half of Sweden or 
that portion which is scaled I :50,000 . In order to make it easier to locate a 
given place, a grid system has been devised (see illustration). Each square in 
the grid has been given the name of the largest city or town within its 
borders. Each square is divided into four sub-sections (or maps) and are 
coded according to the points of the compass. Thus if we look at the grid in 
the illustration, we find that as an example the Skara square may be found at 
the coordinate D-8 . Each of the sub-sections has been coded Skara NO (Skara North East); Skara SO (Skara South East); Skara SY (Skara South 
West) and Skara NV (Skara North West). 
The Anderson ·Book Store has from one to three maps in stock for each 
segment. Orders may be placed for those not in stock, but it may take up to 
ninety days for delivery. All inquiries and orders should be sent to Anderson 
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Swedish Topographical Maps 
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Queries from subscribers to Swedish American Genealogist will be 
listed here free of charge on a "space available basis." The Editor reserves 
the right to edit the question to conform to the general format. 
Olsson, J ansdotter, Andersdotter 
Seeking information and descendants of: 
Anders Olsson, b. in Grasmark Parish (Yarm .) 1823 , who m. in 1850 
Marit Jansdotter, b. in Grasmark Aug. 28, 1825 . They had the following 
children: 
a. Olof, b. in Grasmark Sept. 21, 1858 and m. May 3, 1885 Kajsa Jons-
dotter, b . in Ramsele Parish (Yn .) Apr. 11, 1859. Their children were Maria 
Christina, b. in Grasmark Feb. I I, 1886 and Olof Alfred, b. in Grasmark July 
28, 188?. 
b. Johannes , b. in Grasmark Apr. 4, 1860 and m. Dec. 27, 1889 Karin . 
They moved to bstmark Parish (Yarm.) in 1890 but returned to Grasmark in 
1892. 
c. Kerstin, b. in Grasmark Oct. 28 , 1867. 
d. Magnus, b. in Grasmark June 13, 1865; m. April 24, 1889 Kajsa 
Persdotter, b . Aug. 3, 1865; d. Jan . 10, 1919. He emigrated to America in 
May 1911 but returned to Grasmark 1918 and d . there July 12, 1938. 
Dawn Hogquist-Pociask 
1866 E. Montana A venue 
Oak Creek, WI 53154 212 
Nilsson, Nilsdotter, Persson 
Seeking information and descendants of: 
Per Nilsson, b. in Grasmark Parish (Yarm.) Feb . 13, 1825. He m. ca. 
1860 Katrina Nilsdotter, b. in Grasmark 1833 . They had the following chil-
dren: 
a. Maria, b. in Grasmark Jan. 19, 1862. She had as. Nils Oskar Nilsson, 
b. May 12, 1889. 
b. Kajsa, b . in Grasmark Aug. 3, 1865; m. April 24, 1889 Magnus 
Andersson. 
c. Per Johan, b. Aug . 11, 1877. 
d. August, b. Sept. 25, 1874. 
Dawn Hogquist-Pociask 
1866 E. Montana A venue 
Oak Creek, WI 53154 213 
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Larsson, Larsdotter, Gudmundsson, Ekstrom, Wallin 
I am searching for information concerning the following siblings, b. in 
Hellestad Parish (Malm.): 
a . Anna Larsdotter , b. Jan. 4 , 1861. She was m. to a shoemaker named 
Wallin and they might have been living outside Hoganas in Skane before 
emigrating. 
b. Bengt Larsson , b. May 30, 1866. He left for America before 1890. 
c. Elna Larsdotter , b . May 13 , 1872. She was m. to Oskar Gudmunds-
son, b. in Hoganas Parish (Malm.) July 6, 1874. They had two children 
before leaving Sweden - Otto Emil, b. Aug. 4, 1896 and Anna Maria , b. 
Sept. 13 , 1898 . 
Before the family moved to the U.S. March 31 , 1905, Oskar Gudmunds-
son was working in the Hbganas coal mine. He may have changed his name 
to Ekstrom after his arrival. Anna and Elna were living with their families in 
Vail, IA . Family tradition has it that the two sisters and their husbands were 
killed in an automobile accident. 
Siv Malmgren 
Holmvagen 44, l tr. 
194 35 Upplands Vasby , SWEDEN 214 
Molin 
I am researching the fates of two brothers of my paternal grandfather 
who emigr. to America and from we have heard nothing. I should like to 
know if either of them left descendants. They were: 
a. August Alfred Molin , b. in Eker Parish (Ore.) March 22 , 1861. He 
departed for New York Nov. IO, 1882. 
b. Albert Molin, b. in Eker Parish Sept. 26, 1855 and emigr. to New 
York Aug. 13 , 1895. 
Ing. Eric Molin 
Storgatan 21 
461 30 Trollhattan , SWEDEN 215 
Melin 
My grandfather and his two brothers left for the U.S. and were not heard 
from again , except that my grandfather did write one letter home to Sweden 
in 1913 , but without leaving an address. They were: 
a . Axel Fritjof Melin , my grandfather, b . in Skonsmon , Skon Parish, (Vn.) Feb . 10, 1877 . He left Goteborg for America Dec. 3, 1902. 
b. Oscar Melin, b. in the city of Sundsvall May 3, 1875 , emigr. March 
14, 1902. He may have been an electrical worker in Chicago in 1920-1930. 
c. Victor E. Melin , b. in the city of Harn6sand May 5, 1878. He emigr. 
March 14, 1902. 
Inger Wil6f 
Ovansj6 7303 
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ABERG, Carl Hjalmar 
Wilhelm, 16 
Carl Wilhelm, 16 
Ulrika Henrietta 10, 16 
AKERBERG, Caroline, 52 
Harry Gustaf, 52 , 67 
Isabella Lovisa, 52, 67 
Louis , 52 
AKERMAN, Otto Wilhelm. 
111, 113, 114, 11 5 
AKESDOTTER, Gertrud, 87 
AKESSON, Ake, 88 
Gothe, 152 




Nils , 132 
Olaf. 132 
Oskar, 38 
Per. 88, 132 
Sven Gustaf, 38 
Victor , 132 
AMAN , Joh. , 149 
AMARK, J.C ., 147 
John , 154 
ASLUND, Florence, 59 
Mary, 59 
Olaf, 59 
ASTROM, A. F., 152 
C. Jae. , 152 
Hans, 150 
ABRAHAMSON , Bengt 
Aron. 22 
Edna Agunilla Mabel, 58 
Hans, 124 
Ivan , 58 
Johanna, 58 
ACHSELL, C .W., 150 
ADAMSDOTTER, Anna 
Sophia, 32 
AHLMAN, B. Catharina, 157 
AHLQVIST, David, 153 
AHLSTROM, John 
Frederick, 106, 107 
ALGERUS, Laurentius 
(Lauren) Matthison , 136 
ALMAS, Olaf, 43 
ALMAN, Olle, 40 
Sege, 40 
ALMEN , Charles, 60 
Elin Gunhild , 60 
Elina, 60 
ALMKVIST, Edward. 64 
Helbert Edward, 64 
Mary . 64 
AMBJORNSSON , Jons , 127 
AMUNDSSON, Erik , 86 
J.P. , 153 
ANDERSDOTTER, Anna, 16 
Anna, 34 
Anna, 168 





Catharina (Karin), 33 
Christina (Stina), 25 
Christina, 83 
Christina (Kerstina), 89 
Christina , 126 
Christina (Kerstin, 168 
Christina (Kerstin) , II, 168 
Eleonora, 124 
Ida Maria, 31 
Ingeborg , 34 
Johanna Lena, 91 





Maria, 161, 163, 168 
Mina Charlotta, 131 
Rangela, 37 
ANDERSEN, Martin , 23 
ANDERS[S]ON, A. J. , 65 
A. J., 148 
A. S., 63 
Agna, 55 
Albertina, 27 
Albin , 55 , 66 
Albin Gerhard, 52 




Alma Christina. 63 
Alma Elvira, 58 
Althie Edith Johanna, 54 




Anders. 161 , 168 
Anders P., 32 
Anders Petter, 27 
Andreas, 32 
Andrew , 50 
Andrew, 54 
Andrew, 56 






Anna, 11, 58 
Anna, 61 
Anna Carolina. 54 
Anna Carolina Paulina, 27 
Anna Catharina, 62 
Annie, 52 
Annie , 66 
Aron F. , 23, 24, 26 
Arthur Alexander, 57 
August , 51 
August , 57 
August, 60, 64 
Augusta , 54 
Augusta, II, 54 
Augusta , 62 





Bertha Emelia. 59 
C.A. , 52 
C. D ., 148 
C.,G ., 150 
C. 0., SO 
C. August, 153 
Carl , 106, 107 
Carl Axel, 55 
Carl Edward, 60 
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Carl Johan. 90 
Carl Magnus. 83 
Carl 0 .. 42 
Carl Oscar, 50 
Carl Philip, 62 
Carl Sandelius , 51 
Carolina (Karolina). 25 
Carolina Josephina '. 5 I 
Caroline , 57 
Catharina (Kajsa), I 75 
Charles. 53 
Charles . 55 
Charles . 57 . 63 
Charles. 58 
Charles. 171. 172 
Christina (Kristina). 52 
Christina (Kristina). 55 
Christina (Kristina), 58 
Christina (Kristina), 59 
Christina (Kristina), 62 
Christina. 63 
Christina. 94 
Christina (Kerstin) . 132 
Daniel. 106. 107 
David. 123 
E. M. , 148 
Ebba Vilhelmina, 43 
Edith Charlotte. 55 
Edith Elvira Dorothea. 66 
Edward , 24 
Edward 53 
Edward , 106 
Edward Bernhard. 58 
Elin Ethel. 55 
Ellis Sofia. 64 





Emma Emilia. 62 
Emma Margareta. 27 
Emma Mathilda Elizabeth, 
51 
Erik Gustaf. 27 
Ernst. 24 
Esther Amanda. 55 
Ethel Alvira Carolina, 58 
Ethel Aurelie. 53 
Eva , 57.63 
Florence Clara Margerite , 
65 
Florence Kristina , 58 
Frank . 65 
Frank G., 62 
Fred Samuel , 54 
Fredrika. 55, 66 
G. L.. 153 
Georg William. 61 
Gustaf. 22. 25 
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Gust[afJ, 52 
Gustaf. 55. 62 
Gust[af]. II. 55 
Gustaf. 152 
Hanna , 50 
Hans . 120, 121 
Hans. 124 
Harry Willard , 57 
Hattie. 55 
Hazel Corinna, 53 
Helen Johanna Linnea, 65 
Helen Ma[r]tina. 63 
Hilda Mabel Augusta , 56 
Hilma, 65 
Hilmar Albin , 53 
I. G., 147 
Ida. 51. 65 
Ida Kristina, 58 
J., 147 
J.. 148 
J .. 150 
J. , 153 
J . P .. 151 
James Walter , 57 
Jenny Mabel. 57 
Jenny Sofia. 51 
Jan , 33 
Jan P .• 27 
Joel, 90 
Joh[an] Aug[ust]. 24 
Johan Earnest. 62 
Joh[an] Ludvig, 151 
Johan Walter , 50 
Johanna, 53 
Johanna. 65 




John . 124 
John A., 106, 107 
John Adolf, 52 
John F .. 24 
John T .. 52 
John W. , 22 
John Walter, 59 
Joseph. 52 




Lena Sofia, 52 
Lilian Kristina, 57 
Lilly Eleonora, 61 
Lina , 60, 64 









Maria J6nsdotter. 132 
Mary , 55 
Mary, 59 
Mary. II. 59 
Mathilda, 58 
Mathilda, 65 
Minnie , 54 
Myrtle Sofie, 65 
N. P .. 152 
Mina Sophia, 52 
Nels , 65 




Noak Edwin, 54 
Ole , 106 
Olga Amalia. 62 
Olivia . 62 
Olof August . 26 
Oscar, 59 
Oscar Fredrik. 59 
Oscar Magnus, 27 
Otto , 62 
Otto Rockey, 66 
P., 149 
P. W. , 106 
Pehr, 33 
Pehr, 124 
Pehr Johan, 123 
Per. 27 
Per, 34 
Peter. 23. 27 
Petter, 32 
Pete[r], 51, 58. 65 
Pet[er], 11, 58 
Peter. 84 
Peter G .. 22 . 26 
Raymond Willford. 58 
Reinhold Georg Theodor 
Andrew, 66 
Ruth , 52 
Ruth, 54 
Selma , 56 

















ANDRE, Hjalmar, 58 




ANDREASSON, Jonas, 26 
ANDREWS, Sarah Jane , 167, 
169 
ANDRIESSEN , Pieter, 136 
APPELBERG, Maria 
Laurentia, 157 
APPELQVIST, Helena, 4, 5, 
14 
APPLEMAN , Marten, 89 
APPLETON, Georg Ludwig, 
123 
Lois Irene Anderson , 123 
ARIANSEN, J. S., 15 
ARONSSON, Olof, 147 
ARFVIDSON , N. , 148 
ARVIDSSON, Anders, 34 
Jons, 33 
Jons, 84 
ASHWORTH, Frances, 167, 
169 
Francis , II, 167, 169 
ASKEN GREN , Carl Hugo, 
157 
Hugo, 151 





John , 55 
Tillie , 55 
ASMUNERUD (?), Lars, 25 
ASPLUND, Annie, 52 
John, 52 
Olof, 152 
Rupert Richard, 52 
AUSTIN, Ellen Leonora, 66 




BA.A.TH, Georg Martin, 5, 14 
BACKLUND, And[ers] , 150 
BACKMAN, And[ers]. 150 
Frank, 135 
BACKSTROM, J., 148 
BAJARD, Albert, 148 
BARENS , Maria, 136 
BARK, Augusta, 59 
Axel, 59 
Ellen Maria, 59, 67 
BATTLE, - , 167, 169 
BECK, Anna Maria, 115 
Frans, 158 
Henry , see 
NAEVERBAEKKEN 
Petter, 106 
BECKER, Abelonia, 127 
Peter, 128 
BECKMAN, Fred, 25 
John(Johannes), 22 , 25 
BECKSTROM, J.P., 151 
BEEN , Walfrid, 150 
BEHRLING, J. H., 150 
BELLMAN, Emil, 55 
Emma, 55 
Mary, 55 
BEMEBERG von , Jacob 
Crail , 128 
Georg Giinther, 127 
BENGTSDOTTER, Anna, 33 
Anna, 84 
Beata, 87 
Catharina (Carin), 127 







BENGTS[S]ON , Anders , 33 
Anders , 34 
And[ers]. 152 
Anna, 38 




Carl (Dam), 32 
Carl Robert, 55 




Harry , 52 
Hulda, 38 
Jens (Jons), 82 
Johan, 38 
Josephine Amanda, 82 
Lars August , 31 
Louis , 55, 60 
Magnus, 33 
Nils , 38 
Otto Tertius , 115 
Swan (Sven), 133 
BENGTZON , Victor 
Lorentz, 60 
BENSON, A. A., 55 
Alex Albert Julius , 55 
Anna, 50 
Anna Bernhardina, 50 
Personal Name Index 
Anna Maria, 54 
Anna Marie , 55 
Bernhard Alfred, 58 
Cha[rle]s, 50, 61, 66 
Ellies Catharina, 50 
Hilda Sofia , 61 
John, 22 
John , 50 
Lorenz Adolf, 66 
Marie (Maria), 50, 61, 66 
Martin, 50 
Martin, 54 
Olga Mathilda, 50 
Pernilla, 54 
Sofia, 50 
Sven A. , 22 
BENZON, Bernhard Alfred, 
58 
Frank Bernhard , 58 
Minnie. 58 
BENJAMINSSON (ODELL) , 
John Andrew, 31 
BENNET, Jacquette 
Wilhelmine, 157 
BENNEWORTH, Alice, 165 
James , 165 
BERG, And[ers]. 150 
Anna-Maria, see 
DAHLBERG 
Charlotta , 50 
Elin Wilhelmina, see 
DAHLBERG 
Erik , see DAHLBERG 
Franz Victor, see 
DAHLBERG 
Harry Leonard, 50 




BERGGREN , C. Axel L., 151 
Carl Leonard , 160 
Maria, 61 
Myrtle Beatrice , 61 
Raymond Wilbert, 61 
William N. , 61 
BERGLUND, Emma, 52 
Henry William, 52 
William, 52 
BERGHMAN, Arvid, 99 
BERGMAN, Per-Olof, 102 
BERGKVIST/BERGQUIST, 
Aline , 91 
Anders P., 50 
Betsie, 50 
Eric , 91 
P.A., 134 
Victor Anton, 50 
BERGSTEDT, C. G., 148 
Emma, 57 
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Andrew . 61 . 66 
Anna. 135 
Anna Sofia. 135 
Arthur. 52 
August Th .. 152 
Betsie. 67 
C. F .. 146 
Charles 0 .. 67 
Charles Oscar. 67 
Charlotta . 58 
Christina. 135 
David . 52 
Earl Clifford Severin. 61 
Emma. 52 
Emma. 61. 66 
Emma Charlotta. 135 
J.P .. 149 
Johan Petter. 135 
John. 58 
Lars August. 135 
Maja Cajsa. 135 
Werner Lefdon Gustaf. 66 
BERNDTSSON. A .. 150 
BERTHOLDSON. Andrew . 
52 
Fred Victor. 52 





BJORCK. Arvid Herman . 154 
BJORK. Martin. 27 
Mathilda. 27 
BJORKANDER. 0. , 152 
Sven. 165 
BJORKGREN. A .. 152 
C. G .. 147 
BJORKLUND. Jonas. 148 
BJORKMAN. Edwin. 58 
Francis Elizabeth. 58 
Helen. 58 
Rosa Elizabeth. 58 
BJORNSDOTTER. Kerstin. 
168 
BLIX. August. 106 
BLOCK. Juliana . 126 
Michael Nielsen. 127 
BLOCKIUS. Marten 
Michelsson. 126 
BLOM. Casp[ar], Leon[ard], 
150 
BLOMBERG . Lars. 102 
BLOMM. Direk. 136 
BLOOM. Alfred . 51 
Andrine . 51 
180 
Axel Ovenius, 51 
BLOMSTER. A. W .. 148 
BOBERG. Anna Charlotta. 
155 
BODIN. Anna Christina. 26 
Elin Agnes. 26 
Emma Regina. 26 
Gustaf Fredrik . 26 
Jennie Lovisa. 26 
Johanna. 26 
John. 23. 26 
BORDH. Anders Gustav. 102 
BORGESSON. Lars. 84 
BORJES[S]ON . Carl. 149 
Lars, 32 
Petter. 148 




Edla Ruth. 56 
F. W .. 148 
J. F .. 56 
Josephine. 56 
BOHMAN/BOMAN. Carl 
Magnus Carlsson. 83 
Hilma. 66 
John Walter. 66 
Loran K .. 82, 84 
Ole. 66 
Oscar Fredrik Carlsson. 82 
Oscar Fredrik . 82 
P .. 149 
P. Edv[ard]. 152 
Wenzel Loran. 82 
BOLUND. F. A. W .. 147 
BONAPARTE. Christine 
Alexandrine Egypta. 108. 
109. 110 
Lucien. 108. 110 
Napoleon . 108. 109. 110 
BONDE, Carl Jedvard . 98 
Carl Knutsson . 110 
BONDESSON. Samuel 
Johan. 90 
BORG . Annie. 61 
Carl. 61. 68 
Jennie. 61 
BORGESON . Carl M .. 116 
BORGSTEDE. George . 106 
BORGSTROM , P .. 149 
Sigfrid. 152 
BOSCO.-. 28 
BOSTROM. C. , 149 
BOTHELIA. Helena 
Thoresdotter. 125 
BOTIN . Carolina. 60 
Emma Dorothea . 60 
Klas Albert. 60 
BOYER. Christine. 108, 110 
BRADSHAW. Clara. 92 
BRANNSTROM. Erik Johan, 
149. 155 
BRAHE. Pehr. 162 
(BRANBERG). Anders. 33 
BRANDEL. Anna Elisabeth, 
154 
BRATT. Gustaf Fredrik 
Wilhelm. 153. 157 
Johan Fredrik. 157 
BREANT. Adine de . 109 
BRIANT. M. L.. 150 
BRIERLY. John R. , 106 
BROSTROM. Axel. 65 
Esther Malvina. 134 
Ida . 65 
Julia. 134 
Lars-Erik , 134 
Richard. 134 
Violet Emma Augusta. 65 
BRYDEN, James W., 106 
BUCKSTROM. August. 65 
Desideria Hildegard Sofia, 
65 
Gustaf Adolf. 65 
Tillie. 65 
BULLER. Annie. 56 
Berthil Oliver, 56 
Martin , 56 
BURK, Martin . 23 
Samuel Peter. 23 
BURKAL, Henry Arthur 
Clifford , 57 
James. 57 
Loy , 57 
BY AM. Amelia. 35 
BYLANDER. Augusta. 59 
Carl L. , 59 
Esther Carolina , 59 
CALWAGEN. Anders 
Fredrik. 149. 156 
Fredrik Magnus , 156 
CAM[P]BELL. David . 154 
John. 154 
Julius Reinhold , 147. 154 
CANALIUS. Thomas, 106 
CARL XIV JOHAN, 14. 114 
CARLBECK. C. W .. 149 
CARLIN. Augusta, 58 
Siegfreid Johan . 58 
Thelma Augusta, 58 
CARLSDOTTER. Anna 
Stina . 25 
Britta Stina , 27 
Catharina, 33 
Catharina. II, 33 
Christina (Kristina), 46 
Hilma Kristina. 31 
Ingrid. 87 
Sara L.. 34 
CARLS[S]ON , A., 150 
Adolf. 51 
Albert Weinhardt. 53 
Albertine , 51 
Anna , 41 
Anna, II, 41 
Anna Amalia , 131 
Anna Elvira, 59 
Anna Maria Emelia, 26 
Annie, 52 
Annie Ethel Mabel, 62 
Annie Victoria, 53 
August. 22 
August , 54 
Augusta, 57 
Augusta Mathilda, 26 
Axel Leonard, 54 
Axel William, 61 
Beda Henrietta, 61 
Benjamin , 32 
Betsie. 50, 56, 66 
Birger, 50 
Burto[l]f Alfred, 57 
C. A .. 50 , 53, 59 
C. G., 150 
C.H. , 41 
C. M. , 41 
Carl , 40 
Carl. II, 40 
Carl Alfred, 13 I 
Carl Arthur, 26 
Carl Fredrik Walfrid, 53 
Carl Henrik, 22 
Carl Victor , 52 
Charles, 52 
Charles, 61 
Charles, 106, 107 
Charlotta, 41 
Charlotte , 59 
Christina (Kristina), 61 
Edith Theresia, 56 
Edward, 53 
Elin Nenny Alfrida, 50 
Elizabeth, 55 , 60 
Ellen Olivia, 55 
Emil, 23, 26 
Emma, 65 
Ernst, 40 
Esther Emilia, 61 
Estrid Wilhelmina, 60 
Eva, 54, 62 
Florence Carolina. 66 
Florence Maria, 52 
Frank , 50, 66 
Gerda Cecilia, 26 
Gerda Regina , 40 
Gustaf, 54 , 62 
Gustaf, 64 
Gustaf, 147 
Gustaf Gunnar Roland , 50 
Gustaf Victor. 40 
Ha.kan, 93 
Helen, 54 
Helen Lilly Elizabeth, 55 
Henrik. 152 
Ida, 50 ,66 
Ida. 61 
Ida Mathilda. 53 
J .E .. 151 
J. 0 ., 149 
Johan Peter, 131 
John , 55 , 60 
John, II. 55 
John , 59 
John , 61 
John A., 106 
John Alfred. 53 
John August. 61 
John August , 106, 107 
John Axel Ferdinand, 57 
Josephine , 50 , 53 , 59 
Lina Sofia , 56 
Lola, 55 
Louisa, 61 
Ludvig Theodor, 9. 10, 16 
Mabel Theresia , 56 
Manuel Theodor. 61 
Mina Floria. 54 
Olof, 150 
Peter, 34 
Peter, 50, 56, 66 
Petter , 148 
Peter August, 25 
Raymond Albin , 64 
Robert Oscar, 59 
Robert Theodore, 66 
Ruth Elizabeth. 51 
Sven , 16 





CARTY, Thomas , 106 
CASSEL, Peter, 111. 113 , I 15 
CATHERWOOD, Naomi, 29 
CEDAR, Axel Bernhard, 66 
Emelie , 66 
Gust[af], 66 
CHINEDAHL, Florence 
Leontina Sofia , 56 
Leander, 56 
CHRISTIANS[]ON , Conrad, 
62 
Kristin Judith , 62 
Perly, 62 
Robert , 20 
T ., 149 
CHRISTEN S[S]ON , Kristina 
Johanna, 54, 67 
Personal Name Index 
Fred. 54 
May . 54 
Olof. 125 
CLASON , N . . 150 
CLEMENSSON/CLEMENT-
SON . G . . 151 
Charles , 61. 64 
Charles Oscar. 64 
Roy Wilhelm , 61 
Sofia. 61. 64 
COLANTONI. -. 108 
COMET. H . P .. 148 
CRAIL , Catharina Sabina. 
126 
CRITTENDEN , W. E .. 106 
w. L.. 17 
CROCKER. Henry A .. 106 
CRONHOLM. C.. 150 
CUMMINGS. J. George. 106 
DAGMAN, Stieg-Erland. 161 
DAHL, Carl Grover, 57 
Frank . 57 
James, 54 
Lina. 54 
Mabel Olivia . 54 
Mathilda. 56 
Nels Victor. 57. 67 
Ruth Clarabelle Alvina, 56 
Sofia, 57 
Will iam. 56 
DAHLBERG. Anna-Maria. 
43 , 44 
Elin Wilhelmina . 44 
Erik. 43 
Franz Victor , 44 
J. Alfred. 18 
John. II. 17. 18 
Johanna. see 
JOHANN ES DOTTER 
Olof. 15 I 
DAHLGREN. Fredrika 
Mathilda, 2 
DAHLIN/DA LI N. J. A., 151 
Margareta, 125 
Nikolaus, 147, 155 
DALINUS , Daniel Danielis. 
126 
DAHLLOF, Tell G. , 72. 79 
DAHLQVIST. A.G .. 154 
C. G., 150 
DAHLSTEIN. Johan . 14 
DAHLSTROM. A.G., 152 
Andrew, 64 
Aron Anders. 24. 27 
Betsie , 53. 62. 67 
Carl Alfred, 64 
Ellen Maria , 53 
Johan , 150 
Mabel Theresia , 62 
Mathilda, 64 
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Myrtle Elizabeth , 67 




Elsa . 100 
DAMM. Fredrik. II , 16 
DANCKWARDT von, 
Catharina Maria. 125 





Catharina Lovisa , 85 
Ingrid, 84 
DANIELS[S]ON. Andrew. 52 
Auguata. 52 
Arear(?), 56 
Axel , 66 
Christina (Kristina). 56. 65 
Daniel, 56, 65 
Hanna Hazel. 66 
Lilly Amelia , 52 
Nellie , 66 
Walter, 65 
DANNBERG. Lars, 6. 15 
DARROW, Esther 
Hutchison. 30 
Will iam, 30 
DAVIES , George M .. 106 
DEHN, F .. 7, 8, 15 
DELIN, see DAHLIN 
DEVOE. Juliette. 166. 167, 
169 
DJURBERG. Agnes Sophia. 
155 
Fredrik Oscar, 155 
Nils August. 148, 155 
DOWNING , P.H .. 106 
DORFEUILLE, Joseph , 114 
ORA YER. Anna Amalia , 65 
Charles, 65. 67 
Hugo Samuel , 65 
Louisa. 65. 67 
Martha Lovilia. 67 
Reuben William, 65 
Vega Charlotte. 65 
DUNN, Bernard. 106 
DURRUE, P. Johnson , 152 
DYK, Andreas Petri , 125 
Helena Margareta, 125 
E[CJKERSTROM, Mrs. , 63 
Annie, 50, 58 , 67 
Clarence Earnest , 58 
Fred[rik], 50. 54. 58, 67 
Hilda, 54, 67 
John F ., 68 
John T. , 63. 68 
182 
Roy August , 54 
Walter Clifford, 50 
Walter Russell. 63 
EDLING, August, 60 
Hazel. 60 
Mary , 60 
EDLUND, Erik, 62 
Hilma, 62 
Walter Erik , 62 
EDMARK, Ellen, 51 
Ernest. 51 
Ernest Gustaf. 51 
EDQUIST, Edward, 22. 25 
Mary , 25 
EDSTROM. N. Persson . 153 
EDWARDS. see 
FAHLSTEN 
EHLERS . J . Edv[ard] Eggert. 
153 
EHRENBILL. Lorentz Ulrik. 
107 
EKBERG , Augusta. 58 
C. G .. 152 
Carl, 58 
Carl Hilding, 58 
EKBLAD. Felix 92, 93 
EKBLOM, F ., 151 
EKEGREN. Sv[en] Adolf, 
151 
EKENSTAM, John Edward. 
91 
EKENSTEDT, Christian 
August, 151, 157 
Jons, 157 
EKLUND, C. J. , 147 
Per (Pete). 134 
EKROTH, S. P., 151 
EKSTRAND, Hedvig 
Catharina. 124 




Jonsdotter , 126 
ELLSBORG , Kristina. 54 
Nels , 54 
Ruth Agnes. 54 
ELLSTROM, Bengt, 87 





ENGGREN, M. A., 148 
ENGSTROM, Anna, 52, 62 
Frank August , 52 , 62 
Fredrik, 150, 156 
Georgie Lawrence. 52 
Helen Maria, 62 
Henrie Fredr[ik], 154 
N ., 147 
Oscar, 24 
ENIECK. Anna, 62 
Mabel Catharine , 62. 68 
William, 62 
ENWALL, Sophia Catharine, 
41 
ERICH, Heinrich, 84 
ERIC!. Paulus. 128 
ERICSSON, John. 35, 119, 
121 
ERIKSDOTTER/ERSDOTT-
ER, Betty , 45 
Carolina, 27 
Christina (Kerstin), 36 













Arnold Henry , 58 
Arthur Julius, 63 
C. E ., 153 
Carl Johan, 24, 27 
Carl Oscar, 85 
Carl Richard, 27 
Charles J., 53, 55 
Charles L., 54 
Christina (Kristine, Kersti) , 
53. 55 
E. , 170 
Edwin Benjamin. 63 
Elin Charlotta Christina. 27 
Ellen, 54 
Ellen Georgina, 27 
Emil, 56 
Emil Victor. 56 
Emilia, 56 
Emma, 63 
Erik , 68 
Erik. 85 
Eric Georg, 27 
Eric Gustaf, 27 
Frank, 41 
Gabriel , 55 
Gust[at], 23 
Gustaf, II, 23 
Henrietta Alvida, 66 
Herman, 58, 63 , 66 
Hilda Sofia, 55 
Janice Rogene , 85 
Joel Alfred, 55 
Johanna Maria Eriksdotter, 
90 
Johannes, 23 
John , 41 
John , 60 
Kate (Kjersti), 85 
Knut Adolf, 44 
Leonard, 60 
Lilly Emilia . 53 , 67 
Lina, 55 
Louis , 41 
Louis , 63 
Luther Emanuel , 85 
Mary , 60 
Minnie, 53 




Oscar Amatius, 44 
Petra, 58 , 63 , 66 
Rolf, 118 
Roy Wales , 54 
Vincent Luther, 85 
ERLANDSDOTTER, Sophia, 
26 
ESCHILLI, Nicolaus, 127 
EWALD, N. P. , 147 
FAHLEN , Herbert, 135 
Mary, 135 
FAHLSTEN, Carl Johan 
Eric , 149, 156 
FALBERG, Ingeborg 
Nilsdotter, 124 
Nils , 125 
FAL[C]K, Johan Petter, 149, 
155 
Magnus Petter, 155 
FALL, Anders Gustaf 
Walter , 52 
Anna, 52 
Axel Hugo , 52 
Fridolf, 52 
FALLEBO GOK, see 
ROBACK 
FALLENIUS, see ROBACK 
FALLES , Elfrida Nikoline , 
54 
Elise , 54 
Hakon , 54 
Margit Johannes, 54 
FALLKERT, - , II 
FAULKNER, Hilma, 92 
Isaac N. , 92 
FEILITZEN von, Otto , 98 
FERNBERG, Johan Arnold, 
52 
John Wilhelm, 52 
Selma Sofia, 52 
FIELD, Ella Katrina , 65 
Ella May, 65 
Fredrik , 65 
FINNBERG , Axel , 55 
Emil Ferdinand. 55 
Ingeborg, 55 
FINNELL, Arthur Louis . 49 
FISCHER, 0 . R., 148 
FISHER, Lucy, 156 
FJALLMAN/FJ ELLMAN. 
Charles 54, 62 , 67 
Edna Arina, 54 
John , 54 
Mathilda , 54 
Minnie , 54, 62 
Ruben Columbus , 54 
Ruth Vernis, 62 
FLACO, Juan, 29 
FLETCHER, Mary, 154 
FOGELBERG, Maria, 62 
Mathilda Victoria, 62. 68 
Sevt (?) Albert. 62 
FORBES, Hector M .. 106 
FORSBERG , Charly , 58 
Ellen Theresia, 58 
Emma Carolina, 58 
J. 0., 154 
P. G. , 151 
FORSELL, Olivia, 51 
Pete , 51 





FORSSEEN, N. A. , 38 
FORSSTROM, G. W., 150 
FOSS , Florence, 66 
Ida, 58 , 66 
Julia Florence , 58 
Martin , 58, 66 
FRANK[S], Frederick, 112. 
114 
FRED, Agnes Elizabeth, 52 
Emma, 52 
John , 52 
FREDELL, see FRIDELL 
FREDRIK VII, 5, 14 
FREDRIKS[S]ON , Adalbert, 
see OLSSON, Sven 
Olber 
Augusta, 57, 66 
Carl Albin , 57 
Carl Fredrik , 57, 66 , 67 
Claes, 11 , 17 
Claes Anton, 17 
Ernst Fridotf, 66 
Personal Name Index 
George . 121 
FREEMAN. see FRIMAN 
FRIBERG , Frans Aug[ust], 
153 
L. P .. 147 
R. L. J. , 149 
FRIDELL, Anders P. 
(Andrew) , 23. ·27 
Arthur Edwin. 27 
Carolina Eleonora. 27 
Christina (Kjersti). 27 
Francis Estrella , 61 
Frank , 61 
Hanna, 61 
John Wilhelm, 27 
Oscar Emil , 27 
FRI MAN , Adolf. 78 
Axel , 77 
Carl , 77 




Per Gustaf, 43 
FRISTROM, Joh[an], Erik . 
152 
FRITZEN , Claus Alfred , 56 , 
66, 67 
Emma, 56 , 66 
Ervin Sanfrid , 66 
Richard Albin , 56 
FRODING , Christina, 77 
FRONHAUSEN von, 
Margareta Vogtin . 128 
GABRIELSDOTTER. Maja 
Stina, 26 
GABRIELSON , Anna 
Louise, 41 
GASTLER, -. 6, 7, 10 
GAHNBERG , C. N., 153 
GELIN , - , 4 
GILBERTSON , Carl William, 
53 
Charles . 53 
Dewey Edwin, 64 
John , 64 
Josefina, 64 
Mathilda, 53 
GILMAN, Esther, 41 
Frank , 41 
GILSTEAD, Ernest , 106, 107 
GISSELQUIST, P. , 64 
Pearl Flavia, 64 
Victoria, 64 
GLAD, Petter, 25 
GORANSSON , Lars, 151 
GOTHARSSON. Johannes , 
84 
GOTHE, Anders , 125 
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GIOTHARSDOTTER. 34 
GOTHERHlELM . Christina 
Catharina. 125 
Johan Alexander. 125 
GRAF. Frederick B .. 156 
GRAN. Petter. 21 
GRANAT. Arthur E .. 68 
GRANLUND. Augusta. 52 
John. 52 
Carl Reno. 52 
GRANQVIST. S. P .. 147 
GRAVE. J. H .. 151 
GREEN.-, Lieutenant. 121 
GREILUND. Gust[af] 
Ad[olf]. 147 
GRONDAHL. Lovisa. 156 
GRONLUND. Britta 
Catharina . . 16 
Jonas. 148 
GROOS. Florence Tyden. 70. 
72 
Richard , 70 
Richard Tyden. 70 
GROVEN. Mari. 132 
GRUBBE. Anna. 127 
GUDMUNDS[S]ON. Anna. 
53. 62 
Anna Maria. 176 
Elna Larsdotter. 176 
Hilda Elvira. 62 
Karel ius. 53. 62 
Oscar Matineus, 53 
Oskar. 176 
Otto Emil. 176 
GUNDERSDA TTER. 
Dorthe. 85 
GUNNARSSON. Ake , 89 
GUSTAFV. 72 
GUSTAF. Anders. 21 
GUSTAFSDOTTER. 
Mathilda Augusta. 94 
GUSTAFS[S]ON. A . . 152 
A.G .. (A .S. 0 ). 61 
A. S .. 58 
Adolf Werner. 58 




Axel. 60. 63 
Carl Adolf Albert , 40 
Carl Algol. 131 
Carl Ernest Reinhart. 54 
Charles. 56 
Charles J .. 64 
Edith Ingeborg. 60 
Edward. 56 
El len. 54 
Ellen Ingeborg, 63 
184 
Elmer. 56 Sven Adolf. see Elsie Alexsandra. 31 HOCKANSON Enoch. 106 Thelma Leonora. 61 Ernst. 54 Torinda. 61 
Esther Alida. 131 HAGGLUND. Olof. 22 Eva Samuelsdotter. 130 HAGGQVIST. Fredrik. 157 Georg Elbred Wilhelm. 62 Nils Johan. 153. 157 George. 50 HALLER•. Ed. 125 Gustaf Walter , 61 HARSTEDT. G. T .. 148 Hedwig , 60. 63 HAGBERG. Pehr Adolf. 149 Hilda. Elvira. 62 HAGLUND. Georg, 6 1 Hilmer. 131 Julia . 61 
Hulda(h). 62. 65 Oscar Gotthard Julius Ida. 50 Emanuel. 61 John , 59 HAGMAN. A .. 51 John A .. 62. 65 A. J.. 64 
Mathilda. 56 Delphi Margaret, 64 Mathilda. 58 , 61 Edwin Robert. 51 Minnie. 59 Emma. 64 
Myrtle Selma Cecilia, 64 Ernest Philip . 51 Olga Emelia. 59 F. R .. 51 Oscar, 56 Lena. 51 
Otto Andreas . 130 Mathilda. 51 Pearl Elizabeth . 65 HAGQUIST. Clara Charlotte, S . A .. 56. see also A.G. 50 
and A. S. Gustafson J. A .. 50 Sam. 50 Lilly Mabel Eubalia. 50 Sven. 161. 168 HAGSTROM , Carl Ivar Sven Johan. 2 I. 21 Julius. 67 Victor Alfred. 42 Corinna Anna Maria. 51 GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS. Helen . 51 
170 John. 68 GYLLENADLER. Anna John Hugo Sigfrid , 67 Catharina. 125 Olof. 51 
Samuel Enander. 126 Sofia. 67 H.A.KANSDOTTER. Anna . HAIJOCK. Alexander. 126 27 Catharina. 126 Anna. 124 HALANDER , Anders. 151 Bengta. 93 HALL. Agnes Florence Britta. 32 Elizabeth. 66 Christina (Kerstin), 137 John . 66 
Maria. 124 Uni. 66 
H.A.KANS[S]ON/HAKANSON/ HALLBERG. Carl Fr[edrik], HOCKANSON/ 151 
HOEKENSON/ HALLINGBERG. Gunnar , HOKANSON. 138 Borge. 87 HALLKVIST, Dagny Botilda . 30 Eveline, 65 Carl (Karl). 30 Louise. 65 
Carl. 93 Swan. 65 Charley, 58 HALLSTENSSON, Hjalmar, Erika. 58 91 Jenny, 93 HALVORSDATTER. Anna. John A .. 61 82 
Mary Alan , see WEBER HALVORSEN. Henrik Nels, 121 , 122 (Henrich) Nicolai. 84 Nels (Ni ls) Magnus . 28. 29. HAMILTON, Johan Fredrik. 30 
~eROOSAF Signe Maria. 58 HJELMSATER 




HAMMARSTRAND, F . W., 
147 
HAMMARSTROM , A. Lars, 
153 
Evald Julius Timoleon, 13, 
18 
Nicolaus , 18 
HAMMER, Margaret Elvira, 
62 
Maria (Mary), 51 , 62 
P. 0. , 51 , 62 
Philip Olof, 51 
HAMMERSTROM, - , 93 
HAMSTROM, J . G., 154 
HANSDATTER (Flatla), 
Maren, 83 
HANSDOTTER, Anna, 34 
Bengta, 38 
Britta, 32 
Catharina (Karin), 34 
Christina (Kerstina) , 88 




HANS[S]ON , Ake , 38 
Albert , 59, 64 
Alfrida Olivia, 58 




C. C., 153 
Charles, 55 , 64 
Clark Stanley , 65 
Delphi Florence Bertha, see 
HULUND 
E. M. , 151 
Eddie Arthur, 55 
Elmer Rudolf, 59 
Florence Lena Adelia, 64 
Fridolf Hilmer, 66 
Hans Georg, 64 
Henning, 65 
Henry , 68 
Herman , 55 , 60, 66 
Hilda Regina, 55 
Hjalmar, 64 
Hjalmar Amandus , 66 
J . A. , 150 
John F ., 58, 66 




Ruth Augusta, 60 
s., 150 
Selma, 59 , 64 
Sofia, 64 
Signe , 55, 64 
Thorsten , 171 
Wilbur Oliver, 65 
HAQVINI, Eschillus , 128 
HARDING, Warren G., 29 
HARLUND, G. A., 147 
HARRISON , Henry , 121 
HART, Charles , 92 
George, 92 
Margaret , 92 
Ulina, 92 
HASSEL (HAZELL) , 
Catharina, 136 
Elisabeth, 136 
HASSELBERG, Jens , 147 
HAZELBERG, August , 54, 
64 
Christina (Kristina , 
Kristine) , 54, 64 
Eldie Antonia, 54 
Junis Louise, 64 
Mildred Evangelia, 54 
HAZELL, see HASSEL 
HECHTMAN, A. J., 106 
HECTOR, A. F. , 151 
Adolf A ., 23 
HEDBERG, Anna Josefina, 
123 
Annie, 53 
C. M. , 53 
Johannes Larsson, 123 
Sigrid Alfrida Magdalene, 
53 
HEDENSTROM, Anna 
Christina, I 57 
HEDEMAN , - , General , 5 
HEINRICHSDATTER, Olia 
Cathrina Sophia, 84 
HELANDER, C. W. , 149, 
155 
HELJESON, Nils, 151 
HELLBERG , Anna 
Dorothea, 16 
HELLEN , Carl (Karl) , 135 
HELLGREN , Frank G ., 65 
Christina (Kristina), 65 
Lilly Maria, 65 
HELLMAN, C. E ., 153 
HELLSTROM, J. L., 150 
Joh[an], 149 
HEMMINGSDOTTER, 
Christina (Cherstin) , 85 
HENDRIKSON, Henry 
Albin, 54 
Hilda (Thilda) , 54 , 6 1 
Personal Name Index 
Hilda Maria, 61 
John , 54, 61 
HENNERMANN , Johann , 15 
HENRIKSEN , Emanuel , I 18 
Halvor (Naeverbaekken), 
83 
Jens , I 18 
N. Heldt , 117, 11 8 
HERRMANN , Birger, 10, 16 





Sven Nilsson, 36 
HERWAHN, Yngwar, 147 
HESSELIN , J. , 148 
HILDEBRAND, Bengt, 99 
Carl (Charles A. ), 52 , 59, 63 
Catharina (Katharina) , 52 , 
59, 63 
Ellen Axilia, 52 
Florence Theresa, 63 
Rudie Amelia, 59 
HINDRIKSDATTER, Anna , 
84 
HJELM, Christina (Kristine) 
59 
George William, 59 
N. M. , 59 
HJERTMAN , Nils , 88 
HJERTSELL, Brita Maria, 
158 
Ernst Wilhelm, 158 
HJORTSBERG, Hedda 
Catharina, 154 
HOCKANSON, Svan Adolf, 
93 
HOCKERT, V. , 148 
HOGLUND, - , 155 
Aron , 66 
C. P., 149 
Mathilda, 66 
Oscar Manfrid, 66 
HOGSTROM , Anna 
Christina, 156 
Mathias , 156 
HOIJER, Fr. Wilhelm, 153 
HOJER, Carrie , 64 
Edward, 64 
Errandie Alphia, 64 
HOFF, Henry B., 136 
John, 61 
Lina , 61 
Philip, 61 
HOFFMAN , Maria Elisabeth, 
155 
HOLM, Brita Evertsdotter, 
127 
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Catharina . 126 
Evert. I 27 
HOLMBERG. Andrew. 57 
Alice Victoria. 57 
Anna Catharina. 39 
Annie. 57 
Carl Johan August. 39 
Carl Victor. 153 
Florence . 59 
Greta-Stina. 39 
Johanna Maria , 39 
Johannes Frans. 39 
Nellie, 59 
Peter, 39 
Peter Johan. 39 
Samuel Peter. 39 
Sven Johan . 39 
Swen. 59 
HOLMBERGSSON , 
Catharina Sophia , 157 
HOLMGREN , Andrew , 22. 
25 
Bengt. 22. 25 
Mary , 25 
Severina , 25 
Sophia. 25 
Tina S .. 25 
HOLMQUIST. Adam 
Wilhelm , 131 
Alma, 132 
Andreas. 131 , 132 
Anna. 132 
Christian Johan, 131, 132 
John , 133 
N .. 149 
Olof, 131 
Osca r. 132 
HOLMSTEDT, Ern[e]st 
Wilhelm , 158. 159. 160 
HOLST. Charles. 106 
HOMAN, Ingrid Engelborg , 
36 
HORBERG. Anna B .. 51 
Georgius Julius Walter , 51 
Peter , 51 
HORN von , Gustaf 
Leopoldsson. 36 
Johan Johansson. 36 
HOVER. Ed. 55. 61 
Florence Johanna, 55 
Ida, 55 , 61 
John Edwin. 61 
HULTHIN, B., 147 
HULTIN , A .. 151 
HULTMAN , C . P . 0 .. 147 
HULUND , Charles. 60 
Delphi Florence Bertha 60 
IFV ARSON, Gustaf. 54 
Lilly Elizabeth. 54 
186 
Mathilda. 54 
INGEMARSSON. Nils. 37 
Sven. 85 
INSULIN. Victor Emanuel 
(W. E .. ). 149. 155 
ISBERG, -, 163 
JACKSON. Annie. 62 
Arthur Clarence , 62 
August . 66 
Charles , 62 
Gust (August) . 62 
Harry Walter. 62 
Harry William. 66 
Mathilda . 62. 66 
JACOBSDATTER. Ellen. 127 
JACOBSDOTTER. Stina, 25 
JACOBS[S]ON . Fr. Niclas . 
153 
Henry Julius Bernhard. 50 
J. , 153 
L.. 149 
L. P .. 151 
Maria . 50 
P. Z .. 148 
Swan, 50 
JACOBY. Nathan. 106 
JADERHOLM. Claes Johan. 
154 
JAMES. Jesse. 25 
JANE. Frank. 51 
Mabel Madelline. 51 
Nina Josephina, 51 
Selma. 51 
JENKS. Herbert, 29 
JENSEN , Christofer Lude , 
106 
JENSON . (Betsy), 132 
JENSSEN . Peder. 4. 5 
JEPSSON, Ake, 132 
Boel, 132 
JERNHOLM. Gust[af] , 
Leonard. 152 
JOCHNICK, Gustaf 
Ferdinand. 113 , 115 
JOHN. Frank A., 64 
Roy Theodore. 64 
Selma , 64 
JANSDOTTER. Eva Maria, 
32 
JONSDOTTER , Agda , 89 
Brita. 84 
Elna , 27 
Helena. 124 
Johanna , 83 
Maria , 34 
JOHANNESDOTTER, 
Adelina, 82 
Anna Sophia. 25 
Johanna, 43 
Sara Christina. 32 
JOHANSDOTTER , Agda 
Josefina Elisabeth, 94 
Brita, 89 
Catharina (Karin) , 36 
Catharina, 136 
Christina (Kerstin), 93 
Johanna Maria, 83 
Maja Stina, 123 
Sara, 89 
Sara Katharina , 123 
JONASDOTTER, Anna , 39 
Anna Stina. 26 
Christina (Stina), 25 
JONSDOTTER. Anna . 86 
Britta. 32 
Catharina, 25 
Christina (Stina). 34 
Christina (Kjerstin), 87 
Christina (Kjerstin). 89 
Elin, 127 
Ingierd , 89 
Kiales (?), 88 






A. E., 55 
Abraham, 123 
Adolph Roy, 26 
Agatha. 25 
Agnes Maria, 64 
Albert , 25 
Albert Emanuel. 54 
Albert Warren, 64 
Albin , 57 
Alfred, 51. 55, 61 , 66 
Alfred. 59 
Alfred. 91 







Anders Erik Lugeman , 59, 
67 
Anders Fredric. 44 
Anders Gustaf, 24, 27 
Anders Johan. 94 
Anders Peter, 27 
Andrew, 22 , 25 
Andrew, II, 22 , 25 
Andrew , 24 
Andrew, 50 
Andrew , 55 
Andrew, 62, 64 
Andrew G., 60 
Anna, 50, 57 
Anna, 55 
Anna, II, 55 
Anna C., 25 
Anna Maria, 5 I 
Anna Maria, 55 
Anna Signe Ingeborg, 61 
Annie, 55 
Anny, 25 
Arthur Clarence, 57 
Arthur Gerhardt, 59 
August, 25 
August, 55 
August , 57 
August, 63 
August, 66 
August S. , 50 
Augusta, 56 
Augusta , 65 
Axel, 55 
Axel, 60, 65 
Axel, 62 
Axel , 64 
Axel, II, 64 
Axel Lawrence, 60 
Bengt, 34 
Benjamin (Ben), 55, 63 
Berneil Lorraine, 31 




C. , 150 
C. A., 65 
C. Aug[ust], 154 
C. J., 58, 63 
C. 0 ., 50 
Carl (Karl), I 06 
Carl A., 56 
Carl A., 64 
Carl Henning, 26 
Carl Herbert, 58 
Carl Oscar, 65 
Carl Robert, 57 
Carl (Karl) Robert , 94 
Carl Tonelius, 5 1 
Carolina, 53 
Carolina, 63 
Catharina (Catherina) , 55 
Catharina (Kajsa), 175 
Cecilia, 62 
Cecilia Amalia, 51 
Charles, 53 
Charles, II, 53 
Charles, 56 
Charles, 57 
Charles , 59 
Charles, II, 59 
Charles , 64 
Charles, 65 
Charles, II, 65 
Charles, l06 
Charles 0., 57 
Charles S. , 57 
Charlotte, 50 
Christina (Kristina), 52 
Christina (Kristine), 53 
Christina, 55 
Christina (Kristine), 59 
Christina (Kristine), 64 
Christina Carolina, 26 
Claes, 51, 54 
Clara Josefina, 60 
Clarence Edwin , 64 
Daniel Emanuel, 31 
Ed Rydolf William, 50 
Edith Johanna, 55 
Edith Wilhelmina Fredrika , 
53 
Edna Albertina, 55 
Edna Christina Wilhelmina, 
55 
Edward , 57 
Edward, 106 
Edward B., 62 
Edward Julius , 65 
Effie Josephine , 54 
Elias, 152 
Ellen, 62, 64 
Ellen Maria Elizabeth, 66 
Ellis Victoria , 62 
Elmer Dorence, 53 
Elmer Elliot Oliver, 59 
Emelia, 26 
Emelia, 57 
Emil , 55 
Emma, 50 
Emma, 55, 63 
Emma, 63 
Emma, 64 
Emma, II, 64 
Erny , 54 
Eric, 33 
Erik, 126 
Erick Gustaf, 23 , 26 
Ernst Leonard, 57 
Ernest Richard, 94 
Esther Mildred Hildegard, 
57 
Flora Maria Hilma, 123 
Florence Elvira, 63 
Frances Victoria. 56 
Francis Anna Maria, 60 
Francis Victoria, 52 
Frank, 51, 56 
Frank, 57 
Personal Name Index 
Frank Oscar William, 56 
Frans Emil, 53 
Frans William, 51 
Fred, 53 
G., 150 
G. A. , 55 
Georg Evald , 55 
George 0., 106, 107 




Gustav , 123 
Gustaf Leon Georg, 26 
Gustaf Harry , 57 
Gustaf Theodor, 45 
Hakan, 53 
Harold Frances, 63 
Harold William, 63 
Harry Theodor, 50 
Harry Walter , 50 
Hattie, 55 
Hattie, 64, 65 
Hazel Ottilia Wilhelmina, 
66 
Hedda, 66 
Henning , 91 
Herbert Edwin, 56 
Herman , 50 
Hilda Amanda, 44 
Hilda Emilie , 53 
Hilda Ma[r]greta, 25 
Hilmer, 91 
Hjalmar Hugo, 55 
Hulda, 5 I, 54 
Hulda, 61 
Hulda, 63 
Hulda Sofia, 58 
Ida, 51 
Ida, 55, 60 
Ida Charlotte , 64 
Isak Alfred, 31 
J. F., 53 
J. F., 150 
J.P., 147 
Jennie , 51 
Jenny, 53 
Jenny, 65 
Jenny Eugenia, 44 
Jons , 127 
Johan, 27 
Johan , 148 
Johan A., 25 
Johan Gustaf, 44 
Johan William, 59 
Johanna, 53 
Johanna Sofia, 44 
Johannes, 33 
Johannes , 123 
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Johannes, I 51 
Johannes Edwin. 66 
John. 21 





John , 66 
John A .. 55. 60 
John Anshelm. 91 
John August. 106. 107 
John P .. 106 
John W .. 64 
Johnson. 25 
Jonas , 153 
Josea Maria. 51 
Josefine. 62 
Joseph , 106 
Klas. 60 
Knut Elmer. 64 




Lilya Kristina. 57 
Lina. 53 
Lina. 57 . 65 
Lina , ll, 57 




Louis , 54 
Lydia. 59 
Mabel Georgina Victoria. 
57 
Mable Olivia. 65 
Magdalena. 94 
Magnhild , 91 
Mans. 25 
Mans , 124 
Magn[us], 148 
Maria. 26 
Maria , 51. 55 
Marie. 11 
Maril, 175 




Mary , 59 





Minnie H .. 70 
Myrthle Catherine. 55 
188 
Myrtle Cecilia. 57 
Myrtle Emelia, 57 
Myrtle Johanna , 62 
N. M .. 149 
Nellie Eveline , 57 
Nels A .. 51 
Nels Axel Alphonse, 64 




Nils , 153 
Nils Osc[ar], 154 
0. A. , 106. 107 
Olaus, 153 
Ole. 22 
Olga Kristina. 52 
Otof, 137 
Oscar. 52 
Oscar E .. 57 
Otto. 21 
P .. 147 
Pahl. 88 





Per, II, 37 
Per. 86 
Per, 127 




Petter , 15 I 
Peter E ., 64 
Peter Magnus . 83 
Raymond Wilhelm, 65 
Roy Alexander, 59 
Roy Arthur , 63 
Ruth Carrie, 55 
Ruth Vcitoria, 53 
Selma , 25 
Sethina. 56 
Sigrid Victoria, 57 
Sofia. 64 
Svante , 150 
Sven , 32 







Thu re Sigfried. 50 
Vernon Le Roy , 64 
Walter Clifford , 64 
Walter Edmund Julian, 53 
Walter Leonard, 62 






JULIN, Carolina. 60 
Ellen Maria. 60 
Victor , 60 
JURINGIUS. Carl Adam, 
149. 155 
Carl Adam . Sr., 155 
KALLSTROM, 0., 149 
KAFLE. A. V . . 147 





KARLSTROM , Carl Gustav , 
92 
KARNATZ , Albert , 85 
Elise Nellie , 85 
KASTENGREN, C. M .. 151 
KASTRUP, Allan , 122 
KELLGREN, Ellen, 64 
Helge, 64 
Martha Emelia Carolina, 64 
KEMNER, N . G., 147 
KIELLERSTEDT, C. M., 
147 
KIHLBERG, Marta, 158 
KIHLEN , Clarence. 93 
Gustav Edvin. 93 
KINDAHL , A. J., 148 
KIOL. Helena. 125 
KJELLANDER , Rune G:son, 
100, 101 
KJELLMAN , Anders. 151 
J.P., 151 
KLANG. Agnes Desideria, 
see PETERSON 
KLING. Johan. 134 
KLINGSPOR, Sophia 
Albertina , 18 
KLINGSTROM. Andrew, 59 
Ellen, 59 
Ernest Alfred. 59 
KLINTBERG, L., 149 
N. J., 150 
KNUTSDOTTER, Bengta, 88 
KNUTS[S]g[¢ Emma, 62 
Harry Marius , 62 
John M., 62 
w., 147 
KOCK , G . W. , 151 
KOEHN, Annie, 55, 61 
Clarence Edward , 55 
Myrtle Elizabeth, 61 
Theodore , 55 , 61 
KONOW von , Seth , 110 
KROOK , Gust[af] Georg, 152 
Otto W. , 148 
KRUCKENBERG ,-, 165 
KRUSLOCK , Fr., 150 
KULLGREN , Alvar, 158 . 160 
KULLMAN, J. F. , 151 
KUMLIEN , Augusta, 166 
Christina, 166 
Thure, 163 , 164 , 165, 166 
KUNCKEL, Ottiliana 
Wilhelmina, 114 
KYLE , Gudmund Sivertson, 
106 
LACK, Charles A. , 63 
Mathilda, 63 
Victoria , 63 
LAGER-KROMNOW , 
Birgitta. 99 
LAGERSTROM , 0 . H ., 151 
LAMPA , M. L .J.C. , 149 
LANDBERG , August , 62 
Frank Emory , 60 
George Walter, 62 
Joanna, 60 
John , 60 
Judith Marie , 54 
Marie , 54 
Swen, 54 
Wendla , 62 
LAND[E]GREN , Astrid 
Hermine 
Charlotte, 62 
Carl , 62 
Charlotte , 62 
0. L., 155 
Olof, 148 
LANDIN , Anna, 59 
Anna, 60 
Carl A. , 59 
Charley, 58 
Erik, 60 
Ernst Leonard , 54 
Frank Oscar, 59 
Hazel Maria Eveline , 60 
John , 54 
Linda, 54, 58 
Nani Josephine , 58 
LANGE , C. G. Chr. , 152 
LANGLET, Johan Philip , 10, 
16 
Philip, 16 
LARSDOTTER, Agneta, 84 




Christina (Kerstin) , 168 
Christina (Stina) Cajsa, 26 
Elisabeth . 126 
Elsa, 168 
Greta, 33 
Hanna Mathilda, 31 
Johanna , 87 
Josefina , 26 
Marta , 127 
Maria Eugenia, 45 
LARS[S]ON , A. M. , 62 
Alfred, 24 
Alma Marie , 66 
Anders , 83 
Andrew, 22 
Andrew , 51 
Annie , 53 
Annie , 63 
Bengt, 32 
Bengt, 84 
Bengt , 176 
Bertha, 90 
Blenda, 51 
Carl Magnus , 46 
Catharina (Kastiva?) , 62 
Catharina (Karin) Nanny 
Margareta , 43 
Carrie , 56 
Charles (Charly) , 55, 58 
Christina (Kristina , 
Kristine) , 53 , 60 
Clara, 52 
Clarence Bertrum, 61 
Clarence Mauritz, 60 
Earnest Melville , 63 
Edwin , 62 
Elide Josephine, 58 
Ellis Margret , 62 
·Elmer Guder, 53 
Erik Torsten Reinhold , 43 
Eva, see SVE NNINGSON 
Fred , 52 
Fredrik, 53 
Fredrik , 60 
Georg Leonard , 52 
George, 59 
Gust[af] , 56 
Hedvig Maria , 41 
Hilda, 56 
Hilda, 66 
Johannes , 83 
Johannes , 91 
L. , 90 
Lars, 89 
Lorents , 147 
Lorentz Emory , 52 
Louis , 63 
Louis Swen , 56 
Personal Name Index 
Louisa, 59 
Louisa Maria , 41 
Lovisa Sofia, 45 
M., 147 
Mabel Elizabeth , 63 
Mabel Florence , 55 
Marie, 63 
Mary, 55 , 58 
Mathilda, 129 
Nils , 36 
Olga Blenda Elvira. 51 
Per, 63 
Petter , 24 
Peter, 59 
Peter Ludvig, 91 
Roy Hugo , 53 
Ruth Elvira. 56 
Ruth Victoria , 62 
Sam, 56 
Selma, 90 
Sigrid Irma Evelina, 43 
Sven Petter , 106 
Thor Ragnar Sigfrid, 43 
Ture Reinhold, 52 
Victor, 66 
LAUGHLIN , Catherine . 90 
LAWRENC E, Charles. 21 
LAX , Albert. 59 , 67 
Alfred, 59 
Christina (Kristina), 59 
LEDIN , Anna (Annie) , 5 1, 
57 , 65 
Esther Victoria, 5 I 
Ernst William , 65 
Gust, 51, 57, 65 
Oscar Edward , 57 
LEMON ,-, 74 
LENANDER, C. E. , 149 
LENNQVIST , G. L. , 153 
LE VEAUX , Alfred , 58 
Bessie, 58 
Ethel Amalia , 58 
LIBBY , Christian , 66 
Myrtle Annie Sofie , 66 
Selma, 66 
UDELL, Alma Christina 
Josefina , 25 
Fred , 22 , 25 
LID EN, Agnes Mares ia , 56 
Andrew , 56 , 63 
Emma Maria , 63 
Sofia, 56, 63 
LIEDBERG , Johan Olof, 165 
LINCOLN , Abra ha m, 29. 121 
LILJEQVIST, Emilie 
Christina Carlsson , 40 
LILLJEDAHL, Sv[en], 147 
LIND , John , 62 
Maude, 62 
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Richard , 153 
Sara Mathilda , 62 
LINDAHL, G. , 152 
Otto . 21 
LINDBERG. Alex Willard . 
53 
Anna Elizabeth, 55 
Anna Maria . 55 
Carl Fred [rik], 152 
Christina (Kristina), 51 
Edward. 51 
Frank Aug[ust], 24 
G. L.. 149 
Gust. 53 
Hulda Elvira. 51 
L.. 152 
Mary , 53 
0. w .. 55 
Oscar Elliot , 51 
LINDb]BLAD, Mrs., 63 
Emma, 57 
Gust. 57 
Johan Oscar Theodor, 57 
N . Christiansson. 153 
Peter, 63 
Walter Richard , 63 
LINDBLOM. A. E. , 65 
Jenny , 65 
Roy Erik Oliver, 65 
LINDELIA. Gunilla 
Juliana , 125 
LINDELIUS, Johan . 126 
Lars Jonsson. 126 
LINDELL, Alma Caroline. 
54 
Anders Gustaf. 21 
C. 0 ., 54 
Ed , 56 
Edward. 62 
Florence Alvira. 56 
Gertie , 54 
Ida. 56 
Ida Maria. 62 
Lola, 62 
LINDEMAN , Anna Viveca 
Wilhelmina , 42 
Beda Charlotta , 42 
Emmy Beda Maria. 42 
Eric Sigurd , 42 
Eric Wilhelm , 42 
Esther Hedvig Elvira, 42 
Gustaf Wilhelm Eugen. 42 
LINDENFELD, N., 106 
LINDER, August , 60 
Helena, 60 
Ruth Linnea Maria , 60 
LINDGREN , Charly , 58 
Clifford Luther, 58 
Mary , 58 
190 
Olof, 147 
Sophia Catharina, 154 
LINDHE, Augusta. 54 
C. A., 54 
Esther Ulrika, 54 
LINDKVIST/LINDQUIST. 
Andrew, 50. 57 
Carl , 150 
Caroline (Lena). 50, 57 
Minnie Isabella .SO 
Per-Giista, 138 
Ruth Lena. 57 
LINDSTAHL, Fred [inand] , 
150 
LINDSTAM, Amanda 54 
Charles, 54 
Ruth Amanda Maria , 54 
LINDSTROM, Anna . 59 
Anna Rosalia, 59 
Annie, 51 
Charles , 63 
Emil, 54 , 66 
Emma. 54 . 66 
Eva Sevilja. 54 
G., 147 
Goldie Lily . 66 
Gust , 51. 59 
Harry William, 63 
0., 147 
Olga, 63 
Oscar Gustaf Adolf, 51 
Watler Raymond . 63 
LINDWALL. Bo , IOI 
LINN , Gustaff, 106, 107 
LIVIN , Claes Claesson. 125 
Claudius Magni , 125 
Fredrica Christina, 124 
Johan Alexander , 124 
LIVINUS , Magnus Joane , 
125 
LJUNG/LJUNGH , Adolf 
Fredrik, 46 
John Nilsson , 153 
Olof. 102 
LOFBLAD. A. P .. 9. 10 
LOFBLATT. see LOFBLAD 
LOFGREN , Johan. 26 
LOFQVIST, Anders, 40 
Beata, 40 
Ebba,40 
Emma Andersson, 40 
Erik , 40 
Fanny, 40 
George, 40 
Hakan , 40 
Hans , 40 
John, 40 
Victor , 40 
LOFSTEDT, G. S. , 147 
LONNVALL, C. F., 149 
LOFTES, Gustaf, 52 
Gustaf Harry , 52 , 67 
Louisa, 52 
LOFTHOUSE, R .. 106 
LOGGIN . V. J.. 151 
LOOKMAN , G. M .. 106 
LOPEZ. Narciso, II . 17 
LORENTSDOTTER, Maja 
Stina, 32 
LORENTZ, Axel Theodor, 
152 
LOSE.-, 4 
LOVEGREEN , Johan , 22 
LOVEN, Anders, 27 
Sven Victor. 153 
LOWEN , Andrew , 24 
LUDVIGSSON , Petronella 
Louisa , 156 
LUND, Adolph. 167, 169 
Carl Hjalmar, 51 
Carrie . 59 
Charles, 66 
Ebba Ragnhild , 59 
Henry Victor Edgar, 66 
John. 51 
John , 59 
Mathilda , 51 
Petrine , 66 
LUNDAHL, C. P .. 152 
LUNDBACK/LUNDBECK , 
Andrew. 61 
Gustaf Adolf, 61 
J .. 148 
Maria, 61 
LUNDBERG,- , Mrs . , 40 
Anna Mathilda, 42 
August, 52 
Augusta, 54 , 62 
Carl (Karl), 130 
Carl Henning, 56 
Ernst Johan , 130 
Gust, 56 
Harry Ludwig, 62 
Ida. 56 
J ., 147 
John. 54, 62 
L. P., 151 
Mathilda, 52 
Oscar Wilhelm , 52 
Pehr Johan , 24 
Ruben Magni s, 54 
LUN[D]§9]¢ Carolina, 129 
LUNDELL, Bertha. 64 
Charles, 64 
Svante , 102 
Wilhelmina Helena, 64 
LUNDEEN, Joel W., 81 





Alfred , 58 
c., 148 
C. L. , II. 17 




Mabel Hilda Eleanor, 58 
Magnus, 60 
Martha, 60 
Mary , 58 
Rene Carl Alfred. 51 
LUNDIN, Carl Fredrick. 24 
Nels Anderson, 94 
Olof. 153 
LUNDKVIST/LUNDQUIST. 
Cha[rle]s , 24 
Charles (Carl). 55 , 65 
Ebba Johanna, 63 
Jenny, 55 , 65 
Mabel Alice , 55 
Mathilda, 63 
Richard Carl Gustaf. 65 
Sven. 63 
LUNDSTROM, P. G., 147 
LURENSON , Carl Richard 
Walter, 60 
Jenny , 60 
John J., 60 
LYBERG , J. F. , 147 
L YDERSDOTTER, 
Catharina, 128 





Cecilia (Sissa) , 88 
Cecilia (Sissa), 89 
Hanna, 88 
Helena, 128 
Ingrid , 124 
Judith , 124 
Lucia (Lusse), 89 
Maja, 123 
MANSSON , see also 
MAGNUSSON, 
MONSSON and 
MUNSON , Anders 123 
C. A., 149 
Jons , 125 
Johan, 152 
Johannes , 32 
Jon, 126 
Nils , 124 
Pehr, 168 
Per, 87 




MARTENSSON , see also 
MARTINSON , Erik, 88 
J.E., 149 
Per, 88 
MAC ARTHUR. Douglas, 24 




Brita Catharina, 83 
Brita Christina (Stina) , 32 
Christina (Kerstin) . 87 
Lena. 83 




August , 56 
Carl August, 155 
Erik , 36 




Olga Albertina, 60 
P. 0. , 60 
Peter, 26, 27 
MAIER, Joseph , 106 
MALLGREN. John. 106 
MALM , Ellen, 50 
Magnus , 50 
William Algot , 50 
MALMLER von, Dene! (?J, 5 
MALMBERG, Gustaf, 50 








MALMKVIST, Annie, 53 
F. A., 53 
Frank A. , 60 
Mathilda, 60 
Reynold Clyde Frank, 60 
Robert Agnatius , 53 
MALMSTROM , Eva 
Charlotte , 64 
Gustaf, 64 
Maria, 64 
MAND, Valentine, 106 
MANLEY, Florence 
Beatrice, 57 
Hilda (Hulda?), 63 
Hulda (Hilda?) , 57 
Personal Name Index 
Peter, 57. 63 
Sidney Rolf. 63 
MARK , Eva Catharina. 156 
MARKWARD. Fredricka. 
155 
MARTELL. Jacob. 152 
MARTINSSON , see also 
MARTENSSON , Axel 
Ludvig, 90 
MASENBACH von , 
Christina. 127 
Hans. 128 
MAST AD , Arthur Clarence. 
65 
Gertie , 65 
L. , 65 
MATTHIAE, Hans. 127 




Dan[iel] Johan, 150 
Edwin , 130 
Joh[an], 147 
Leontine. 130 
Mary , 62 
Olga Marine. 62 
Sven , 26 
MC CANN. Mrs . Charles E. 
F., 131 
MCELRATH, Fenton M., 72 
MEDJO , Johan , 66 
Margaret. 66 
Olof Ferdinand, 66 
MEIJER, Fr. Bernhard , 151 
MELIN , Andrew, 56 
Annie , 56 
Axel Fritjof. 176 
Myrtle Emelia, 56 
Oscar, 176 
Victor E ., 176 
MELBERG, John Peter, 106 
MELLBERG. A., 148 
Amelia, 166, 167. 169 
Axel , 166 
Edward , 166, 167, 169 
Emma Gustavia. 166, 167, 
169 
Gustaf, 161, 162, 163 , 164, 
165, 166, 167. 169 
Henrietta, 166, 169 
John Peter, 106 
MEYER, Maria. 27 
MICHAELSON , Nils , 84 
Rasmus Tobias, 106 
MILLAN , Myrtle Petronella, 
58 
OlofB. , 58 
Selma, 58 
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MILLER, Andrew , 22 MUNSON , see also Emma, 53 , 59 , 66 \ Conrad, 7, 15 MANSSON, Emma, 64 I Florence Sofia , 61 MAGNUSSON, Emma, 66 I 
I Georg Wilhelm , 61 MONSSON, Alice Ernest Johan Wilhelm, 51 
Gotfred, 133 Charlotte, 65, 68 Georg, 60, 67 
Israel , 15 Andrew, 61 George Wilhelm, 82 
John , 61 Augusta , 56, 60 , 66 Henry Clarence, 64 
Miriam Larson, 30 Carol Leonard, 56 Hilda Josephina, 60 
Petter, 22 Charles , 65 Hildur Elizabeth, 53 
Peter, 156 Christina (Kristine), 55 Hilma Sofia, 59 
Sofia, 61 Eleanore E li zabeth, 66 Hjalmar Waldemar, 66 
MOLLER, A .. 148 Emma, 65 Ida , 54 , 60, 65 
Anders Johan, 26, 27 Eva, 61 Ida Elisabeth , 50 
Carolina, 27 John , 55 Irene Violet, 63 
Eva Fredrika, 26 John Elmer Clarence, 61 Jenny, 65 
N. P., 150 John Emil, 55 Johanna, 60 
Peter Magnus , 26 Swan, 56, 60, 66 John , 54, 60, 65 
Signhild, 26 William Herbert, 60 John, 55 
MOHN , Anna, 59 N AEVERBAEKKEN , John, 64 
Ebbie Della, 59 Henrik Halvorsen , 134 John , 65 
Martin, 59 NAGLE, D. , 106 John N., 60, 63 
MOLEEN, Charles, 64 NALIN , Lars P., 60 John Niklas, 64 
Thilda, 64 Louisa, 60 John R., 56 
Tyra Anna Kristina , 64 Mabel Josefina, 60, 67 Jonas, 106 
MOLIN , Albert, 176 Oscar Theodor, 60, 67 Lawrence Henry , 59 
August Alfred , 176 NATT OCH DAG , Jacob Le Roy William, 66 
J . A., 149 Otto, see FRANK[], Louisa Charlotte , 63 
L.A. , 155 Frederick Malvina, 63 
Margta, 72 NEIPPERG von, Magdalena, Marie, 55 
MOLINE, Carl Bernhard, 51 128 Marilyn Jean, 82 
Erik Georg, 50 NELSON , see also Mathilda, 65 
Fredrika , 50, 51 NILSSON, Adolf, 63 Myrtle Hilda , 65 
Gottfried , 50, 51 Agnes Beata, 63 Nellie Hazel Florence , 56 
Lewis E . , 23 Alexander, 106, 107 Nels, 53, 59, 66 
MONSSON, see also Alfred, 65 Nels, 62 
MANSSON , Alida, 91 Nels, 63 
MAGNUSSON , Amanda , 63 Nels, 64 
.i MUNSON , Ingrid , 134 Anders Gustaf, 63 Nicholas , 106 I MONTAN , Johan Petter, see Andrew ,.59 Oscar Wilhelm, 65 \ 
BERGSTROM Andrew , 64 Peter (Pete), 56 , 64 
MONTAN, Lars August, see Anna Maria, 54 Peter Walter, 64 
BERGSTR;J¢ Lars Annie , 56 Ritchelle Camilla , 64 
August Annie, 60, 63 Ruth Eleonore , 63 
MONTELIUS, Reinhold, 148 Augusta, 59 Selma Theresia Lilla, 60 
MONTEN, Adolf, 55 Bernhard Oscar, 63 Sofia , 64 
Albert Hartvig, 55 Carl Reynold, 65 Swen, 60 
Christina (Kristina), 55 Carrie, 55 Warner Sigurd Archibald, 
MOODY , Emilia , 59 Charles, 51, 53 64 
George Walter , 59, 67 Charles, 66 William Henry , 62 
Peter, 59 Christ, 50, 66 NEUBAUCK, J . 0 .. 148 MOORE , Carrie Lee , 41 Christina (Kristina), 56 , 64 NICHOLSEN , Henry 133 MOREN, Clara, 57 Christina (Kristina) , 62 NICOLAISEN , Halvor, 84 
Earl George Ralph, 57 Ebba Eugenia, 56 NILSDOTTER, Annika , 36 Frank 0., 57 Elizabeth , 50, 66 Annika, 37 
MORIN, J. G. , 151 Elizabeth (Eliza) , 51 , 53 Boel , 89 
MOS ESSON , Carl Johan , 32 Ellen Maria, 53 Brita , 126 
Moses , 33 Ellen Maria, 66 Catharina (Karin) , 87 
Elsie, 64 Catharina (Katrina), 175 ) 
Emil , 24 Christina (Stina), 26 
' 
' \ 192 
' \ 
Christina, 27 
Christina (Stina) , 27 
Christina (Stina) Greta, 33 




Ingri Marta, 44 
Ingrid , 125 




Ursila Brita, 127 
NILS[S]ON, see also 
NELSON , Anders , 124 
Anders, II, 124 
Anders , 151 
Andrew, 51 




Bengt, 86 . 
Bengt, 89 
Bent, 25 
c.o. , 153 
Carl, 39 
Carl Johan, see ROBACK, 
c.w. 
Christina (Christine) , 38 
Edward , 129 
Erik Gustaf, 152 
Fredrick, 24 




J . 152 
J .L., 153 
Jan Petter, 129 
Jons, 154 
Johan, 21 
Johan Alfred Augustsson, 
82 
Johannes , 129 
John Arthur, 51 
Jonas Peter, 39 
Karna, 133 
Lars , 168 
Ludvig, 22, 25 
Maria, 175 
Mathilda Maria, 39 
N., 147 
N ., 148 
N., 149 
Nils, 45 
Nils Oskar, 175 
Olof, 21 






Per Johan , 175 
Pet[ er], 149 
Petter, 34 
Valdemar, 148 
Victor Wilhelm, 55 
NILZEN, Goran , 99 
NISE , - , Mrs. , 5 
NISSEN, Johannes , 164, 165 
NORBERG, Sven Fredr[ik], 
153 
NORD, WALTER G., 72 
NORDBERG, P.D., 147 
NORDEL, J. F., 150 
NORDELL, Carrie, 55 
John, 55 
John Leonard, 55 
NORDENSKIOLD, Carl 
Fredrik, 160 
Emanuel Edvard, 160 
Ernst Wilhelm, 158, 159, 
160 
Otto Gustaf, 158, 159, 160 
NORDIN , Anna, 55 
Charles A. , 55 
Joh[an] , 149 
Walfrid Albin, 55 
NORDLOF, Elna, 57 
Frank Victor Urbanus , 57 
Victor, 57 
NORDHOLM, Elsa, 94 
John , 94 
Olga, 94 
Sigrid Marie , 94 
NORDKVIST/NOR[D]QUIST, 
Amanda, 53, 59 
Axel Theodor, 24 
Charles J. , 64 
John Alfred, 23 
Lilly Kristine, 53 
Louisa, 64 
P.O. , 53 , 59 
Paul Edgar Rudolf, 59 
Roy Leonard, 64 
NORDSTROM, Hans , 72 
Ida M., 72 
NORDWALL, Eric , 4, 5, 14 
NORBY, Johan Petter, 149, 
155 
Matthias, 147, 154 
Matthias , Sr., 154 
Petter Christian, 155 
NOREN, August, 24 
NORLING, C. C., 148 
Personal Name Index 
Carl , 62 
Edwin , 62 
Selma, 62 
William, 62 




Johannis , 127 
NORSTEDT, Ad[olf) 
Fr[edrik], 147 
NORSTROM, Joh[an], 148 
NORTHBURG, Arthur 
William, 56 
August , 56 
Mathilda, 56 
NYBLADH, C. A., 54 
Josephine , 54 
Rolf August Srider ('l) , 54 
NYGAARD, Einar Gustaf, 53 
Hans , 53 
Julia, 53 
NYGREN , Christian , 24 
NYHART, Lee B. , 118 
NYLANDER, John, 56 
Nils , 50 , 67 
Lina Amanda, 56 
Maria, 56 
Mary, 50 
Robert Julius , 50 
NYMANSSON, C. J. , 2 
NYQUIST , Carl , 79 
NYSTROM, Jonas , 16 
Johan Wilhelm, 10, 16 
Maria Elisabeth, 25 
Peter, 23 
ODE, Emma Sofia, 130 
ODELL, Floyd William, 31 
Lori Gay , 31 , 84 
Oscar William, 3 I 
ODEN, J.P., 150 
OBERG , J. W. , 148 
Nils , 89 
OHRLING, J.E., 148 
OMAN, Nils, 147 
OQVIST, N. G. , 149 
OSTENSSON , Karl , 40 
OSTERBERG, Marten, 152 
P. , 150 
OSTERGREN , J. U., 150 
OSTROM , Fred[rik], 152 
OF SON , Knas Sven Olber 
Fredrik , see OLSSON, 
Sven Olber 
d'OFSON , Knas, see 
OLSSON, Sven Olber 
OHLIN, J ., 148 
OLANDER, Anders Gustaf, 
23, 26 
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Oscar. 24 c .. 150 Mabel Elizabeth . 59 
Samuel. 22 . 24 C.P .. 154 Magnu s, 175 
OLAUSSON, Peter. IOI Carl. 25 Maria. 26 
OLIN. Augusta . 56 Carl. II. 25 Maria , 59 
Charles. 55 Carl. 50 Maria , 123 
Clarence Edwin. 56 Carl Nils Remus. 67 Maria Charlotte , 5 1 
Edwin Philips , 55 Carl Otto Bernhard, 26 Mary, 56 
John . 56 Carrie. 67 Martha. 58 
Louisa , 55 Catharina (Karin). I 72 Martin, 58 
OLIVER. Henry. 106 Casper. 55 Mathilda. 54. 59, 65 l 
1 OLOFSDOTTER. Anna Li sa. Charles. 22 Nels. 51. 55 l 46 Charles , 59 Nels , 63 l 
Annika. 37 Charles, 61 Nillie . 51. 55 
Brita Helena. 26 Charles Aug[ust], 23, 26 Nils. 88 
Catharina. 33 Christian. 150 Nils Will iam. I, 19. 27, 79 Ingrid. 127 Christina (Stina). 50 0 .. 50 
Margareta. 124 Christina (Kerstin) . 175 Olga Kristina. 61 OLOFSSON. Jan . 124 Christina , 175 Olivia, 25 
Jons. 137 D .. 149 Olaf. 25 Olaf. 25 E .. 148 Olaf (Ole). 38 
Petter. 129 Edna Maria . 51 Olaf. 50 Sigfrid . 37 Edna Marie II. 55 Olof. 53 OLSEN . Alexander. 106. 107 Edv[ard], 147 Olaf. 152 
Carl. 23 Edward Waldemar. 56 Olaf, 175 
James. 106 Elina, 133 Olaf Alfred, 175 
Lars, 106 Ellen Julia , 65 Olaf Fredrik, 26 
Nels, 23 Emma, 50 Oscar Albin. 54 
R.L.. 106 Eric. 23, 26 Oscar Wilhelm Leonard. 26 Sivert, 106. 107 Eric. 27 Otto Wilhelm , see 
OLS[SJON. A.ke. 89 Eva Elizabeth. 50 A.KERMAN, Otto 
Adolf. 51 Frank , 57 Wilhelm 
Agnes Charlotte. 26 Frank . 64, 67 P .. 148 
Albert Theodor. 58 Frank Ruben . 57 Peter, 53. 57. 60, 65 
Albin Bernhard. 50 Frederick. 23 Robert Engelbert. 65 
Alex Emanuel. 53 Fredrik . 15 I Ruth Eleonora . 61. 67 
Alexandra Brynolfina Gotthardt Walter. 57 Ruth Elizabeth. 57 
Constantia. 26 Hanna.61 Sigurd Theodor. 53 
Alexandra M. L. , 26 Hanna(h). 64. 67 Sten Arthur. 5 I ) Amanda. 53. 57. 60. 65 Hanna Caspara. 60 Sven Olber. 99 
Amund, 51 Hanna Christina , 63 Waldo Anshelm Reinhold, \ 
\ Anders, 27 Hannah Maria, 25 26 
Anders. 124 Henrietta, 55 William Theodor. 58 
Anders. 175 Ida . 50 OHMAN, Carl. 79 
Anders Johan. 26 Ingeborg , 61 OMAN. Alfred Edgar, 63 
Andrew. 21 Ingri Lilly , 50 Charles, 63. 66 
Andrew, 23 Joh[an]. 148 Hulda Gertrude , 66 
Andrew , 55. 63 Johan . 151 Mary. 63, 66 
Andrew, 56 Johan Axel. 55 OSCAR II, 98 
Andrew, 58 Johanna , 55. 63 OSLUND, Ellen Elvira, 63 
Andrew. 60 Johannes. 175 Mary, 63 
Anna. 53 John. 54. 59 . 65 Olaf. 63 
Anna. 58 John,61 OSTROM, Ida, 6 1 
Anna. 60 John, 67 John , 61 
"' Anna Carolina . 25 Jonas. 83 Maud Rose Evangeline. 61 
Annie. 64 Lars. 114 PADDOCK. Mabel Lillian, 72 Anny Laurentia Constantia , Lawrence Alexis , 60 Thomas S., 72 
26 Lilian Jeanette, 67 PALM , Karl (Carl), 22, 25 
Arthur Olaf. 55 Li ss ie. 51 Gustaf. 25 ... 
Axel Oscar Thorsten. 59 Louisa. 57 Svante (Swante), 3, 14 
Sven , see Svante 
194 
PALMDAHL. Fred , 60 , 65 
Hilda, 60, 65 
Johan Arthur, 60 
Ruby Eleonora, 65 
PALMER, Adolf Bedovar, 
53, 67 
Helen Kristina Lauren , 57 
Johanna, 57 
Kenneth Bedovar, 53 
Rorddie (9), 57 
Theoline, 53 
PALMGREN, J., 150 
PARISH , Cloie , 53 , 67 
Hilda Josephine , 53 
N.N. , 53 
PALSDOTTER, Elna, 89 




PAULSDOTTER, Sara Stina, 
85 
PAULS[S]ON, Annie, 64 
Arthur Clarence, 64 
Charles, 64 
Hydie Brynhild Ingeborg, 
62 
Maria, 62 
Nels , 62 
Olof, 148 
PAYNE, D.R., 106 






Catharina (Carin), 34 
Catharina (Karin), 84 
Christina (Stina), 33 
Christina (Stina), 84 
Christina (Stina) C. , 27 
Christina (Stina) C., 84 
Maria, 87 
Sara, 34 
PEHRS[S]ON, Anders , 27 
Anders , 124 
Anders , 168 
Anders , II, 168 
Hans, 33 
J. , 148 
Johannes, 123 
Mans , 32 
Moses, 34 
Nils , 87 




Catharina (Carin) , 126 
Catharina (Kajsa), 175 
Elna, 87 
Emma Christina, 45 
Gunnel , 87 





Rangela , 37 
Sofia, 45 
PERS[S]ON , Anders , 25 
Andreas , 25 
Andrew, 53 
Bengt, 83 
Bengt , 86 
Carl (Karl) August, 45 
Christina (Kristina), 53 
Edla, 27 
Jons , 88 
Jons, 11 , 88 
Jons , 89 
Jon , 37 
Jon , 132 
Mans , 88 






Sven , 87 





Anna Stina, 33 
Botilda, 83 
Elin , 26 
Elin, 83 
Gustava, 26 




Klara , 83 
Maja, 33 
PET[T]ERS[S]ON , - , 13 I 
A. , 148 
Adam, 23 , 27 
Agnes Desideria, 39 
Agnes Elvira, 53 
Alfred, 54, 61 
Amanda, 50 
Amanda, 54 , 61 
Amanda, 59 
Amanda, 64, 65 
Personal Name Index 
Anders , 32 
And[ers], 147 
Andrew, 50 
Andrew , 54 
Anna Charlotta, 155 
Anna Maria , 42 
Anna Sophia , 27 
Annie, 56 
Annie , 59 , 62 , 65 
Annie , 64 
Anthony , 58 
Anthony Rudolf, 58 , 67 
Arvid Paul Emanuel , 64 
Arvid Werner, 60 
August , 23 , 27 
Augusta, 66 
Axel Gottfried, 50 
Axel Leander, 42 
Axel 0 ., 57 
Bengt, 152 
Bernhardt Wilhelm , 59 
Blenda, 57 , 66 
Carl (Karl), 46 
Carl , 151 
Carl F. , 65 
Carl (Karl) Harold . 53 
Carl Hjalmar Emanuel, 61 
Carl Leander, 42 
Carl Luther, 65 , 68 
Carl Magnus , 41 , 42 
Carl Victor, 83 
Carrie , 60 
Charles , 60 
Charles, 61 
Charles , 64 
Charles , 120, 121 
Charles A., 65 
Charles M ., 60 
Charlie , 27 




Charlotta , 43 
Clarence Bernhard , 60 
Edith Elizabeth, 65 
Edith Maria, 53 
Edith Theresia, 57 
Edna Eureka, 85 
Edwin, 53 
Ejnar Carl Rudolf, 64 
Elin Charlotta , 131 
Elisabeth, 42 
Ellen, 50 
Ellen , 60 
Elmer Wi ll iam, 64 
Emelie , 26 
Emil, 50 
Emil Harry Wal ter, 50 
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Emma Mathilda. 42 
Ernst Olof. 57 
Essie Bernhardina. 50 
Esther Maria, 54 
Florence Kristina Mathilda , 
62 
Florence Leontina Sofia, 
see CHINEDAHL. 
Florence Leontina Sofia 
Frans Oscar. 27 
G. W .. 151 
Gertrud. 54 
Gertrude Linnea . 59 
Gustaf Evald . 61 
Hazel Isabella. 66 
Hazel Victoria Elvira. 65 
Henry . 63 
Herman Fredrik. 65, 68 
Hilda . 53 
Hilda. 57 
Hilda Sofia . 42 
Hilma , 53 











Johan Oscar Walton. 56 
Johan Walfrid. 54 
Johanna Augusta Eleanor , 
51 
Johanna Lovisa. 27 
Johannes. 33 
John , 23 
John. 51. 56 . 63 
John.59.62 
John 0 .. 65 
Klara Mathilda. 43 
L.. 149 
Lena, 26 
Lillie , 26 
M. H., 106. 107 
Mabel Ann Theresia, 63 
Mabel Mathilda. 67 
Mabel Sofia. 54 
Maria. 26 
Marie Victoria. 82 
Marvel Virginia Olive 
Joanna , 66 
Mary , 61 
Mathilda, 56. 60, 65 
Mathilda, 67 
Minnie . 58 
196 
Minnie Annie Albertine. 63 
Nellie. 65 









Oskar Filip. 44 
Otto , 45 
Otto. 56, 60 . 65 
Otto. 153 
P .. 147 
P .. 149 
P .. 152 
Peter, 57 . 66 
Peter Gustaf, 23. 26 
Peter Johan. 83 
Ruben Thorwald , 56 
S. A .. 50 
Samuel August. 42 
Sara Lina, 25 
Selma Christina , 27 
Signe Amalia. 42 
Simon . 44 




Swan , 64 
Swan, 65 
Swen A .. 59 
Thomas C .. 106 
Verner Le Roy. 65 
Victorinus . 27 
Werner, 26 
William R., 19 
PETREN, Anna Maria , 36 
Olof, 36 
PETRI , Matthias . 127 
Nicholas. 127 
Olaus, 127 
PETRY. Marie (Mary). 14. 18 
William. 14, 18 
PIERSON. Kristina, 64 
Nels , 64 
Ruth Victoria. 64 
PIHL. Paul Danielsson. 86 
PIHLQVIST, J. G . . 148 
PLAMBECK. Duane, 85 
Jan Erick , 85 
POORBOUGH. Adam, 15 
John, 15 
Philiph , 15 
FORBACH, see 
POORBOUGH 
POSSE , Arvid Fredriksson , 
108, 109, 110 
Carl , 108 , 109 
Carl Henrik. 109 
Claes Fredrik . 109 
Kerstin , 108, 109 
Lage Goransson, 110 
POTTS. A. W .. 106 
POWERS , Hiram, 114 
PRINGLE. Angus Lon , 63 
Annie. 63 
David , 63 
David Allan. 63 
FRISELL. Israel. 26 
Noah (Noach) Alfred. 23, 
26 
PRYTZ, Claes Hansson , 127 
Claudius Johannis, 126 
Johannes Nicolai , 126 
Margareta . 125 
QUIST, Anna , 50 
Ferdinand . 50 
Lawrence Frithiof 
Ferdinand, 50 
RADLEY , Alfred , 106 
RAMS EN. Mabel Albertina, 
50 
RAMSTEDT, J. G., 151 
RAPPE. M. C. F. , 153 
RASMUSSEN. Rasmus. 106 
RAVLON , Elizabeth. 90 
Manley, 90 
READ, Henry, 106 
REECE, J. N., 106 
REINARD , August , 61 
August L .. 56, 61 
Ethel, 56 
Hilda , 56. 61 
Roy Emilina , 61 
RENMAN , Joh[an], 151 
RETZIUS , Anders Adolf, 157 
Anders Wilhelm. 150. 157 
REUTERMARK , Carl Johan , 
151 , 157 
Jonas , 157 
REUTERSKIOLD . 
Abraham. 165 , 166 
Carl , 169 
Casimir, 167, 169 
Frances A ., 169 
Jennie , 167 , 169 
Mabel , 169 
Marion, 167. 169 
Maud, 167, 169 
RICHARDS , Arthur 
Theodor, 54 
C. F .. 54 
Mathilda, 54 
Mathilda Victoria, 54 1 
~ 
' 
RICHARDSON, C. 8. , 106 
RICHTER, William H. , 14 
RIGNELL , Kristina, 57 
Martin , 57 
Richard Leonard, 57 
RISSLING, Brita Maria, 16 
ROBACK, C. W. , 9, 10 , 11 
ROBINSON , Alice, 154 
RODIN , Gustaf, 152 
J. , 151 
RODINE , Charles , 56 
Hanna, 56 
Ida Eugenia, 56 
RONBERG, - , 163 
RONHQVIST, - , 155 
ROLLIN, Arthur Wilhelm, 52 
J. W. , 52 
Maria, 52 
ROMARE, Paul (Paulus), 
149, 156 
Paulus , Sr., I 56 
ROOS, W. A., 152 
ROOSafHJELMSATER,Bo 
Carl Herman , 153 , 157 
Bo Christian , 157 
Johan Elias, 2, 4, 14 
Johan Fredrik, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
14 , 15 , 16, 18 
ROOSEVELT, Theodore , 29 
ROSELIUS , Olof Theodor, 
151 , 157 
ROSEN, Carl Folke, 11, 17 
ROSENDAHL, Charles, 53 
Florence Hattie Maria , 53 
Hanna, 64 
Harold Rudolf Norman , 64 
Hattie, 53 
Nels , 64 
ROSINE , see ROSEN , 
August , 17 
Charles, 17 
ROSSING , Elsa, 41 
Hans Eric, 41 
ROTH , Olof, see A.KESSON , 
Olof 
RUBENIUS , Gunilla, 126 
Nicolaus , 127 
RUBERG, Amanda, 66 
Clarence Emil , 66 
Emil, 66 
RUBERG (RUDBERG), 
Johannes Larsson, 38 
RUD, Clifford Olof, 66 
Josephine, 66 
Ole , 66 
RUDBECKIUS, Johannes, 
138 
RUDBERG, see RUBERG 
Arvid Mauritz , 58 
Carrie , 58 
Fred, 58 
RUDIN , Ellis Victoria , 55 
Ida, 55 , 64 
Lawrence William , 64 
Louis , 55, 64 
RUDKVIST, Agnes Emelia, 
51 
Edward William , 62 
Emrik Albin , 56 
Erik, 51 , 56, 62 
Ida Charlotta , 5 I, 56, 62 
RUDSTROM , Andrew D. , 22 
RULE , T. W. , 106 
RUNBY , Hanna , 59 
Martha Catharina , 59 
Oscar, 59 
RUSER , John D. , 7, 8, 9, 15 
RUTHSTROM , John, 22 
RYAN , M. E. , 106 
RYDEBERG , Anna 
Magdalena, 155 
RYERSON , Christopher, 106, 
107 
RYMAN , C. J. H. , 153 
SABELFELT, Adolf, 155 
Carl Ake Leipzig, 149, 150, 
155 
SACK, Carl, Philip, 151, 156 
Carl Philip Gustaf, 157 
SATTERHOLM , J. N ., 153 
SALBERGER. Tor Erland , 
101 
SALLAY , Betsie, 52, 59 , 63 
Betsie Malia , 63 
Edward Oscar, 59 
Esther Florence , 52 
Nels Olson , 52, 59, 63 
SAMSON , Esther Victoria , 
67 
Gust, 60, 67 
Lina, 60, 67 
Walter Emanuel, 60 
SAMUELS[S]ON , Edna 
Margrete, 62 
F. E. , 50 
Fred , 62 
Hanna(h) M(aria) , 90 , 91 
Johanna, 50 
Christina (Kristina) , 62 
Thelma Sophia , 50 
SAND, Lars , 24 
SANDAHL, Frank, 53 
Hilda, 53 
Mabel Augusta, 53 
SANDBERG , Andrew 
Forsee, 133 
Anna Maria, 51 
Charles , 24 
Personal Name Index 
Christina (Kristina) , 51 , 57 , 
63 
Dan[iel] Nilsson , 153 
Elmer Leonard , 63 
Eva, 65 
George Oliver, 67 
Gust[af], 5 1, 57 , 63 
Henry William, 57 
J .. 148 
John E. , 65 
John S ., 132 
Mary , 133 
Olivia, 67 
Otto , 51 
Per, 133 
S . A. , 67 
Vera Evangelina, 65 
Walter Albin , 51 
SANDBLOOM , A. H ., 147 
Augustus , 154 
SANDBURG, Carl , 29 
SANDELIN , J. A. , 154 
SANDGREN , - , 16 
SANDIN , Pehr G. , 152 
SANDSTROM, F. , 147 
SANDW ALL, Jonas 
Hakansson , 87 
SATTERBERG,Gun, 22 
SCHENING, Susanna , 125 
SCHLEGER, Hedvig 
Jacobsdotter , 126 
SCHMIEDEBERG, Fredrika 
Sofia, 125 
Johan , 125 
Johan Petersson , 126 
SCHMIDT, Peter 
Staffansson, 126 
Staffan , 127 
SCHOBERT, V. C. E ., 106 
SCHOMANN , Anna, 16 
Swen , 10, 11 , 16, 17 
SCHULTZ, Earl Raymond 
William , 64 
Hilda, 64 
John F . W. , 64 
SCOTT, Franklin D., 28, 69 
SEDERBERG , Klas Emil , 54 
Mary , 54 
Myrtle Kristina, 54 
SELLBERG , Jacob , 106, 107 
Fr. , 147 
SELVIG , Harald Arthur. 63 
Hazel Marie , 58 
Ida, 58 , 63 
Martin, 58 , 63 
SETTERBERG, Charles , 25 
Christina , 25 
Gustav , 25 
SETTERDAHL, Lilly , 81 
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SHORT, Henry C. , 106 




Fredrik Wilhelm Victor, 
146. 154 
SILLEN. Hjalmar Esaias . I 55 
Johanna Gustava. 155 
Nils Jacob. 155 




SIVERSON. Alden. 50 
Olava, 50 
SJOBERG, Albin Julius. 65 
Anna , 65 
Carl Oscar. 65 
Charles J. W .. 106 
Gust[af] , 53. 60 
Hans Henrik, 90 
J. , 149 
John , 50 
Johan Axel. 65 
Josef Leopold, 50 
Lilly Maria , 60 
Mabel Emilia, 53 
Maria , 50 
Sofia, 53 , 60 
SJOBLAD, C. G .. 152 
SJOBLOM. Johan , 150 
SJOGREN. C. J .. 148 
Elisabeth Charlotta, 157 
Gustaf, 153 
Henrietta Ulrika, 16. see 
also ABERG , Ulrika 
Henrietta 
Henrik. 16 
N. , 150 
N. J., 151 
0., 150 
Ulrika Henrietta, see 
ABERG. Henrietta 
Ulrika 
SJOHOLM , Augusta. 63 
Emil Leonard, 63 
Frank, 63 
L. J., 149 
SJOSTEDT. Karl , 130 
SJOSTROM , Brita , 57 
Carl Martin, 57 
Harry, 57 
Louis , 57 
SKANBERG, Joh[an] 
Robert. 153 
SKARIN. Alice Victoria, 52 
John , 52 
Minnie, 52 
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SKOGLUND, Amanda, 61 
Erik. 61 
Francis Amanda Erika, 61 
SKOGSJO, Hakan, 14. 35, 97 
SKRAGGE. C. J.. 147 
SLATT. Inga Maria. 85 
Sven Petersson, 85 
SMEDBERG. Walter. 40 
SMITH,-, Mr. , 10 
Clifford Neal. 15 
Harry D .. 106 
John, Capt. , 12 , 13 
L. E .. 106 
Nicholas, 13 , 18 
SMITTBERG, P. , 153 
SNALL, Johanna Dorothea. 
107 
SNOBERG, Frank Edward. 
51 
Johanna. 51 
Oscar Albin. 51 
P. 0., 51 
SODERBERG, C .. 150 
Emil, 59 
Mary , 59 
Ruth Edith, 59 
SODERLUND. Charles. 52 
J. , 152 
Ragnar, 52 
Selma, 52 
SODERMAN, E., 147 
SODERSTROM. A. F. , 149 
C. F., 148 
SOLBERG. Charly, 56 
Ellen Devina, 56 
Mary , 56 
SOLZEBY, Ida. 66 
Ingeborg, 66 
John, 66 
de SON, Marquis, see 
OLSSON, Sven Olber 
SONDERBERG. Laurentz. 
136 
SONESON, G .. 147 
Signe. 131 
SPARRGREN , Lorentz, 108. 
110 
SPRAY, -, Dr .. 116 
STALBERG. Anders, 130 
Karl. 130 
Otto , 130 
ST ALHAMMAR, Bal tzar 
Henrik. 150, 157 
Lorentz Henrik, 157 
STADIG, Magnus Svensson , 
36 
Sven Svensson, 37 
STARK, Herman , 167, 169 
Marion , 167, 169 
ST A YEUNG, Christian, 51 
Sidney Elmer, 51 
Siva, 51 
STEFFANSSON, Jon, 149 
STEN, Nils , 171 
STENBERG, Adie Emilia, 61 
Albert, 61 
Elin Carolina , 61 
Goran Olsson , 152 
Ida Maria. 61 
John , 61 
Julia. 61 
STENHOLM, Jac[ob], 151 
STENSTROM. Christina 
Charlotta, 157 
Christina Elisabeth, 155 
STENUP. J. K., 106 
STEWART, Lois , 29 
STJERNBERG , C. A., 152 
STOCKING. John, 121 
STOHLBERG, Bessie 
Kristina, 52 
John Albert . 52 
Selma. 52 
STOR. Peter Jonasson, 86 
STRAHL, Annie, 59 
Edith Agnes. 59 
Edna Agnhild. 59 
Matts, 59 
STRANDBERG, N. , 150 
STROBILL, Conrad Lorentz 
(Laurence), 106, 107 
STROM. Annie , 63 
August. 63 
Charles. 22 






STROMBERG, Alfred, 24 
Anna Catharina, 126 
STROME, Harman, see 
FRIMAN, Herman 
STROMKVIST, Anna, 50 
Frank Albin, 50 
Pete[r], 50 
STUART, Dudley Coutts, 108 
SUNDBERG, Edward F., 73 
Carl (Karl), 40 
Gerda , 73 
J.P .. 147 
John, 22 
SUNDGREN, Hakan, 151 
SUNDLER. -. Consul, 10 
SUNDQVIST, Anna, 91 
SUNDSTEN, J . 0 .. 148 
SUNDSTROM, B. , 153 
C. Edv[ard], 152 
Fredr[ik] Reinh[old], 153 
SUN[D]STRUM, Mark 
Trueman, 121 
SUNESDOTTER, Maria, 26, 
27 
SVENNINGSON , Eva, 43 
SVENSDOTTER, Anna , 93 
Anna Lena, 83 
Gustava, 162 









SVENS[S]ON, see also 
SWANSON 





Carl , 151 
Carl Johan, 161 
Daniel , 86 
Gustaf, 161 
Gustaf, 168 
Hakan , 26 
Hans , 125 
Jons, 89 
Jons , 170 
Johannes , 162 
Mats, 37 
N. , 147 
Nils, 34 




Sven , 34 
Sven, 37 
Sven , 161 , 166 
Sven Anders , 32 
T.E ., 153 
Zachris , 34 
SWAFFER, Walfred , 106, 
107 
SW ANBERG[H], Anders 
Wilhelm, 92 
Elin , 25 
Helena, 25 
Hilma, 25 
Hulda Mathilda, 25 
Johan, 25 
Magnus Emelie , 25 
Sven M., 22. 25 
Syster Maria, 25 
SWANSON , see also 
SVENS[S]ON 
Albert Johan , 45 
Alice Kristine, 64 
Andrew , 45 
Annie. 64 
August Holger. 55 
Augusta, 65 
Bertha S .. 25 
Charles, 24 
Charlotte , 45 
Clarence Edward, 41 
Earnest , 64 
Emma, 68 
Esther, see GILMAN. 
Esther 
Florence Theresia , 64 
Fred, 45 
Gust[af]. 67 
Hannah 0 .. 25 
Helen Linnea Josephina. 67 
John , 22. 25 
John , II, 22 
John , 55 
Mathilda , 45 
Melcher, 65 
Nettie , see ERICSON, 
Nettie 
Olga Theodora. 65 
Olin , 41 




SW ARS , Anna Christina, 17 
SWARTZ, Erik C:son , 99 
SWEDBLOM, Charles, 66 
Edward Oliver, 66 
Elsie Josephine Lee , 66 
Hanna Lee, 66 
SWENS[S]ON. see also 
SWANSON 
Agnes Elvira, 58 




Annie , 55 
Arthur William, 52 
Arthur William, 63 
Betsie, 52 
Cecilia, 61 
Charles , 59 
Charles, 66 
Charles, II , 66 
Charles F. , 55 , 63 
Personal Name Index 
Charlotte . 66 
Claes E .. 53 
Clarence Johannes. 52 
Elna Olivia Johanna. 53 
Emma, 53 
Emma. 63 
Esther Amalia. 52 
Esther Elvira, 61 
Ethel Wilhelmina, Victoria. 
66 
Gustaf, 55 
Hakan . 61 
Hazel Estella, 55 
Hazel Maria. 66 
Helen Clara Elizabeth. 61 
Henning , 63 
Jennie . 52 
Josephine, 52 
John. 52 
John . 59. 63 
John August, 63 
Lina, 59 
Linnea. 131 
Mabel Irene Maria, 59 
Manne D .. 61 
Mary. 55 , 63 
O.L., 58 
Pete[r]. 52 
Roy William. 55 
Rudolf Raymond 
Leventine , 63 
S.E .. 52 
Sedi Emilie Alfhild , 51 
Signe , 51 
Sigrid Elizabeth , 63 
Sophia (Sofia). 59, 63 
Sven (Svante) Magnus. 3, 
4, 14 
Swen, 51 
Swen Arthur, 52 
Sylvia Ovidia, 63 
Thilda, 52 
Wahlborg Maria 
SYLVESTER, Charles F. , 
121 
TEGNER. Esaias , 162 
TESTER, Abraham (Abram). 
121 
THELANDER, C. J., 151 
THOMAS , William Widgery 
Jr .. 29 
THOMELIUS. Gunhild. 131 
THOR, Alfred. 65 
Gerda , 65 
Olof Alfred. 65 
THORELL. Erik. 100 
THORESEN, Charles, 60 
Ella Elizabeth, 60 
Signe . 60 
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THORESSON . Anders , 127 
THORSDOTTER. Margareta . 
86 
THORSEN. l. A. , 28 
THORS[SJON , Esther Sylvia. 
85 
John (Johan) , 85 
Thor. 87 
THORSTENSON. Lige, 50 
Olaf. 50 
Ragnward Bernhard , 50 




THUNQVIST. P. M. Nilsson , 
152 
TIFT. Asa. 12. 18 
Charles, 11. 18 
TILANDER. Sven Johan. 23 
TILLY. Effie Mathilda Viola. 
66 
Gust(af1 , 66 
Ottilia , 66 
TIMEL[L]. Daniel J.. 25 
David .. 22 
TORNER. A. F., 149 
Johan. 125 
Johannes Laurentii. 125 
Juliana Christina. 124 
Lars . 125 
TORNESSON , Anders . 126 




TOMASINI. A. , 106 
TOMROSE. Augusta, 66 
Eliot Harold . 66 
Hans. 66 
TORKELSDOTTER, 
Gunilla , 168 
TORNKVIST/TORNQU 1ST, 
Arthur William . 60 
August , 52 
Carl Henry. 52 
Charles , 52, 60 
Christina (Kerstin), 52 
Girtie Henrietta, 52 
Gustaf, 24 
Hanna. 52, 60 
TRANCELL, Caroline 
Charlotta , 17 
TRANK, Agnes. 129 






John , 129 
Walter. 129 
TRONSDATTER , Sigrid , 84 
TUFVESSON, Jons, 84 
TURNER, Helen Swanson, 
41 
TUTTLE,-, Capt.. 11 
TYBERG. Hulda, 53 
Louis. 53 , 61 
Olga Kristina, 61 
Thilda (Hulda?) . 61 
TYDEN. Emil. 69 , 70 , 71. 72 
Florence, see GROOS, 
Florence Tyden 
TYRESSON , Peter, 126 
ULINDER, J.P .. 153 
ULLIN , Andrew Victor , 23 




Pehr Oscar, 26 
Peter Gustaf. 23. 26 
UNGIA. Brita Hansdotter, 
127 
UNGIUS , Johannes Petri. 128 
UNONIUS, Gustaf, 163 . 164, 
165, 166 
VARDIG. - , 122 
VARIN. Agnes Maria, 65 
August, 65 
Ellen Sirena . 65 
Maria, 65 
VOGT, Frans Bern[hard], 151 
VOLLBRECHT, Carl Edwin , 
57 
Fred, 57 
Mary , 57 
Thora Wilhelmina. 57 
WAGNER , -,9 
WAGAMAN. Andrew , 7, 8, 
15 
WAHLBACK , Emma 
Christina Charlotta. 155 
WAHLGREN,-, 163 
Olof, 153 
WAHLQVIST , Pehr 
Aug[ust], 153 
WAHLSTROM, Albert 
William , 60 
C. Aug[ust], 152 
Gustaf. 60 
Johanna, 60 
WAIT, Nancy , 72 
WALL, Charles , 57 
Edith Elvira, 57 
Mary, 57 
Mary , 58 
Myrtle Adelia , 58 
Oscar, 58 
WALLBERG. Christina, 164, 
165 
Sophia , 164, 165 
WALLEN , Carl Oscar. 147 
WALLGREN, Helena . 17 
WALLIN, Alfred Mauritz, 50 
Anna Larsdotter. 176 
Edith Linnea Elvira, 56 
Ethel Estella, 61 
Florence Elvira , 58 
Fred. 56 
Frida , 50 
Hilda, 58 
Hilma, 56 
John , 58 
Lina , 61 
Mabel Victoria, 58 
Ole J., 61 
Sam. 50 
WALTHER , Antonia. 6. 10, 
15 l 
C.C .. 6, 10, 16 
Laura, 6, 10. 15 
Wilhelmine, 15 
WANVIG, Jonas Peter, 106 
Martin , 106 
WARD, C. A., 55, 63 
Elina. 55 , 63 
Esther Wedeline Kristina 
Victoria , 55 
Lilly Edna Rosie Ulrika, 63 
WARLING , 0 ., 106 
WARNSTEDT von , 
Christopher, 100, IOI 
WATHNE, Andrew , 106 
WEBER. Charles, 120 
Devra Anna Naomi 
Catherwood. 30 
Mary Alan, 30 
William Louis, 30 
WEBERG (WEDBERG}, 
Carl Gustaf, 11 , 16 
WEEN GREN, Elvira Viola, 
50 
Christina (Kerstin) , 50 
T.N .. 50 
WELAND, Anna, 60 
Florence Viola Linnea. 60 
Gust , 60 
WELIN , Joh[an] Olsson. 150 
WELLES , -, 121 
WENGBERG 
(WANGBERG), Nils, 11, 
16 
Nils Gustaf, 16 
WENNBERG , Christina 
Catharina, 156 
WENNBLAD, Joh[an], 148 
WENNERBERG, Gunnar, 
163 
S . Fr., 153 
WENNERSTROM, Charles , 
24 
J.E., 149 
WENSOLE, John, 61 
Mabel Josephine, 61 
Mary, 61 
WENZEL, Friedrich, 15 
WERNER, Andrew, 61 
Emma, 61 
George Leslie, 61 
WERNLUND, Anna, 56 
Gust, 56 
Hilda Kristina Elizabeth, 56 
WESSBERG, J. A., 151 
WESSMAN , Anton, 124 
F.W., 152 
Fredrik Martin , 123 
Hedda Catharina, 123 
Johannes, 124 
WESTBERG, Jacob, 151 
WESTELIA, Anna, 36 
WESTELIUS, John , 36 
WESTER, Gustaf Alfred 
Magnusson, 90 
WESTERBERG , Carl 
Ludvig, 149, 156 
Jan , 156 
Johan Theodor, 149, 156 
Kermit B. , 81 
Sophia Mathilda, 156 
Wendela Sophia, 157 
WESTERGREN, Anders 
Edvin, 27 
Israel, 23, 26 
Olof, 26 
Olof Emil , 27 
WESTERLUND, S. F., 154 
WESTERMARK, Ant[on] , 
148 
WESTLUND, Ida, 132 
John Persson , see 
PERSSON , Jon 
Johanna, 132 
Nils , 132 




Carl Johan , 26 
Hildur Sophia, 26 
Lars Magnus, 26 
Maria Johanna, 26 
Olof Gustaf, 26 
Per, 26 
Per (Peter) Johan , 22 , 26 
WETTERBERG , Christina, 
125 
Petter Bengtsson , 125 
WETTERGREN , Axel 
Theodore, 11, I 7 
Frans Ludvig, 11, 17 
Niklas, 17 
WETTERLUND, J . N., 150 
WHITE, Ruth, 121, 122 
William Chapman, 121 , 122 
WHITTET, John , 167, 169 
WIBERG, E., 150 
WICKENBERG, Christina 
(Kristina) , 56 
Gustaf, 56 
Harry Longfellow, 56, 67 
Minnie Marie , 56, 67 
WICKLUND, Agnes, 66 
Gerald Wessen, 66, 68 
John A., 66 
WICKMAN , Is., 148 
WICKSTROM, Andrew, 23 
Albertina, 51, 58 
Georg Victor Julian, 51 
Myrtle Kristina, 58 
T. J. (P. J.?) , 51, 58 
WIDBERG, Fredrika 
Gustava, 157 
WIDEN. Charles. 60, 64 
Fred William, 64 
Hilda (Hulda?), 60, 64 
Hulda Victoria, 60 
WIDING, Per-Olof, 101 
WIDLUND, - , 5 
WIDSTROM, Gustaf, 59 
Maria, 59 
Robert William, 59 
WIGERT, John Arthur, 147, 
154 
Severin, 154 
WIKBERG, George, 130 
Christina (Kristina), 130 
WIKEN, Erik, 18, 108, 111, 
158 
WIKLUND, Anders. 44 
WIKSTROM, Fredrik, 153 
WILHELMI, Ernest , 159, 160 
WILLIAMS, John , 106 
Peter, 121, 122 
Personal Name Index 
WILLIAMSON, - , Mrs., 11 
WILSON,-, Mrs. , 12 
Cedrik Lorenz, 57 
Charles, 106 
Christ , 57 
Harold Frances. 68 
Hulda, 57 
Peter, 12 





WINBLAD, Edward , 59 
Hilton Abner, 59 
Ottilia, 59 
WINDELL, Carl-Gosta, 100 
WINDRUFVA, J., 149 
WINQUIST, N. 0. , 106 
WISSELQVIST, J. G., 149 
WISSLANDER, 0. , 150 
WITTENSTROM, see 
WETTENSTROM 
WORDEN , John Lorimer, 
120,121 , 122 
WRETLIND, Knut Eric, 76 
WRIGHT, George , 106 
YNGSTROM, Britta Sofia, 36 
Johan, 36 
YOUNG, Adolf Fredrik, see 






Anna Karin Sofia, 90 
Christina (Stina) Lotta, 26 
ZACHRISSON, Svante M., 
11 , 17 
ZANDER, Henrik Wilhelm, 
155 
Jonas Henrik, 155 
w., 148 
ZETTERSTROM, G. T. J., 
150 
Lars Olof, 112, I 15 
ZICENBERG, Charles, 51 
Ida Lilly, 5 1 
Mary, 51 
ZIELFELT, Lennart , 97 , 99 , 
100 
201 
Index of Place Names 
. Note: As with the personal na mes . Swedi sh place na mes beginning with A, A and 6 a re 
mdexed under Aa, Ae and Oe. In the Swedish section farm and village names are listed und er 
the appropriate parishe s. 
A . The United States 
ALABAMA. 13 
ARIZONA 
Yava pai Co .. 107 
CALIFORNIA. 5. 11 . 18. 92. 
104. 141. 155 , 160 
Berkeley. 93. 94 
Claremont. 30. 69 
Humboldt Co .. 107 
Laguna Niguel. 104 
Long Beach. 123 
Los Angeles. 29. 92. 104. 
105. 130 
Los Angeles Co .. 104. 107 
Marin Co .. 107 
Mariposa Co .. 107 
Mendocino Co . . 107 
Nevada City. 107 
Rancho de lurupa. 107 
San Bernardino , 92 . 107 
San Diego Co .. 107 
San Francisco . 29, 92. 151, 




Yuba Co .. 107 
COLORADO. 107 
Boulder. 93 
Denver . 92. 93 
CONNECTICUT 
Georgetown. 93 
Waterbury . 42 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
Washington. 29, 78. 107. 
I 15. 160 
FLORIDA. 12. 13 
Apalachicola , 13. 14. 18 
Groveland . 130 
Key West , 12 , 13. 18 





Savannah. 141. 152. 153 
HAWAII 
Oa hu , 147 
IDAHO 
Idaho Fa ll s. 70 
Owyhee Co . . 107 
202 
ILLINOIS. 28. 107. 132 
Adams Co .. 91 
Andover. 82. 83. 85 
Bishop Hill . 72 
Chicago. 28. 29. 41. 42 . 45 . 
69. 70. 79. 90. 92. 94, 107 , 
116, 117. I 18 , 123. 132. 
134, 135 . 137. 138, 176 
Cook Co .. 107. 116. 117 
East Moline, 31 
Evanston. 29. I 18 
Galena, I 12 
Galesburg, 38 
Galva. 134 
Jolie t. 42 
Kewanee. 38 
Knox Co . . 107 
Lake View. 31 
Moline. 31. 69. 82. 83 
Paxton . 38 
Pullma n. 123 
Rio. 68 
Rockford, 19. 31, 94 




Springfield , 107 
INDIANA . 132 
IOWA . Ill. 113 
Akron . 82 
Alta. 123 
Atlantic. 40 
Burlington . 82. 111 , 113 
Davenport , 134 
Des Moines . 41 
Emmet Co .. 94 
Essex , 83 
Estherville. 94 
Marcus , 123 
Plymouth Co . , 123 
Pottawatta mie Co .. 107 
Sioux City, 44. 82, 13 I 
Vail. 176 
KANSAS 
Lindsborg. 171. 172 
LOUISIANA 
New Orleans, 2. 4. 13. 14. 
16, 113 , 141. 147 , 148, 
149, 153 . 154 , 160 
MAINE 
New Sweden. 19. 29 
MARYLAND. 8, 9 
Baltimore. 7. 8, 9. IO, 15 , 
23 , 149. 152. 153 . 155, 
156 
Cumberland, 7, 8, 9. 15 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston, 15 . 17. 22, 23, 24 , 
46. 73. 76 , 77 , 150, 154 
Cambridge, 67 
Easthampton , 68 
Springfield. 68 
Worcester . 46. 68. 
MICHIGAN. 20, 24, 25, 26 , 
166 
Barry Co .. 72 
Cadillac, 19. 20, 21. 22. 23, 
25 , 26. 27 
Clam Lake. 21, 22, 26, 27 
Detroit. 23. 24. 107 
Flint. 135 
Hastings. 69 . 70, 72 
Tustin . 27 
Wexford Co .. 19, 20, 21. 23 
Cedar Creek, 22. 23 
Cherry Grove . 22 
Haring , 22 
Henderson. 22 
Manton. 20 . 21 , 22 
Sherman , 19. 20 
MINNESOTA, 43. 46 . 49. 138 
Aitkin . 28. 29 
Battle Lake, 133 
Benabeck (9) , 67 
Cannon Falls, 129 
Center City . 46 
Chi sago Co . . 67 
Eagle Bend. 132 
Eastern Township , 132 
Fariba ult. 132 
Golden Valley , 67 
Has tings. 129 
Hibbing, 93 
Litchfield . 67 
Little Sauk. I 33 
Madelia. 28 
Mankato. 72 
Minneapoli s. 28. 39. 42 . 49. 
50, 94 
Minnehaha . 67 
Minnetonka . 67 
Mower Co . , 67 
Osceola Co .. 27 
Parkers Prairie, 132, 133 
Pipestone, 68 
Red Wing, 129 
St. Anthony Park, 67 
St. Paul, 28, 38 , 39, 67, 94, 
132, 135 
Midway, 67 
Swede Hollow, 28 , 29 
Wright Co., 67 
Middleville , 67 
Wyoming Co., 67 
MISSISSIPPI 
Ship Island, 160 
MISSOURI 
St. Joseph , 25 
St. Louis , I 12, 113 , 115, 
133 
MONTANA, 167 
Bozeman, 167, 169 
Butte, 134 
NEBRASKA, 85, 86 
Clay Center, 85 
Edgar, 85 
Fairmont , 85 
Fillmore Co., 85 
Geneva, 85 
Hastings, 85 




Ong, 85, 86 
York , 85 
NEVADA 
Reno, 72 
Virginia City, 107 
NEW JERSEY 
Jersey City, 10, 11 
NEW MEXICO, 114 
NEW YORK 
Albany, 77, 165 
Alleghany Co. , 169 
Battle Mountain, 72 
Brooklyn , 11, 41, 120,1 30, 
133, 160 
Buffalo, 165 
East Meadow, 133 
East River, 120 
Greenpoint, LI, I 19 
Jamestown, 26, 123 
Long Island , 133 
New York, 6, 7, IO, II, 14, 
15 , 16 , 17 , 18, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 29, 35, 38,40,44, 69, 
107, 111, 11 3, 11 5, 120, 
121 ,. 131 , 141 , 146, 147, 
148, 149, 15 I, 152 , 153 , 
154 , 155, 156, 157 , 159, 
160, 165, 167, 176 
Niagara Falls , 165 
Ossining, 41 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Beaufort , I I 9 




Wanbey (?) , 93 
OHIO, 8 
Ashtabula , 30 
Ashtabula Co . , 30 
Cincinnati , 15, 112 , 113 , 114 
Cleveland, 79 , 80, 81 
Columbus , 157 
Glenville, 79 
Hamilton Co. , 107 
North Kingsville , 30 
Toledo, 130 
OREGON, 38, 147 
Clark Co ., 159 
Columbia Barracks , 159 
Portland , 38, 155 
PENNSYLVANIA, 7, 8, 10, 
15, 80 , 121, 122, 133 
Altoona, 114 
Blair Co. , 114 
Cambria Co., 114 
Carlisle Barracks, 78 , 156 
Columbia, 111 , 114 
Hollidaysburg, 111, 114 
J~hnstown , 112, 114 
Kane, 134 
Lancaster Co. , 114 
McKeesport, 82 , 83 
North Huntingdon. 82 
Philadelphia, 7, 9 , 10, 11 , 
15, 16, 18 , 23, 72, 111, 
113,121 ,1 36, 147, 150, 
151, 154 
Pittsburgh, 41 , 11 2, 114, 123 
Ridgway , 44 
Somerset Co. , 8, 15 
Berlin, 8, 15 
Southampton Township, 
15 
Wellersburg, 7, 8, 15 
Wilcox-Rosselas , 133 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Camden , 156 
Charleston, 141 , 152, 153 
Chester, 156 
Coopersville , 156 
Union Co., 156 




Elk Co., 82 
Spearfish , 29 
Place Name Index 
TEXAS , I, 2, 14 
Austin, I, 3, 14 
Mineral Wells, 41 
San Antonio , 108 
San Marcos, 3 
VIRGINIA , 11, 17 
Cape Henry , 12, 18 
City Point, see Hopewell 
Hampton Roads , 35, I 19, 
120, 122 
Hopewell, 12 , 18 
Norfolk, 12, 120 
Petersburg, 11, 12 






WISCONSIN, 27 , 30, 77 , 111, 
165, 166 
Busseyville , 165 , 166, 167, 
169 
Eau Claire , 67 , 90 
Ft. Atkinson, 167, 169 
Janesville, 167, 169 
Jefferson Co. , 165 
Sumner Township , 165, 
166 
Lake Koshkonong. 165 
Lyons, 7 
Madison , 165 
Milwaukee , 137, 165 , 167 
Milwaukee Co. , 137 
Pine Lake , I 65 
Polk Co. , 67 
Racine , 77 
B. SWEDEN 
AL VSBORG (Alvs.) 
Amal, 26, 44, 45 
Animskog, 43 , 44 
Ambjiimarp, 84 
Baras, 10, 16, 26 
Bralanda, 68 
Dalskog, 25, 27 
Kappebo , 27 
Ed, 27 
Klevmarken, 27 
Eriksberg , 92 
Erikstad, 26 




Gestad , 46 
Simonstorp, 46 
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Grinstad . 25 
Smedsberg, 25 
Grovare, 32, 33 
Hossna. 165 , 169 
Laxarby . 43 
Molla. 32 , 33. 34 
Mossebo. 32 , 33 
Murum , 32 
Naglum. 123 
Vassanda. 123 
Norra Asarp. 33 
Norra Sam. 33 
Od, 31. 32. 33 . 94 
brsas , 31 , 32. 33 , 82 . 83 . 84 
Ostra Frolunda. 31 
Sjotofta, 32. 84 
Skolvene , 32. 33 
Sodra Asarp . 33 
Sodra Ying, 33. 34 
Tosse . 43 . 44 
Ulricehamn, 129 
Vanersborg, 111. 113 
Valbo-Ryr, 123, 124 
Varnum , 26 




Jiimjo. 83. 84, 133 
Karlshamn. 147 , 148. 149 , 
150, 151. 153 , 154 
Karlskrona, 10, 30. 136. 
148. 149. 150, 152. 155 , 
158 




Mjallby . 153 
Morrum. 152 
Ramdala, 83 , 133. 153 









GOTEBORG OCH BOHUS 
(Got.), 137 
Bave, 130 
Foss , 123, 124, 125 
Majaborg, 124 
Giiteborg, 2, 4, 6, 11, 14, 
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15 , 16, 17. 21, 22. 23 , 29, 
35, 41 , 46 , 77. 91. 97 , IOI , 
107, 113 . 114, 130, 136, 
137, 138. 147. 149. 150, 
151 , 152. 153 , 154. 155 , 
157, 164. 176 
Garrison Parish , 2, 107 
Herrestad, 114 
Ovre Aker , 114 
Lundby , 136, 155 
Polsebo . 136 
Molndal , 97 , IOI 
Naverstad , 90 
Orgryte , 43 
Onsala. 149 
Orust. 137 
Skee , 90 
Striimstad, 90 
Styrso . 35 
Kanso , 35 
Tegneby , 137 
Torp, 137 
Asen, 137 
Torp , 137 
Torslanda, 130 
Uddevalla , 131. 147. 150, 
151 
GOTLAND (Gotl.), 21 , 147. 
148, 149. 150. 151. 154, 
155 , 156 
Endre. 153 
Eskelhem. 152 
Faro. 151. 153 




Rone , 153 
Rute , 153 
Tingstade. 152 
Vasterhejde. 152 
Vallstena . 152 
Visby , 147, 149, 152 , 153 , 
155 , 
HALLAND (Hall.). 87 , 148, 
Fjaras , 120 
Halmstad. 40 
Kungsbacka, 151 
Olmevalla , 91 
Torup , 85. 86. 87, 89 
Boberg , 87 
Gardshult , 87 
Harshult, 85 
Hagatorpet, 85 
Kungsveka, 85, 86 , 87 
Uvekull . 87 , 89 
Traslov , 149 
Valida, 91 , 148 
Lodhalmen , 91 
Norrby , 91 
Varberg, 147, 150 
JAMTLAND (Jamt.), 102 
Ostersund , 102 
JONKOPING (Jori .) 
Asenhoga, 84 
Burseryd, 31, 32, 33 
Dannas , 126 
Eksjo, 124, 152 
Flisby , 69 
Forserum, 124 
Malen. 124 
Gallaryd, 86, 87 
Hagshult, 86, 87 
Hakarp , 38 
Hjalmseryd , 85 
Hult. 90, 91 
Hultsjo , 39 
Huskvarna. 38 , 163 
Jiirstorp. 83 
Jiinkoping, 126. 138, 148, 
153 , 162, 163 
Karlstorp, 86 
Ljunga , 87 
Mossaryd. 87 
Malmback, 123. 124, 125 
Golstorp. 124 
Kansjo Norrgard, 123. 
124 
Nashult, 32. 83 
Nassjo. 123 , 124 
Brana, 123, 124 
l sasa, 124 
Traslanda , 124 
Norra Hestra, 32, 83 
Nydala. 85 , 86, 87 
Lango. 86 
Nye, 31. 32 
Oggestorp , 126 
Kaveryd, 126 
Ramkvilla, 39 
Saby , 125 
Skarstad. 127 
Sodra Hestra, 32 
Vetlanda, 33 
Visingsii, 162 
Vrigstad , 87 
KALMAR (Kalm.), 136, 148, 
150 
Algutsrum, 44 




Gardby . 131 
Hjorted, 154 
Kalla. 153 
Kalmar , 5, 10, 14, 16, 17, 
18 ,127 , 128,136, 147 , 
148, 149,150, 151, 153 
Kastlosa, 152 
Koping, 18, 152 
Skedemosse, 18 
Kristdala, I 5, I 6 
Fallebo, 15 
Lofta, 16 
Misterhult , 83 
Monsteras, 150 
Morlunda, 33, 82, 83 , 84 
Morlanda, 152 
Rumskulla, 87 
Sodra Vi, 40 
Bjorkhult , 40 
Stenasa, 153 
Tjust, 108, 110 
Tiilo . 153 
Torslunda, 44 , 131 
Tryserum, 40, 108 
Fagelvik, 108, 109, 110 
Fogelvik , see Fagelvik 
Tveta, 31 
Ukna, 154 
Viistervik , 147, 148, 150, 
154 
Vii.strum, 26 
Lango , 26 
Vena, 26 
Virserum, 3 I, 32 , 33 
KOPPARBERG (Kopp.) 
Avesta, 68 
Falun, 21 , 25 
Leksand, 134 
Mora, 43 , 137 




Ahus , 153 
Angelholm, 152 
Bastad, 147, 149, 150 
Borrby , 38 
Bronnestad , 131, 132 
Hovdala, 13 1 
Fiirlov, 87 , 88 , 89 
Bjiirlov, 88 , 89 
Glimakra, 87 
Gramanstorp, 82, 83, 133, 
134 
Hov , 151 
Klippan , 82 , 83 , 134 
Kristianstad , 14, 149, 151 
Loderup, 38 
Norra Stro , 86 , 87, 88 , 89 
Onnestad, 85 , 87 
Skoglosa, 86, 87 
Roke, 87 , 88 
Sorby , 88 
Torekov , 147, 149, 153, 156 
Viistra Karup, 151 , 152, 153 
Vinslov , 126 
Vitaby , 132 




Angelstad , 25, 127, 129 
Sjoatorp , 25 
Bergkvara, 108, 109, 148 
Bergqvara . see Bergkvara 
Gardsby , 32 
Hamneda , 26 
Ha Storgard , 26 
Nyborg, 26 
Hemmesjo, 69 
Hovmantorp , 67 
Linneryd , 125 
Skogsniis , I 25 
Ljungby , 147 
Moheda, 25 
Sjosas, 126, 153 
Skatelov , 25 , 26. 27 
Liljeboda, 25 
Skallekulla Lillegard, 26 
Torp , 26, 27 
Torp Ellegard , 25 
Sliitthog 86 
Soraby , 32 
Stenbrohult , 25, 26 , 34 
Almhult , 25 
Urshult , 93 
Viickelsang , 125 
Fiskestad , 125 
Vaxjo, 4, 14, 108, 125, 126, 
128 , 138 
ivi.ALMOHUS (Malm.), 150 
Allerum, 150 
Domsten , 150 
Asmundstorp, 86, 87, 88 
Borlunda, 87 , 88 
Brunnby , 151, 152 
Arildsliige , 152 
Dalby , 27 
Eslov , 132 
Fleninge , 88 
Genarp , 27 
Nytorp , 27 
Hellestad , 178 
Helsingborg, 4, 5, 22 , 26 , 
27 , 46, 83 , 136, 147 , 148, 
150 
Helsingborg Country 
Parish , 84 
Gyhult , 84 
Hoganiis , 151, 152, 175 
Hogserod, 83 
Jonstorp, 152 
Kagerod , 132 
Landskrona, 132, 15 1, 156 
Place Name Index 
Lund , 163 
Malmo , 21, 22 , 132 , 147, 
148 
Niis, 85 , 86 , 88 
Gullarp , 86, 88 
Norra Akarp , 85, 86, 87 , 88 . 
89 
Hagnarp , 85 , 86 , 87 , 88 , 
89 
Slattariid , 86 
Torrarp , 88 
Norra Stro, 87 , 88 
Kalleberga, 87 , 88 
Raus , 27 , 152 
Ra, 152 
Skanor, 147 , 148, 150 
Slimminge . 131 
Klaggerod, 131 
Siidra Rorum , 87 
Trelleborg, 149 
Vasby , 153 
Viistra Sallerup, 88 
Vasterstad , 133 
Vanstad , 27 
Ven , 148 
Viken , 147 , 149, 150, 153 
Ystad , 142 , 149 
NORRBOTTEN (Norr.) , 148 
Haparanda, 142 , 152 
Lulea, 147. 149, 151. 152 , 
153, 155, 157 
Malmberget , 91 
bverlulea, 153 
Pitea, 148, 157 
Ranea, 151 
Umea, 25 
Umea Country Parish , 25 
Fiillforsan, 25 
OREBRO (Ore.) , 151 
Eker, 176 
Hardemo, 157 
Karlskoga , 45 , 46 
Angebiick, 45 
Radehult, 46 
Linde , 157 
Nora, 42 
brebro, 26, 126, 147 
Snavlunda, 27 
Langrodjan, 27 
Svennevad , 157 
OSTERGOTLAND (Og.), 74, 
102, 147 , 150 
Atvidaberg , 42 
Hogby , 124 
Horn, 125 
Kattilstad , 42, 152 
Nedergarden , 42 
Kuddby, 123 
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Lillkyrka. 125 
Fro. 125 
Linkoping, IOI. 124. 125. 
126, 127. 148. 155 
Motala. 16. 92 
Normlosa, 126 
Norrkoping, 102. 124. 125 . 
126. 127. 148. 150. 151. 
152 
Ringarum. 123 
Ris inge, 40. 42 
Skanninge. 124. 125 
Skeda. 125 
Soderkoping, 125. 126. 127. 
150 
Styra, 125. 126 




Tjarstad , 41 
Vadstena. 92. 125. 126. 138 
Vasterlosa , 67 
Vastra Eneby, 126 
Vastra Husby. 127 











Bjurback. 82,83, 84 












Gudhem , 32 
Hakantorp, 33. 34 
Haggum. 42 
Habo. 83, 161 , 169 
Abbarp , 168 
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Branninge, 161. 163 , 166. 
168 
Eket , 168 
Eskhult. 161 
Golan. 168 
Gubbhulan , 168 
Gullskog, 161. 169 
Langhult. 161 . 168 
Lilla Flittered, 168 
Lilla Golhult. 168 
Mellomgarden, 
Branninge. 161 
Molekullen. Branninge , 
161 





Kallby , 114 
Karlsborg, 2, 4. 14 
Garrison Parish, 14 
Luttra. 31. 32 
Lyrestad, 123 
Mariestad , 16 
Medelplana, 36 
Rackeby. 32 
Skara. 114. 138, 162. 172 
Sane. 31 
Sunnersberg, 32, 33, 34 
Varnhem , 77 
Stenhammar. 77 
SODERMANLAND (Sod.), 
26, 103 , 151 
Barva. 157 
Prostokna. 157 
Eskilstuna, 103 . 153 
Gryt. 127. 153 
Kjula. 27 
Hjaltesta. 27 
Malmkoping , 154 
Mariefred . 148 
Nykoping, 126, 127, 152. 
155 
Sodertalje. 15 I 
Strangnas . 151, 157 
Vingaker , 67 
STOCKHOLM (Stock.) 
Dalaro, 148, 153 
Djuro , 152 
Djurhamn. 152 







6regrund , 149, 150 
Osthammar, 150. 152 




Vaddo , 147 , 150 
Varmdo. 150 
Vasterhaninge , 149 
Vaxholm , 149. 150 
Stockholm City, 16, 18. 26, 
27, 41,42 . 72, 76, 79, 92, 
97, 98, JOO. 101 , 107, 108, 
109, 110, 126, 130, 143, 
146, 147. 148, 149, 150, 
151. 152. 153 , 154, 155, 
156, 158. 159. 163 , 164, 
171 
Essingen, 154 
Finnish Parish , 156 
Hedvig Eleonora Parish, 
27 
Klara Parish, 158 
Katarina Parish. 156. 158 
Maria Magdalena Parish , 
38 
Riddarholmen. 100 
St. Nikolai Parish, 163 
Vallingby. I 11 






Norrtalje , 153, 157 
Uppsala, 136. 148, 155, 157 , 
163, 164 
V ARMLAND (Varm.), 26, 
I 14 , 148, 149 
Ed , 26 
Uddersrud, 26 
Eksharad, 25 , 36 
Edsfors, 25 
Farnebo. 35 , 36. 37 
Horssjon , 36 
Langbanshyttan , 35, 36 
Yngshyttan. 36, 37 
Filipstad , 37 , 148 
Gasborn , 36, 37 
Grasmark , 177 
Grums , 25 
Gunnarskog, 68 
Karlstad , 22, 151 
Kila. 93, 129 
Kristinehamn, 2, 26 
Kroppa, 35, 36, 37 
Askagen , 37 
Langserud, 129 
Elovsbyn , 129 
Stenbyn , 129, 130 
Munkfors, 130 
Nedre Ullerud, 36, 37 
Gardsviken, 37 
Perstorp, 37 
Nordmark , 35 , 36, 37 
Motjamshyttan , 36 
Nordmarkshyttan, 36. 37 
6stmark, 175 






Skelleftea, 102, 147, 149, 
151, 153 
V ASTERNORRLAND (Vn.), 
150 





Skon , 176 
Skonsmon, 176 
Solleftea, 25 
Sundsvall , 147, 148, 150, 
176 
Tynder6 , 44 
Ytterlannas, 135 
Vaja, 135 
V ASTMANLAND (Vast.), 
151 
Arboga, 126 
Kila , 42 
Kungsara, 157 
Vasteras, 138 
C. Other Countries 
AUSTRALIA , 157 
BELGIUM, 74 
CANADA 
Chase , B.C. , 43 
Quebec, 21 
CUBA, II , 12,156 
Havana, 12, 17 
Pinar del Rio , 17 
DENMARK, 2, 4, 5, 14, 25, 
28, 105 
Copenhagen, 2. 5, 17. 21 , 




Holstein , 10 
Kalundborg, 126 
ENGLAND, 10, 14. 17, 90. 
157 
Hull, 130 
Liverpool, 22. 130 
London , 35 
ESTHONIA 
Narva, 126 
FINLAND, 148. 172 
FRANCE 
Paris, 109, I 10 
Toulon, 108 




Hamburg, 5, 6, 15, 16, 113 
Hannover, 6, 15 
Winsen , 15 
Kiel , 10 
Lubeck, 127 
Mecklenburg . 6, 15 
Kleekamp, 15 
Ruhetal, 15 
Place Name Index 
Prussia, 2 
Rostock, 158, 159. 160 
Schleswig Holstein. 2. 82 
Schwerin , 5 
Wismar, 5 
ITALY 
Rome, 108, 110 
JAPAN , 24 
MEXICO, 77 , 78. 156. 157, 
159 
Jalapa, 115 
THE NETHERLANS, 74 
Amsterdam , 136 
THE NETHERLANDS 
ANTILLES 
Curacao , 136 
Saba, 136 
St. Eustatius , I 36 
NICARAGUA. 12 
NORWAY , 84, 104, 105, 107, 
121 , 122, 129, 147. 172 
Bjellumeie , 83 
Christiania (Oslo). 22 






Chagres, 12, 18 
PERU , 16 
POLAND 
Warsaw. 150 




Index of Ships' Names 
Aegir, schooner, 155 
America, steamship , 13 
Apotrit (?), 5 
Austria , steamship, 17 
Carolina , 17 
Cedric, 132 
Charles Tottie, bark, 16 
U.S.S. Congress. warship, 
120 
Elizabeth , 17 
U.S.S. Falmouth, warship , 
120 
Franklin, bark , 13 
Georarod (?), schooner, 12 
Hebe, ship, 17 
Helena Sloman, ship, 16 
Remy Nesmith, ship, 155, 156 
Hindrico, schooner, I I 
Janet, bark, 16 
Lusitania , steamship , 40 
Marie, 16, 18 
C.S.S. Merrimack, warship, 
35 , I 19 , 120, 121. 122 
Miles , 6, 15 
U.S.S. Minnesota. warship. 
120 
U.S.S . Monitor, warship, 35 , 
I 19, 120, 121, 122 
S .S. Orlando, steamship , 130 
Prinsessan Josefina . ship. 155 
Samas , 77 
Superb. 16 
Svea, brig, 164, 165. 167 
Swan, bark, 17 
Swan. steamship, 13 
Ulrica, ship, 157 
Zebra, bark, 15 
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Searching for your Roots? 
Let us help with 
your travel needs! 
%tfuun,, TRAVE£ SERVICE'"'°"""'" 
747 FIRST BANK PLACE WEST 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55402 
(612) 332-7567 
SCANDINAVIAN SPECIALISTS SINCE 1894 
DETAILED MAPS OF SWEDEN 
Topographic maps have been produced in detail for 650 small areas of 
Sweden. We have reference copies of almost all of the populated areas 
of Sweden and some in Norway and Denmark. If you wish to know if 
your place of interest (farm, village or living quarter) is shown, please 
send to us in the following order: 
1. Name of farm , village , etc. 
2. Name of its parish church district 
3. Name of Lan 
Enclose long self-addressed stamped envelope. Sketch will be sent 
showing locations found on the maps. Information also includes availa-bility and prices. 
ANDERSON BOOKSTORE 
SG-1 P.O. Box 149 
LINDSBORG, KS 67456 
~~~~ 
«f Tracing Your } 
Swedish Heritage? 
Travel anytime 
of the year 
• LOW-COST FLIGHTS: 
Fly to Stockholm on Northwest Orient Airlines 
wide-body 747 service. 
• CAR RENTAL: 
Visit relatives and explore with the freedom of an 
AVIS car with unlimited free mileage. 
• HOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS: 
When you want to stay on your own, use the easy 
"Go As You Please" Swedish Hotel Cheque 
vouchers good at 200 hotels throughout Sweden. 
• ESCORTED COACH TOURS: 
Fully escorted one and two week tours visiting the 
important Swedish Heritage centers. 
For any of these money-saving travel ideas, call your 
Travel Agent or 
1022 Nicollet Mall , Minneapolis, MN 55403 ~ 




Scandinavian Airlines offers more wide-body 
non-stops from North America to Scandinavia. 
SAS also serves more cities in Sweden than all 
other transatlantic airlines combined. 
SAS offers convenient departures from New York, 
Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle and Anchorage. 
Ask your travel agent about SAS' convenient 
schedules and low, low air fares. SAS, the airline of 
Scandinavia. 
$AS. 
